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Jean Monnet
Jean Monnet died on Friday 16 March 1979 at his home in Bazoches-sur-Guyonne
near Paris. He was 90.
On hearing the news, Mr Roy Jenkins, President of the Commission, made the fol-
lowing statement:
'It is difficult to imagine Europe without Jean Monnet. His death is a great sadness
for the European Communiry and for all those who over a generation and more
have sought io give effect to ihe Eu.opean idea. No one contributed more than Je.an
Monnet Io the -founding and construction of the Community. No one shared his
unique combination oI imaginative thinking and practical. creation. He had
-o.entr of frustration and diiappointment, but he never lost his faith or hope in
Europe, his resourcefulness in finding new routes forward.
In the last few months the Community has once more been on the move, and Jean
Monnet himself was well aware of it. That we should have recovered a sense of
momentum is the best tribute we could have paid to the inspiration and impetus
which he gave our endeavours for more than thirty years. A gleat father of Europe is
dead. Butihe Community is very much alive and will remain his greatest memorial.'

Etfective entry into force of the
European Monetary System
The European Monetary System (EMS)-which the European Council decided to
establish when it met in Brussels on 4 and 5 December 1978'-began effectively
operating on 13 March.
The decision was taken by the European Council in Paris on 12 and 13 March. The
following communiqu6 was issued:
'Noting that all the conditions had now been met for the implementation of the
exchange mechanism of the European Monetary System, as defined at the previous
meeting of the Council on 4 and 5 December 1978, the European Council, meeting
in Paris on 12 March 1979, resolved to implement it as from Tuesday 13 March
7979 as soon as the exchange markets opened.'
This was made possible by France's decision to withdraw its reservation on the
adoption of the regulations for implementing the new system,2 following the Council
meeting on agriculture on 5 and 6 March, in the course of which a broad consensus
emerged on various aspects of a package of agri-monetary measures.'
The main points of the agreement related to the dismantling of existing monetary
compensatory amounts and the procedure to be followed in respect of new MCAs.
' Bull.. EC 12-1978, point 1.1.11.
'z Bull. EC 12-1978, points 1.1.4 and 1.1.5.
' Point 2.1.55.
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Standardlzod abbroviationa ior the designation ol cortain monetary units in the diflerent languages olthe Community:
BFR : Belgiscte frank/Franc belge
LFR : Franc luxembourgeois
DKR : Dansk krone
FF : Franc lrangais
DM : Deutsc-he Mark
LIT : Lira italiana
HFL : Nederlands€ gulden (Hollandse florijn)
UKL : Pound sterling
IRL : lrish pound
USD : United States dollar
1. The Commission
programme
for 1979
Commission programme lor 1979
Address by Mr Roy Jenkins,
President of the Commission,
to the European Parliament
on 13 February
1.1.1. This is the third programme speech
which I have the honour to deliver to the Par-
liament on behalf of the European Commis-
sion. I believe that this occasion marks the
opening of a more momentous year of change
for the Community than it has seen for some
time. It may be a dangerous year; it will cer-
tainly be a challenging yeari but out of the
danger may come some opportuniry.
The past twelve months have proved to be an
inteniive period of preparation, discussio,n,
and negotiation both within and beyond the
Community. The fruits of that work and
endeavour are now within our grasp. If we
have the will to maintain the momentum
which we have built up over most of
1978-and I believe it is imperative that we
should-this year should see the following
development: the establishment of the Euro-
pean Monetary System; the first direct elec-
iions to the European Parliament; the com-
pletion of the first stage of a three-part Pro-
iess leading to the Community's enlarge-
ment, with the signature of the Treaty with
Greece; and the successful conclusion of
major international trade negotiations in
which the Community has been intimately
involved. These developments and their out-
come correspond to three basic priorities of
the Community as we seek to meet the
challenges of an increasingly complex and
interdependent world. These are:
to strengthen the internal organization
and cohesion of the Community, and ensure
its continued development;
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to enlarge the Community to include
those Europein democracies able and quali-
fied and anxious to join;
to ensure that the Community as such
makes its contribution to the management of
the world economy.
For its part the Commission will fully dis-
charge iis responsibilities and do all in its
powir to further progress in these three vital
areas.
The theme which I should like to stress to
Parliament in the programme speech this year
is that of interdependence. This is one maior
lesson which has been borne on the Commis-
sion in the first two years of our mandate.
We have seen that maior economic u
outside the affect Community can profoundly 
our lives and plans. Equally, our own free-
dom of manoeuvre to influence events is cir-
cumscribed by our economic and social
weaknesses. So while our own internal affairs
are naturally at the forefront of our minds
-and I shall speak of these soon-I believethat today, more than ever before, our inter-
nal preoccupations need to be seen against a
bac[ground of developments outside the
Community.
External relations
1.1.2. Recent months have shown us that
the Community's international weight and
presence is continuing to grow and to grow
Iast. With the President of the Council I rep-
resented the Communiry at the Economic
Summit meeting in Bonn in July. We further
N.B. The Commission programme for 1979 was set out
by Mr Jenkins when he presented the Twelfth General
Report on the Activities of the European Communities to
Parliament.
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developed the close relationship berween the
Communiry and the United States; and we
made some progress in establishing a more
solid basis for our relations with Japan in the
interest of world economic stability. Beyond
this we established a new relationship with
the countries of ASEAN; and we concluded a
trade agreement with China.
From this picture of events, I would like to
single out rwo which are, I believe, particu-
larly significant for the Community. First our
relationship with the United States: apart
from a steady flow of high-level exchanges
between Vashington and Brussels, President
Carter visited the Commission early last year,
and I went to see him in December. These
meetings have enabled us to review the main
issues which condition the relationship bet-
ween the mo biggest trading powers in the
world, and to explore the possibilities for
new fields of cooperation, particularly in the
field of science and technology, which repre-
sents, I believe, a significant and hopefulfield
for future work together. Second, I refer to
the trade agreement which the Communiry
concluded with China last April. China is the
largest of the developing nations. She was not
slow to recognize the reality of the Commun-
ity and when she decided to open up and to
increase her international exchanges, the
Community was among the first to whom
China turned. I am confident that in 1979 we
can develop our trade and understanding
with China still further, and I will have these
prospects before me when I visit Peking next
week.
Nevertheless as a Community we still face
difficulties and dilemmas in our relations
with both industrial and developing coun-
tries. These have been underlined in two vit-
ally important international negotiations
which are now coming to a conilusion. I
refer to the Multilateral Trade Negotiations
t2
at Geneva, and the negoriarions in which the
Community is engaged for a successor to the
Lom6 Convention. The Community depends
more on world trade than any of our major
trading partners. To that extent we wish to
see the international trading system streng-
thened and extended in scope. We have there-
fore welcomed the emphasis which has been
placed in these negoriarions on attacking the
multipliciry of non-tariff barriers which
obstruct the flow of trade. But we have also
been bound to recognize that it is not enough
to pull down barriers wherever we find them.
We have to ensure that the trading system
which we are constructing contains its own
checks and balances. \$Ue must ensure, for
example, that it takes fair account of the new
phenomenon of the highly competitive low
cost producer who can now make a deep and
rapid penetration into a particular market in
a way that can almost wipe out our own
domestic production.
This phenomenon is only an extreme mani-
festation of a wider problem of adjustment to
which protection cannot ultimately be the
answer. Over the past year the Community
has found it necessary to make a number of
measures to safeguard employment in certain
industries such as textiles, steel and ship-
building, which suffer acutely from ovei-
capaciry and excess labour, nearly always as
a result of the growing abiliry of other'pro-
ducers outside the Community to produce
these goods more cheaply. But these measures
will only be acceptable or negotiable with our
trading partners if they are accompanied by
active and responsible policies to adapt our
economies to new circumstances. The Com-
mission, which has had to take the lead in
working_out. measures to provide a tempor-
ary shield for those industries which - are
under severe pressure, is fully conscious of
the need, in the coming years and at Com-
Bull. EC 2-1979
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munity level, to shift the emphasis to the
elaboiation of that longer-term framework
within which industrial change can take place
as well as to the promotion of growth
sectors.
This need for adiustment is one of the main
elements underlying both the Multilateral
Trade Negotiations and our own domestic
industrial policies. It also concerns us in our
negotiations for a.new Convention with the
cointries of Africa, the Caribbean and the
Pacific. It would make little sense to offer
generous aid and trading benefits to these
Iountries if we refused to prepare ourselves
to accept an increasing volume of those pro-
ducts which newly industrializing countries
inevitably begin to produce and sell.
Althoush the Lom6 Convention has only
been ii operation 'for some three years, I
believe thai the process of negotiating a new
Convention is in itself valuable in acquainting
us with the aspirations of the ACP countries
and in acquaihting the ACP countries with
the Community's political and economic dif-
ficulties. For its pirt, the Commission will do
all it can to see that the negotiations are con-
cluded in good time for ratification by the 55
or more AtP countries well before the expiry
of the present Convention in spring 1980.
Economic Summits
1.1.3. The Community is of course not
alone in facing the problem of finding its
place in a constantly shifting world economy'
if ther. is interdependence berween external
and internal events, we have come increas-
ingly to realize the degree to which all major
tradine partners are also interdependent. It is
in thiJ context that the Economic Summits
can have a pafticular significance. I believe
that they have now become a permanent fea-
ture of 
-international life and that they are
beginning to make a maior and welcome con-
Bull. EC 2-7979
tribution to the management of the world
economy. They do not, of course' solve all
problems; they do not produce miracle solu-
iions; but they mean that, from time to time,
the leaders of the main nations have to con-
centrate, not only on domestic problems, but
on the impact of these problems on other
nations and on the world economy as a
whole. Their value is that they make every-
body think in international terms. It is impor-
tant that the Community has been able, and
will continue, to play a significant role at
these Summits.
Last year, as we moved from the European
Countils of Copenhagen and Bremen to the
Economic Summit at Bonn, we saw a steadily
developing economic and monetary Poticy
which linked the Community's determination
to create an area of monetary stabiliry with
its equally strong determination to see its
majoi economic partners brought together in
a balanced plan to stimulate economic
growth. This year we shall see the same.-pat-
i=ern of meetings with European Councils at
Paris, Strasbourg and Dublin, and an
Economic Summit at Tokyo. I hope that we
can move from meeting to meeting with the
same sense of purpose and the same determi-
nation to coordinate, control and to some
extent manage the maior economic develop-
ments which-so concern us all. I also hope it
will be possible for the Community, fortified
by the creation of the European Monetary
System, to play a more positive role in discus-
tion of international monetary problems. I
am in no sense sugBesting a downgrading of
the role of the Intirnational Monetary Fund.
But within the Fund there is scope for a grea-
ter European contribution since economic
and monetary policies are two sides of the
same coin. A-greater degree of understanding
among the Summit particiPants about the
mana[ement of theii currencies could be
beneficial.
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European Monetary System
1.1.4. I now turn to the Community's own
efforts to create a new monetary system: a
zo_ne of European monerary stabiliry. Such a
scheme can make a major contribution to
securing the growth so essential if the Com-
munity is 
-to overcome its continuing anddeep-seated economic problems. The- fore-
most of these problems is unemployment.
Even if the total number of unemployed in
the Community has nor increased in the past
year,_ the fact of six million unemployed is
simply intolerable. The unemployed ionsti-
tute a huge and urgent human reason for act-ing quickly to establish a system which
favours stabiliry and expansion, which
strengthens our abiliry acting rogether ro
achieve a new_ price stabiliry in Euiope, and
which can help to stimulaie demand on a
wide geographical basis. The sombre fact is
that rationalization of our labour-intensive
heavy industries is only now beginning and
unless we can work to create the conditions
for a lasting and balanced growth in new sec-
tors, the prospects will be gloomy indeed.
It is a matter for profound regret to me, and I
believe, to most members of ihis House, that
the European Monetary System could not be
launched at the beginning of this year, as the
European Council in Brussels had decided.
But I recognize the crucial impoftance for the
Community to decide how if is to deal with
the monetary problems associated with the
common agricultural policy if that policy and
the moneta-ry system are io work- smoothly
together. The essential point to make now ii
that I believe there is a political will for a sol-
ution,_ that a solution is technically possible,
and that we shall find it soon. ilut if the
EMS-this new insrrument worked for so
hard over the summer and autumn and pro-
claimed in December-is to make that impact
t4
on our deep-rooted economic problems that I
believe it can, it is essential that continuing
thought, new efforts and new policies shoulJ
be available to underpin and sustain what we
are creating. The European Monetary System
can give a major thrust to our objectives, but
it cannot become an isolated column too far
in advance of the main army of economic
advance. I have three main points in mind.
First, we must accelerate the processes of
convergence within our Community. This has
long been the purpose of this and previous
Commissions, but I cannot say that progress
has been sufficient. lWe were encourigei by
the decisions of the European Councilin Bre-
men last June that Member States should
pursue policies of concerted action. But a lot
more needs to be done and the Commission
will soon bring forward proposals to improve
the mechanisms and increase the momentum
of coordination.
Second, the Community should make much
more of the benefits of the existing Common
Market so as to ensure a better Lalance of
economic activity within it. Last year we put
our thinking into a five-year outline prbg-
ramme. ln 1979 we shall be bringing forward
proposals in some areas, ideas for discussion
in others. The aim of both will be to increase
the flow of goods and services, and to make
progress, for example, in lowering non-tariff
barriers. We also want to make rapid use of
our new borrowing instrument to improve
the social and economic infrastructure in sec-
tors and areas in difficulty. I have new trans-
port links particularly in mind. r0Ve shall be
outlining our ideas in a paper early in the
yeat.
Third, we need to deal with the special dif-
ficulties of less prosperous Membir States,
not only. to undeipin the European Monetary
System, but also in pursuit of our general aim
of reducing economic disparities within the
Bull. EC 2-1979
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Community. Here we already have a new
instrument in the shape of the interest-
subsidized loans which the European Council
asreed in December should be made available
tJ Italy and Ireland within the framework of
the EMS. But this is only part of the renewed
effort which we must make for the poorer
areas of the Community. To this end the
Commission is, as requested by the European
Council, re-examining the role which the
Community's instruments, iointly and sepa-
rately, can play in promoting convergence.
We shall present that paper to the European
Council in March.
I now turn to two further policies on which
the Commission will strive to make progress
in 1979, both because of their intrinsic
importance to the Community, and as part of
the strategy by which we aim eventually to
arrive at economic and monetary union. I
refer to the internal market, and to energy
policy.
lnternal market
1.1.5. The common market is both the
stafting-point and the centrepiece of Euro-
pean integration. It is particularly important
ihat it should function smoothly. It was once
thoueht that with the creation of a common
cust;ms area, with unified rules for trade
with third countries, all internal barriers to
trade would wither away almost automati-
cally but the reality has been different Paper-
woik at intra-Community frontiers has not
diminished. Formalities and procedures con-
tinue to vary from Member State to Member
State. They remain a hindrance to export
business, particularly for small and'medium-
sized firmi most of which still find it difficult
to operate beyond their own national fron-
tiers. Intra-Community trade has of course
greatly increased, but we have scarcely
8ull. EC 2-1979
started to exploit the full advantages of our
vast internal market. The Commission will be
bringing forward this year a new five-year
progiamme designed to establish the customs
union on a more solid basis through the
progressive introduction of Communiry 9us-
iomi legislation, administered on behalf of
the Community, and through measures to
encourage a f.ar f.reer flow of goods over our
internal frontiers.
Energy
1.1.5. On energy, we have recently had a
vivid reminder of the fragility of the technol-
ogy on ,,r,hich our way of life is based. Large
pims ol Europe were paralysed by deep snow
ind ice; entire regions were cut off; electricity
supplies were stietched to their limits and
beyond; some communications broke down;
miny of our citizens were faced with a lack
of means to keep themselves and their
families warm. It is in iust such a situation
that our dependence on electriciry, oil, and
coal, and on other energy supplies is brought
home not just to governments but to almost
all the people of the Community. The vag-
aries of-the weather underline yet again the
view that I put to Parliament last year about
the urgent -need to recognize our limited
energy reso,rrces, the need to exploit new and
addiiional means of supply, and to reduce
our own consumption of energy. External
events-both the recent OPEC decision to
increase oil prices on the world market and
the grave developments in lran----only serve to
emp-hasize the cbntinuing relevance and the
urgency of the problem, yet not much has
been done about it in the past year. In a few
words, how are we to secure a drastic and
permanent reduction in our oil imports? 
-How
are we to secure a sustained and significant
cut-back in energy consumption? How are
15
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we to develop new and unconventional alter-
native sources of supply? How are we to
exploit and use to the best advantage our
available energy resources? ti7e have little
time left. It would be very dangerous for peo-
ple or governments to allow themselves to be
lulled into a false sense of securiry by the fact
that there has been no major oil or energy
shortage over the past few years. If we do not
take action soon, there can be no doubt that
during the 1980s we shall enter a permanent
and debilitating energy crisis and we will
have wasted years during which we could
have prepared for and avoided such circum-
stances.
Much work is already being done by Member
States and at Communiry level. But the scale
and nature of the issues suggest that more
common and Community rather than dispa-
rate and national action is required. First, we
aim to reduce the Communiry's dependence
on imported energy to 50% by 1985. This is
from its presenr level of 55%. The Commis-
sion is ready to help coordinate national
energy policies ro avoid duplication and
promote major research and development
projects on a Community scale. Second, we
must prepare now for the post-oil era. Again
we have already put ideas and proposals into
our working programme, and will come for-
ward with more. In the meantime we want to
promote the widest possible debate on a
theme which touches so many aspects of the
future of our society.
Agriculture
1.1.7. I turn now to agriculture, the sector
of European affairs where the Community
has the most concentrated responsibilities,
and incurs most of its expenditure. The
reasons for the preponderance of agriculture
t6
are a matter of history and indeed arise partly
from the origins of 'the Communiry. But j
sometimes wonder whether it is wise for us to
be so occupied with one particular sector, a
sector whose share of our workforce has fal-
len from l7o/" in 1950 to 87o today, and
which now contributes only 4"/" to our total
gross domestic product. Do not misunder-
stand me. I do not think that our respon-
sibilities in agriculture should decrease, but
rather that our responsibilities in other sec-
tors should increase, thus bringing about a
better balance within the Community which
should by its nature concern all our work-
force and our whole capacity to generate
wealth. This is a fundamentalquestion which
merits increasing attention as we look to the
future development of Europe.
With enlargement, the importance of agricul-
ture will of course increase in relative terms.
In a Europe of Twelve it will account for
some 117o of the workforce as against 8% in
our present Community of Nine. But the
paradox of Mediterranean agriculture is this:
that we cannot hope to improve the incomes
of rural families solely, or even mainly,
through agricultural support, but rather
through developing orher sectors of the
economy in those regions so that, at last,
there is a real alternative to work on the land.
It is.in this longer perspective that I ask you
to view our current policies. Last year I said
we had not yet succeeded in mastering the
problem of surpluses. In the intervining
twelve months we have made progress in
obtaining acceptance of our piice- policy,
thanks in no small measure to ihe influence
of this House. But I have to tell you that,
despite that, the situation and proipects on
the agricultural markets today aie worse, not
better, than a year ago. Milk production is
accelerating, while consumption is static.
Every third tonne of sugar that we produce is
Bull. EC 2-1979
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exported with the aid of an all too substantial
subsidy. That is why we now insist on the
need for a rigorous price policy for as long as
the market imbalances last. This means a
general freeze in the common prices for the
coming season. With the other measures we
have proposed, particularly for milk, this pol-
icy can succeed in restoring a proper balance
to our agricultural policies. Indeed, I say that
it must succeed: for the alternatives that lie
before us, if we fail in our efforts to solve this
problem through the price and market
mechanisms, will be even more unpopular
with farmers than is the present situation
with consumers.
If the surpluses have put the budget under
intolerable strain, then the monetary distor-
tions in agriculture have, like the invisible
worm, been gnawing at the heart of the com-
mon market. In order to restore fair competi-
tion and bring back normal conditions of
trade, we must return to the unity of the
agricultural market. Here I am optimistic
despite the failure to reach agreement at the
Brussels agriculrural summit yesterday. As
regards existing monetary compensatory
amounts, we cannot do everything at once:
but we could make substantial progress this
year, and move towards elimination over a
period of a few years. As regards future
MCAs, the introduction of the EMS should
mean greater monetary stability, and thus
less risk of the creation of 
.new MCAs. It will
also create an economic climate in which
MCAs, whether old or new, can be elimi-
nated in an orderly way. But I add a note of
warning. In eliminating MCAs we must not
compromise our price policy, or achieve the
uniry of the agricultural market at the price
of abandoning our other objeaives including,
in particular, the elimination of predictable
surpluses. A temporary success of that kind
would spell long-term defeat.
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Finally there is our policy for agricultural
structures. I would prefer a more humane
word than 'structures', which smacks too
much of technocracy and economic jargon. I
want a term which would encompass all
facets of the improvement of the country-
man's way of life, and the advancement of
the farmer's professional skills. For agricul-
rural policy must, at heart, be concerned not
with the number of cows or of hectares, but
with persons and human beings. Perhaps a
better phrase is 'rural development', the
promotion of all that can help people in pre-
dominantly agricultural regions to bring their
living standards up to those shared by the
Community in general. Here again the Com-
mission is making further proposals which
will advance the frontiers of our policy.
Fisheries
1.1.8. Next fisheries. Sometimes, as we dis-
cuss our policies in all their legal and political
complexity, we tend to forget the realities
that lie behind them in the world outside our
conference rooms and assembly chambers.
The fact impresses itself upon us when we
look at the maps of fish stocks in the waters
of Western Europe. The areas of spawning,
of feeding, of migration, and of maturity,
none of these fits in with the geometry of
median lines or of 200-mile limits. Fish are
not respecters of territorial waters. No plan
for the management and conservation of
these fish resources can be framed in merely
national terms. That, fundamentally, is why
the absence of a common policy is a gain for
no Member State, and for none of our fishing
industries. It is a loss for all, and a loss
which multiplies as time passes and stocks
are depleted yet mor€. We shall therefore
continue to press in the Council for decisions
on fisheries.
t7
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Consumer policy and environment policy
1.1.9. In the coming year we shall also pre-
sent our new programme for consumer pro-
tection. It will naturally come up for discus-
sion in this House. I will not anticipate our
proposals, but by way of example I mention
one of them: a system for the rapid exchange
of information within the Communiry on the
hazards of dangerous products. Today I want
to reaffirm that the interests of consumers,
and their protection by Communiry law,
remain central to the Commission's policies.
The tasks assigned to the Communiry by the
Treaties mean that all our actions have reper-
cussions on consumers; and the Commission,
with its particular responsibilities, has the
duty to provide a bemer balance for the inter-
ests of consumers than they can obtain indi-
vidually through the interplay of economic
forces. The Commission will not evade that
dury.
I have heard it suggested that the Commis-
sion's intention to apply stricter criteria to
proposals for harmonization means that in
future we shall put less emphasis on con-
sumer poliry. Nothing could be further from
the truth: what we have determined is to
avoid interference in consumer choice by
legislative proposals for harmonization that is
unnecessary and unimportant. We cannot do
a better service to the consumer, and to the
Community's image, than to concentrate our
efforts on what is really wofth while rather
than dissipating on marters that are not of
vitaI importance.
In our environment policy we shall pursue a
similar course, with proposals that concen-
trate on the priority areas of water qualiry,
the effects of chemicals on health, and noise
abatement. We hope also to open up a new
dimension in public understanding of these
18
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questions by promoting facilities in each
Member State for assessmenr of the effects of
environmental hazards throughout the Com-
munity.
Institutions
1.1.10. I would like to end by looking for-
ward to two major developments which will
shape the future of the Communiry. Both
direct elections and the forthcoming enlarge-
ment of the Communiry raise questions about
the operation and the evolution of the Com-
munity's institutions. I welcome the initiative
which has led us to the request for three wise
men to study these matters and report to the
European Council in the course of this year.At the same time the Commission has
decided quite separately to appoint its own
independent review body to examine the
structure and the working of the Commis-
sion. This independent review body started
its work at the beginning of this month, and
we expect its report before the autumn. I
hope that these reviews will lead ro practical
ideas for improving the functioning of the
Communiry. At the same time, we need to
guard against the view that procedural or
institutional innovations can of themselves
produce instant solutions to problems in the
Community. Our difficulties often stem from
deep-seated economic and social disparities
which are bound to engender their own
pressures and conflicts.
We are at present witnessing two important
institutional changes within the Communiry
framework. First, there is the growing role of
the European Council which has provided a
vital impulse to the evolution of the Com-
munity, especially in the last rwelve months.
Second, we are on the eve of direct elections
to this House which will constitute a signific-
ant strengthening of the democratic base of
Bull. EC 2-1979
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the Community's institutional structure. But
there appears to be e gaq at present there are
no contacts between the European Council
and Parliament, and I believe that serious
thought should be given to ways in which a
link could be established.
The enlargement of the Community is also
bound to have a significant effect on the
operation of the institutions. Last year the
Commission produced a review of some of
these implications. We shall do our best to
ensure that the ideas which we put forward
are seriously considered and implemented. At
this stage I stress the importance of the Com-
mission's management role in giving effect to
the decisions of the Council. Without some
extension of that role and better definition of
the distinction between political and execu-
tive decisions, I fear that in an enlarged Com-
munity the risks of confusion and paralysis,
which already exist, will become even more
senous.
Direct elections to this House are now less
than four months away. They represent the
honouring of a commitment made more than
twenty years ago and in a sense complete the
foundations which were then laid down. The
long delay in fixing these elections, and the
aspirations and, indeed in some quarters, the
apprehensions which surround them testify to
their crucial importance in our development.
I believe that the Commission has over the
years established constructive working rela-
tions with this House. I certainly believe that
we have derived great value from the dialo-
gues with this House. There have occasion-
ally been arguments and tensions; that is
inherent in the parliamentary process. But I
certainly pay tribute to the value which we
attach to the relations which have long
existed and which we have endeavoured to
strengthen still further during the life of this
Commission. At the same time I welcome the
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prospect of the more intensive relationship
which directly-elected deputies may wish to
have with the other institutions of the Com-
munity, including the Commission, in the
name of their electors.
All the issues with which we deal, remote or
technical as they sometimes seem, are directly
and crucially related to the welfare of the citi-
zen. The European Monetary System is ulti-
mately about the value of money in peoples'
pockets. The common agricultural policy is
about the balance between the money in the
pockets of the farmer and of the housewife.
There are many issues, some controversial,
which will, I hope, become the themes for the
electoral campaign which will shortly be
opening. If the campaign can focus the atten-
tion of the Community's electorate on the
essential purposes and problems of the Com-
munity, then it will have achieved something
which we have found to be a major obstacle
in our work whether it be in the Commission,
the Parliament or the Council, namely to
make a reality to the individual citizen of the
sometimes complex and obscure processes of
Community life.
Any observer of the Community today must
be struck by the complex variety of its activ-
iry compared with only a few years ago. I
believe that in 1978 we found a new sense of
momennrm. Also some of it was lost at the
beginning of the year; we must get it back.
To do this and to achieve a new sense of
momentum will require unremitting effort,
undeterred and undismayed by any tempor-
ary discouragements. The Community does
not face an easy future. As we approach what
I believe will be a difficult, certainly challeng-
ing, and possibly dangerous decade ahead for
the Community in the world, internal unity
will be of increasing importance. For its part
the Commission will continue fully to play its
part as a source of ideas and initiatives for
2. Spain: Opening
of accession
negotiations
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the strengthening of the economic and
institutional basis of the Community enter-
prise. It will endeavour to continue to serve
Europe as a whole and not just any one part
of it.
1.2.1. The negotiations for Spain's acces-
sion to the Community were formally opened
in Brussels on 5 February.
This step towards further enlargement of the
Community follows the membership applica-
tion submitted by the Spanish Government
on 28 luly 1977,' the favourable opinion
delivered by the Commission on 29
November 7978' and the CouncilDecision of
19 December 7978' scheduling the opening
of negotiations for February.
At this ministerial meeting in February the
Communiry delegation was led by Mr Jean
Frangois-Poncet, French Foreign Minister and
President of the Council. The Commission
was represented by Mr Roy Jenkins, Presi-
dent, and Mr Lorenzo Natali, Vice-President.
The Spanish delegation was led by Mr Mar-
celino Oreja, Foreign Minister, and also
included Mr Leopoldo Calvo Sotelo, Minister
for Relations with the European Com-
munities, and Mr Raimundo Bassols, Spanish
Ambassador to the Communities.
The ceremonial opening of the negotiations
took place in a particularly positive atmos-
phere, and it was agreed that the Ministers'
deputies would hold a first meeting before
the summer in order to work out the time-
table and procedure for the negotiations
proper, which are to begin after the summer.
Mr Frangois-Poncet
President of the Council
1.2.2. As the spokesman for the European
Communities, the President of the Council
' Bull. EC 718-7977, points 1.1.1 to 1.1.5.
' Bull. EC ll-1978, points 1.1.1 to 1.1.8 and Supple-
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expressed his pleasure at being able to wel-
come the representatives of Spain to the
opening of the accession negotiations.
He pointed out that the first contractual rela-
tions between Spain and the Community
dated back to 7970, for in that year Spain
had concluded with the EEC-then still made
up of six members-an agreement of which
the ultimate objective to be attained in stages
was the gradual, reciprocal liberalization of
trade. Many things had changed since then:
after its first enlargement with the accession
of Denmark, Ireland and the United King-
dom, the Community had embarked on a sec-
ond enlargement. Spain too-and here the
President of the Council added that one could
not speak truly of Europe without including
Spain-had seen fundamental changes: the
process of democratization had led to the
restoration of a pluralist democracy and of
fundamental rights and these had been
embodied in the new Constitution approved
by the Spanish people in the referendum of
5 December 1978.
After recalling the principles on which the
Communities were founded and the develop-
ments that had taken place since their crea-
tion, Mr Frangois-Poncet went on to describe
the specific context of the accession negotia-
tions.
First of all, Spain would have to accept the
Treaties and their political obiectives and also
the decisions adopted since the entry into
force of those Treaties, i.e. what is generally
known as the acquis coffiffiunautdire. Mr
Frangois-Poncet gave a rapid account of the
stage reached in the construction of Europe:
customs union had been completed; common
agricultural and commercial policies had
been defined; progress had been made on
social policy and transport policy; a regional
policy had been introduced; own resources
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had been created; legislation had been har-
monized; increased economic convergence
had been achieved, and above all a European
Monetary System, decided on at the Euro-
pean Council meeting in Brussels in
December 7978,1 was to be created to establ-
ish a zone of monetary stabiliry. The Presi-
dent of the Council stated that these
endeavours had 'led not only to the increased
interdependence of the economies of the
Member States but also to greater mutual
understanding between Governments and
peoples'.
Mr Frangois-Poncet also included in the
acquis commufiautaire all the commitments
entered into externally, emphasizing that
'further enlargement of the European Com-
munities can only be seen as a fresh contribu-
tion.to the strengthening of 
.the process of
continuous creation in which the Com-
munities are engaged and not as a way of
weakening or diluting their institutional
structures or their powers of action.
The logical extension of the first principle,
that is to say the full acceptance of the acquis
cotflrflunautdire, which is of prime import-
ance to the Community, is that in the negoti-
ations the adjustment problems which may
arise for either side must be resolved by lay-
ing down transitional measures and not by
changing Communiry rules.
These transitional measures, intended to
facilitate such adjustments as may prove
necessary as a result of enlargement, must be
determined in such a way as to ensure an
overall balance of reciprocal advantages; they
must, as a general rule, have preciie time-
tables; their duration could, if desirable, vary
' Bull. EC 12-1978, points 1.1.1 to 1.1.12.
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according to the subject matter involved.
Moreover, the Community considers that
provision should be made for mutual safe-
guard mechanisms in accordance with Com-
muniry procedures.'
He went on to say that 'at this initial stage in
our proceedings, I have set forth for you
some of our ideas. This statement could not
be exhaustive nor could it cover all the prob-
lems which will arise in the course of the
negotiations.
Precisely because of the economic importance
of Spain, the complexiry of the problems to
be tackled and the way they interrelate, the
discussions will of necessiry range very wide.
As far as the Community is concerned, the
preparatory discussions essential for estab-
lishing a common basis for negotiation have
already begun... Furthermore, the Commun-
ity would like to point out how important it
is that the contractual relations established by
the 7970 Agreement, which will continue up
to the time of accession, should quickly
return to normal. This will serve our joint
purpose by enabling us to concentrate more
fully on the accession negotiations. In this
connection the Community noted with satis-
faction the goodwill shown by the Spanish
delegation at the recent Joint Committee
meeting on 24 January.' It hopes that there
will shortly be concrete evidence of this good-
will.'
The President of the Council ended his state-
ment with the following words:
'Substantial as the task facing our negotiators
is, I am convinced-and here I con-
clude-that the negotiations on which we are
embarking today will be brought to a suc-
cessful end thanks to the common political
will to make every effort to ensure that they
do so.'
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Mr Jenkins
President of the Commission
1.2.3. Mr Jenkins voiced the Commission's
satisfaction at the opening of the negotiations
for Spain's accession. He went on to say:
'Spain is part of Europe, and Europe is
incomplete without Spain. The geography,
history and civilization of your country are
part of the very pith and marrow of Europe,
and have been so from the beginning. If in
the 1970s you have need of the Community,
so the Communiry has need of Spain.
The Community represents a gathering in of
the European peoples at a time when their
position in the world has greatly changed, is
in some respects diminished, but has a new
cohesion and underlying strength which
comes from our growing unity. Your mem-
bership will add to that cohesion and
strength, and enrich the Community, in the
same way that I believe the Communiry will
strengthen and enrich Spain.
You come to this table with the immeasur-
able asset of full support from your people
and all the political parties through which
Spanish opinion is expressed. I pay tribute
not only to )'our Government but also to
your sovereign for the remarkable and peace-
ful way in which Spain has undergone pro-
found constitutional change in such a short
time.
The new institution of parliamentary democ-
racy in Spain and your respect for human
rights have together created the conditions
for Spanish membership of the Communiry. I
recall the declaration of our Heads of State
and Government ur \pril 1978 that 'respect
for and maintenance of representative democ-
' Bull. EC l-1979, point 2.2.5.
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racy and human rights in each Member State
are essential elements of membership of the
European Community...'
'We are, I think, all agreed that enlargement
of the Community should not cause either its
dilution or the enfeeblement of its institu-
tions. The Commission sees in enlargement
the opportunity to concentrate our common
political, economic and social interests and to
strengthen our common institutions. Hence
the panicular impoftance of the forthcoming
elections to the European Parliament by
direct universal suffrage, and the early estab-
lishment of a European Monetary System.
Just as you will have to look to your own
economy and your own institutions, so we in
the existing Communiry will have to look to
ours. I will not go over the detailed points
made in the excellent speech by the President
of the Council. I would like simply to affirm
and reaffirm that we in the Commission will
do everything in our power to bring negotia-
tions for the accession of Spain to a timely
and successful conclusion. There will be dif-
ficulties. But we are convinced that it is poss-
ible to find arrangements satisfactory to both
Spain and the Community as a whole.'
Mr Calvo Sotelo
Spanish Minister for Relations
with the European Communities
1.2.4. After thanking the other speakers for
their statements, Mr Calvo Sotelo described
Spain's membership application as a step
along the path which had lead his people 'to
freedom'.
He gave the background to relations berween
the Communiry and Spain-emphasizing the
Spanish people's political will to become part
of the Communiry-and then went on to say
the following:
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'A precondition for the negotiations is that
the applicant country accept the spirit and
the letter of the Treaties of Paris and Rome,
together with all the secondary legis-
lation-the acquis con tnundutaire, as it is
expressively termed. My Government can
declare today that it is prepared to accept the
Treaties and the acqui*not passively or
apathetically, but actively and resolutely,
because we share the political ideals of peace
and freedom on which the Treaties are based,
because we have faith in their solidity and
institutional balance, and because we regard
the acquis as a vast contribution to the build-
ing of Europe, of which the Community has
every right to feel proud, despite the fact that
not all the parts of such a vast body of legis-
lation can be equally felicitous, and although
it contains imbalances or shortcomings which
need to be adjusted or remedied...
Spain, as an applicant country is, from today,
taking a great step forward in its relations
with the Community... My Government, hav-
ing been duly informed of the progress made
on the acquis, would today like to offer to
assist in developing it further, in any way that
is possible within the Community's institu-
tional framework, and thus contribute from
the outside towards the formation of some-
thing that it is prepared to accept as from
now. This contribution could prove especially
useful in the context of the Community's re-
examination of Mediterranean agricultural
policy in connection with its second enlarge-
ment.
The President pointed out that the Commun-
iry is not closed in on itself, but open to the
rest of the world and linked with other coun-
' Bull, EC 3-1978, preliminary chapter ('Declaration on
democracy' issued at the European Council in Copen-
hagen).
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tries by agreements of varying scope. Spain
accepts the obligations deriving from these
agreements, and offers its own universal role,
consisting mainly in its special relations with
the countries of Latin America-which it
hopes to intensify.'
On the negotiations themselves, the Spanish
Minister said:
'It has been the custom in other negotiations
-to which I refer as a guide rather than as aprecedent-to staft by examining the topics
relating to customs union, the cornerstone of
the Common Market. My Government
would be prepared to staft dealing with these
matters now, so as to consider what measures
might be taken in this context to ensure
balanced and satisfactory development of our
mutual trade in the pre-accession period. We
might also suggest to our deputies that they
examine the common commercial policy and
secondary legislation in the coming months.'
Mr Calvo Sotelo then emphasized three
points to which the Spanish Government
attached particular importance.
'Firstly, social policy. It will be necessary to
deal at the appropriate time with the matter
of freedom of movement for workers, one of
the Communiry's basic principles, which
Spain supports and accepts as such. For my
Government, however, the situation of Span-
ish workers already established in the Com-
muniry has priority over this unquestionable
principle for the present: these workers have
been contributing to the Community's wealth
for years and their status should gradually be
aligned on that of Community workers dur-
ing the actual negotiating process.
My second point concerns agricultural mat-
ters, which receive so much attention from
my Government and the Community. For if
the acquis comflrunautdire has an aspect that
is ambitious-and thus vulnerable and con-
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troversial-it is surely the common agricul-
tural policy... Only thl negotiations on-which
we are embarking today will enable us to
measure the true extent of the problems
posed by our progressive integration into the
common agricultural policy, which affect
Spain more than the Community. The com-
parative advantage that may be derived from.
certain Mediterranean lines of production in
Spain, if they are properly regulated, will be a
further asset for the Community of Twelve,
but this must not be allowed to conceal the
comparative disadvantage of other lines of
agricultural production in Spain, which
should be assisted, nor does it provide any
justification for the Community's maintain-
ing unfavourable treatment uis-d-uis other
countries which are not applicants for mem-
bership.
Thirdly, the transitional periods. My Govern-
ment endorses the criterion laid down by the
Commission in its Opinion,' namely that the
transitional periods should be fixed and unal-
terable, and regards as sufficient the maxi-
mum period proposed in the Opinion. The
Spanish Government considers that for the
sake of harmony in the process of aligning
Spain's economy on the Community's and
also to simplify application, a single period
should be taken as a starting-point, to be
departed from in only a few cases, within a
narrow margin and in a balanced manner.'
Mr Calvo Sotelo stated that, in view of the
present gap between Spain's economic per-
formance and the Community average, the
Spanish Government would be prepared 'to
adopt, ioindy with the Community, recip-
rocal measures of convergence which would
help to harmonize the two parties'legislation
and economic policies, in the spirit of the
Commission's Opinion.'
' Bull. EC ll-1978, points 1.1.1 to 1.1.8, and Supple-
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'My Government is embarking on the negoti-
ations in the knowledge that a long and ardu-
ous task awaits us up to accession and be-
yond, but it also knows th1t, i-n this collective
Lffort, it has the initial backing of all the
political tendencies represented in the Parlia-
hent that emerged from the 1977 elections.
This unanimity concerning the ultimate
obiective stems irom our longstanding attach-
-int to Europe and reflects a fundamental,
clear-sighted ihoice by political, social and
economic circles in my country.
This does not mean, however, that there may
not be legitimate differences of opinion con-
cerning t[e ways and means, and it should
not bJ mistakenly interpreted as a desire to
enter the Community at any price, but as
further proof of the national solidarity-which
underliei Spain's new democracy. Spain's
solidarity should be matched by Community
solidarity, which goes beyond economic
interests'and aims ai bringing the peoples of
Europe closer and closer together."
1.3.1. In a Communication transmitted to
the Council on 14 February, the Commission
orooosed that the association between the
bori',-unity and Turkey be reactivated in
response to requests mide by Turkey and
with a view to helping the country over the
serious economic difficulties it is facing.
The Commission stressed the political
impoftance of taking action in the 
-Present
.onte*t to develop EEC-Turkey relations,
taking into accouni the links forge{ with the
count-ry over fifteen years ago. Similar effons
are being undertaken by the OECD, the
InternatiJnal Monetary Fund and at bilateral
level, with a similar obiective in view.
From the Ankara Agreement to 1978
1.3.2. Since 1953 the Communiry has built
up a special relationship with Turkey based
oir the Ankara Agreement and the resulting
ties of association.
In recent years, however, the Association has
been stagnating and relations benveen Tur-
key and Ih. Com-rnity have often been dif-
ficult, notably because of the economic cli-
mate in both Turkey and the Community
Member States.
Since 1974 Turkey has been experiencing a
steeD economic decline, and the country is
currently suffering from a huge balance of
p"y*enis deficit, with a serious.shortage of
ioieign exchange, a great deal oJ idle capac-
ity, i very high rate of unemployment and
galloping inflation.
It was during his visit to the Commission on
25 May 1978' rhat the Turkish Prime Minis-
ter, Mr Ecevit, in talks with Mr Jenkins,
' Translation.
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President of the Commission, and Mr Hafer-
kamp, proposed reactivaring the Association.
At the last meeting of the Association Coun-
cil on 20 December 7962,' the Communiry
made a statement which went some way
towards relaxing the provisions of the Addi-
tional Protocol which were posing problems,
particularly for hard-pressed Turkish indus-
tries, and contained an offer of an arrange-
ment with Turkey on cooperation.
The reactivation advocated by Mr Ecevit is
based on a similar approach, and would be
designed both to helpin associate counrry ar
a time of grave economic crisis, and to
revitalize the Association itself.
In addition, since May 1978 the Turkish
Government has made urgent representations
to the Commission, which has on a number
of occasions alerted the Member States to the
need to help Turkey; exploratory talks on
this topic were held in October 19178.,
The Turkish requests
1.3.3. The requests formulated on a number
of occasions by the Turkish authorities, not-
ably in a memorandum presented to the rep-
resentatives of the Member States,3 have four
main objects:
(i) a five-year suspension of certain provi-
sions of the Additional Protocol concirning
the move towards customs union;(ii) improvements in Turkey's exports to the
Communiry of industrial and agricultural
products;
(iii) improvements in the rules adopted in
7976 for achieving free movemenr of workers
between Turkey and the Community
Member States, and the promotion of educa-
tional and vocational training schemes for
Turkish workers and their families living in
the Community;
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(iv) large-scale economic and financial
cooperation designed to overcome the prob-
lems of external financing exacerbated by the
economic crisis in Turkey.
The Commission Communication
1.3.4. The Communication on the develop-
ment of relations with Turkey adopted by the
Commission on 14 February and transmitted
the same day to the Council constitures a
reponse to these requests. It is also an ele-
ment of the movement of international soli-
darity currently getting under way to help
Turkey overcome the very serious economic
and financial difficulties it is facing.
In the Communication the Commission asked
the Council for authorization to negotiate an
agreement with Turkey on suspension of the
application by Turkey of certain articles of
the Additional Protocol to the Agreement
establishing an Association berween the
European Economic Communiry and Turkey;
the suspension would be for a period of five
years. The Commission also puts forward a
number of proposals on agriculture, social
and economic affairs.
With regard to the tariff arrangemenrs to be
lpplied to agricultural products originating in
Turkey, the Community should commit itielf
now to proceed after the suspension period
with a stage-by-stage dismantling of tariffs, in
the special spirit of the Ankara Agreement
and the Association.
On social affairs, the Commission proposes
that specific steps be taken to provide voca-
tional training for workers living in the Com-
' Bull. EC 12-1976, point 2341.
' Bull. EC 10-1978, point 2.2.46 and 12-
1978, pornt 2.2.53.
' Bull. EC 12-1978, pornt 2.2.53.
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munity, in order to facilitate their reintegra-
tion into the Turkish economy. Such mea-
sures should receive Community aid either
from the Social Fund, whose field of applica-
tion would have to be widened, or, in the
immediate future, from a special cooperation
fund.
Lastly, the Community should provide finan-
cial issistance to help Turkey with its prob-
lems. The Commission takes the view that
such Community assistance should be a part
of the international solidarity drive which is
gathering momentum.
The Communiry as such should see that the
funds of the Third Financial Protocol, which
Turkey has recently ratified, are made avail-
able ai soon as possible, and work should be
started on a Fourth Financial Protocol now,
so that no procedural hold-ups should break
the flou' o[ aid to Turkey between now and
1983, the period of reference for the Turkish
authorities in their medium-term economic
policies.
The Commission also proposes that a special
cooperation fund be set up, consisting of
grants spread over five years financed from
ihe Communiry budget. The fund would be
for supporting the cooperation element of the
Association Agreement and could be used to
finance projects not meeting the European
Investment Bank's loan criteria.
In the light of the Community's decision on
the creation of such a fund, the Commission
will make further, more precise proposals on
the cooperation which Turkey could be
offered.
Preliminary exchange of views
by the Council
1.3.5. The Council examined the Commis-
sion's proposals at its foreign affairs meeting
Bull. EC 2-1.979
on 5 and 5 March. The following statement
was issued after the meeting:
'The Council held an initial exchange of
views on the recent Commission communica-
tion concerning the development of the EEC-
Turkey Association, which, it will be remem-
bered, covers four maior aspects; customs
union, social affairs, agriculture and financial
aid to Turkey.
The Council defined the first preliminary
guidelines on a number of questions arising
in this context, which are of importance to
the continuation of the discussions.
The Council asked the Permanent Represen-
tatives Committee to expedite its work on
this matter and submit all of the questions
concerning the development of the Associa-
tion to it for decision at its next meeting at
the beginning of April.
The Council also adopted the Decision con-
cluding the Third EEC-Turkey Financial Pro-
tocol,ligned on 12 May 1977, which pro-
vides for an amount of 310 million EUA to
be made available to Turkey for the period
until 31 October 7987;
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4. China: Otflcia!
visit by the President
of the Commission
China: visit by Commission President
1.4.1. Mr Roy Jenkins, President of the
Commission, made an official visit to the
People's Republic of China from 2l February
to 1 March at the invitation of the Chinese
authorities.
Mr Jenkins had talks with Chairman Hua
Guofeng, Vice-Premiers Deng Xiaoping and
Gu Mu, Foreign Minister Huang Hua and
Foreign Trade Minister Li Qiang.
Results of the visit
1.4.2. The visit was given point and pur-
pose by the signature of the framework trade
agreement last April.' The extensive conver-
sations clearly brought out how much the
Chinese value their relationships with the
European Community and its Member States.
The talks showed that there are great oppor-
tunities for increasing European exports to
China, while the Chinese hope and expect
that there will be increasing opportunities to
export to the Communiry.
It was agreed that the first meeting of.the
Joint Committee provided for under the
Agreement will begin on 3 May in Peking. It
was further agreed to hold a business week in
Europe in 1980, bringing together Chinese
representatives and European business execu-
tives and concentrating on the main areas of
future trade. The Chinese were informed of
the Commission's intentions to recommend
to the Council that China should be includedin the generalized preferences scheme for
1980.
The Chinese showed great interest in the
developments in the Communiry and were
impressed by the prospec of the European
Monetary System, which they see as a posi-
tive element in the progress towards Euro-
pean uniry and as a stabilizing factor in their
trade with Member States. The world politi-
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cal scene was discussed. These discussions
were mainly taken up with the Chinese
assessment of current developments and
Chinese action in Vietnam.
Mr Jenkins also visited two Chinese pro-
vinces, Sichuan and Hubei, including the
cities of Chengdu, Chongqing and Wuhan.
In his press conference after the visit, Mr Jen-kins concluded that the present Chinese
attitude to Europe is marked by the enorm-
ous interest shown in the Community and in
developing closer relations with it, the
detailed information which the Chinese
authorities have on Communiry develop-
ments, and their great openness uis-d-uis
Europe in all respects-political, educational,
technological and commercial. The President
further stressed that the Chinese programme
of the four modernizations may provide a
major contribution to restoring world
economic growth during the remainder of
this century.
The Community and China
1.4.3. During his visit Mr Jenkins addressed
the Institute of Foreign Relations in Peking
on 24 February. His speech focused on the
European Community and its place in world
affairs.
After analysing the role played by the Com-
munity, its objectives and the common
policies, Mr Jenkins looked at the Communi-
ty's relations with the rest of the world and
notably with China. He said:
'As a major industrial power, the Community
has particular links of interest and responsi-
' Bull. EC l-1978, points 1.2.1 to 1.2.3 and
4-7978, points 1.5.1 to 1.5.5.
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biliry with the other industrial powers. These
have recently been recognized in the series of
economic summit meetings which seem to
have sealed into a regular rhythm. As you
know these summit meetings are not mere
talking shops. At the last one I attended for
the Community in Bonn in July 1978, the
participants entered into specific economic
commitments in recognition of their increas-
ing interdependence. No country is an island.
The operation of each maior economy
dependi critically on the operation of the
others. Thus at recent summit meetings we
have joindy considered such matters as
growth, inflation and unemployment' monet-
ary matters, energ:f, international trade and
the relationship between the industrial coun-
tries and the rest of the world. In all these
areas the Community as such has had a
major contribution to make and maior
responsibilities to carry.'
Dealing with relations between Europe,and
China,- the Commission President said: 'I
have left my remarks about our relationship
with China to the end of my talk because it
falls into a category of its own. I do not want
to enter into semantic dispute, but I suggest
that China is neither a member of the First
World, nor of the Second World, nor of the
Third World, but rather, at least in its poten-
tialities, a member of all three. Your
economy, like your history and civilization, is
rich in diversity. Your development' both
agricultural and industrial, is proceeding with
gieat rapidity. The inventiveness, discipline
ind deditation of your people are legendary.
I can think of no better paftner for the Com-
munity and other industrial countries than
China, which has so much to give the rest of
the world as well as to receive from it. Indeed
if the progress of industrial society is in some
places-and respects faltering, it may well be in
China with a fifth of the world's population
where we rediscover that historic impulse of
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demand which could enable us to continue
and extend the rise in living standards
throughout the world which has fuelled the
world- economy since the end of the last
world war.
China has indeed a Ereat deal to give. I think
that some have a tendency to forget the
immense debt which the world already owes
China. So much was invented here. The list is
too long to enumerate. When Charlemagne
was littli more than a war lord, the Emperors
of the T'ang dynasty were presiding over the
most advanted civilization which the world
had then known. Under their Sung successors
China almost achieved the point of industrial
take-off which was not attained in Europe for
many centuries. If China later turned in on
itself and burnt the ships which had carried
your people to Africa, the Middle East and
iouth-easi Asia, the China of today is turned
resolutely outwards again.
I am immensely impressed by the scientific
and technical revolution which has already
taken place. Now thirty years after the establ-
ishment of the People's Republic, in such
fields as electronics, computers' high energy
physics, machine tools, seismology, medicine,
ipace technology and development of energY
including nuclear resources, you can fully
hold your own with other industrial powers.
Moreover, I believe that you are achieving
something which many others still Iind dif-
ficult, conveying the application of science
and technology to the people of China so that
all may feel personally and directly involved
in the- enterprise of industrial, agricultural
and general economic development.
Such development is not of course an end or
a virtue in itself. It serves the greater aim of
creating a world in which it is more wofth
while to live, a world in which human beings
can realize their full potentialities. We have
to protect and cherish our natural environ-
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ment, recognize the finite character of many
of our resources, and prevent the runaway
increase in the numbers of the human species
which would, if uncontrolled, lead to the
frustration of our policies and the destruction
of all we are seeking to achieve.
The peoples of China and Europe are the
inheritors of the longest and most fruitful
civilization which the world has known. We
live in a world in which the applications of
science have brought all men close together in
one crowded planet, and the shape of a single
human society is beginning to emerge. In that
society we must cherish diversity but estab-
lish a greater sense of our common destiny.
Ve will not necessarily agree with each other
on everything; but there are no deep conflicts
of interest which divide us. But it is a perilous
world in which we live. We all work for
progress but know that progress is not
always assured. We want good and prosper-
ous relations with all members of the interna-
tional family, and we want peace and stabil-
ity in all areas of the world.
Both China and Europe have great respon-
sibilities: in understanding and accepting
them, and in working closely together, we
have the prospect of a future which will shine
at least as brightly as the glories of our past.'
5. The state
of the environment
in the Community
Second Commission Report
1.5.1. Many of the projects contained in the
two European Community Action Program-
mes on the Environment-the first adopted
by the Council in November 1973,t and the
second in May 19771-have been successfully
completed or are still in progress, but much
remains to be done.
This was the Commission's finding in its
most recent report on the Community envi-
ronment which it adopted on 22 February,
pointing out that it was now possible to step
back a little and gain a broader view of the
way environmental policy was developing
and how it ought to change in the years to
come; this change in direction is outlined in
the report.
One of the main conclusions reached by the
Commission-a point which has been and
still is highly controversial-is that there is no
need for major conflict between economic
growth and a clean environment, particularly
when growth is seen as the raising of the
qualiry of life, taking due account of the
social and cultural values which are an inex-
tricable component of it, and without jeopar-
dizing the resource base on which the life of
future generations will depend. The new chal-
lenge for environmental policy-making over
the next few years-says the repoft-is to
develop the tools to ensure that this goal of
environmentally compatible growth is fully
achieved.
This report differs from the firstr in outlook,
structure and content; whereas the first
report summarized the whole range of activ-
ity at Community level, as expressed in prop-
OJ C 112 of 20.12.1973.
OJ C r39 ot 13.6.1977.
Bull. EC 4-1977, points 1.3.1 to 1.3.5.
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osals to the Council and decisions it had
taken, the second repoft does not attempt to
be comprehensive in that it does not give a
complete review of the Commulity's environ-
menial activities since the publication of the
first report. For example, it does not touch
on queitions raised by the production of nuc-
lear energy, on which the Commission held a
series of-public hearings in December 1977
and January 1978, reports on which have
been published separately. The new repoft is
inteniied rather to-illustrate various aspects of
environmental policy and their progressive
development bypresenting a number of indi-
vidual- topics-selected for their particular
interest-and describing them in a non-
technical manner. It also defines a 'philosphy'
borne of ten years'experience and points to
the changing direction of environmental-pol-
icy in ihe - coming years along the lines
already established.
The changing direction
of environmental policy
1.5.2. Environmental policy, after the great
efforts of the last decade to cope with the
range of immediately pressing problems, is
coming of age. A second generation of
longer-term policies, aimed at Promoting a
qua-litatively superior form of economic
qrowth as the foundation for the future, is
Iaking over from the first generation of often
ad hoc legislation. Its motto is 'prevention is
better than cure' and the next ten years are
likely to see the introduction of a whole
range of new policy instruments designed not
simply to clean up pollution but more gener-
allr to plan for an overall improvement in
.niiron..ntal quality. This will mean not
only searching - for the most economical
meins to prevint pollution from arising, but
also the rational management of natural
resources and of space in the interests of a
long-term improvement in the qualiry of life.
As the Commission report is at pains to point
out this change of direction does not mean
that the problems of the past have all been
solved nor that the basic framework of
environmental legislation designed to deal
with them has been fully completed. But it
does mean that the future effort in this area
will take on a new direction.
Work is still in progress to complete the basic
structure of the legislation envisaged in the
First Action Programme of the Communities
but the continuation of this programme'
approved by the Council on 77 May 1977(ind popularly known as the'Second Action
Progrimme' has already changed tack.
1.5.3. The report also investigates the effect
on employment of environmental protection
measuies and reiects the argument put for-
ward by a number of people, that such mea-
sures would undermine employment.
For a long time, it was assumed that a strong
environmental policy would adversely affea
the costs of industry, lead to the closing
down of factories and thus to unemployment
and act as a brake on economic expansion.
There have certainly been examples of these
effects, but they have not been widespread,
and it is becoming increasingly clear that not
only the 'pollution control industry' (a term
used to delcribe the building and running of
waste-water treatment plants and municipal
refuse incinerators, etc.), but also the new
emphasis on environmental improvem€-nt in
the form of the renovation of old buildings,
the recultivation of derelict land, reafforesta-
tion, the creation of recreational facilities of
many types in the countryside, are 
-becoming
a miloi-source of economic stimulus, creat-
irrg substantial new employment oPpor-
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tunities in all the regions of the Community.It even seems possible that a major new
environmental protection programme could
be launched specifically to combat the high
unemployment existing in the Communiry
today.
Past and future work
1.5.4. In its report, the Commission reviews
work both past and present, i.e. measures of
particular interest proposed by the Commis-
sion, a number of which have been translated
into Council Decisions.
These measures relate in particular to the fol-
lowing problems as set our in the Action
Programmes: the pollution of water by
dangerous substances, measures designed to
make water fit for bathing, pollution by sul-
phur dioxide and suspended particulare mat-
ter, asbestos pollution, the cost of environ-
mental protection measures, the elimination
of 'red mud' from the Community's seas, the
treatment of toxic waste and the protection
of birds in Europe.
In this context, the Commission notes that
Communiry measures designed to reduce
water pollution have been more successful
than those designed to reduce air pollution.
To a large extent this reflects the priority
accorded to the former in view of its specific
characteristics: water is a very homogeneous
medium in respect of the effeas of pollutants
discharged into it; it is an essential require-
ment for almost all human activities-drink-
ing, bathing, agriculture, fishing, industry
-and it flows in one direction, namelytowards thc seas, a resource shared by all of
us. The Community is also actively engaged
in cooperating with non-Member States and
international organizations to solve those
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environmental problems whose dimensions
exceed the frontiers of the Communiry. This
is a time-consuming but essential task if prog-
ress comparable to that achieved within the
Communiry is also to be made on a world-
wide scale.
1.5.5. As to the future, the Commission
-guided by the motto 'prevenrion is betterthan cure'-describes in its report a whole
series of preventive instruments concerning
the environment; a number of these exist
already, others still have ro be developed. A
type of development must be encouraged in
which environmental problems are antici-
pated and reduced to a minimum from the
outset. The screening of new chemicals before
they are launched on the market, the develop-
ment of stringent safery procedures for poren-
tially dangerous production processes, the
systematic evaluation of the likely environ-
mental impact of all major new activities and
the development of a basic classification of
the characteristics of all Communiry territory
are examples of the type of 'preventive instru-
ment' being developed.
Among other things, the Commission stresses
the benefits of ecological mapping which pro-
vides an overview of a given environmental
situation and allows the systematic integra-
tion of environmenral priorities into all dici-
sions affecting the spatial distribution of
human activiry.
It believes that all new chemical substances
should be given an 'identity card' showing
what potential dangers they may present for
human health and the environmeni.
It stresses the need for a policy to prevent
accidental pollution, the aim of which-should
be to reduce to a minimum the probabiliry of
accidents due to industrial activities.
Bull. EC 2-1979
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Improving the quality of the environment
1.5.6. Last but not least, part of the report
is devoted to improving the quality of the
environment.
It is increasingly apparent that it is not
enough for environmental policy simply to
reactlo the problems posed by the growth of
industrial society, which so often in the past
has been seen as a goal in itself, irrespective
of the economic and social problems and the
damage to natural resources which have fol-
lowed- in its wake. On the contrary, it has
become clear that it should be actively con-
cerned to redirect that growth' to restructure
it towards activities which enhance the qual-
iry of life without endangering future genera-
tions by destroying their environment. Hence
the need for 'preventive instruments"
designed to incorporate resPect for and con-
servition of natural resources and of the
quality of life into economic development. As
tb the results obtained in improving the qual-
ity of the environment-a concept diffic-glt to
difine moreover-any assessment is difficult
in view of the lack of systematic information.
The report describes the efforts made in the
Community to improve the environment. A
significant innovation is the inclusion in the
repon of the story behind three successfully-
completed projects in the Communiry, details
of which were provided by the Member
States concerned. These three examples of
successful environmental improvements are:
the cleaning-up of the Thames (United King-
dom), the reduction of environmental pollu-
tion caused by dust in the Federal Republic of
Germany, and the protection of national
parks and other areas in Italy.
' Point 1.5.5.
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1. Building the
Community
Economic and monetary policy
Economic and monetary policy
Economic and monetary union
European Monetary System
2.1.1. The introduction of the European
Monetary System was one of the 'problems
still outstanding' that were reviewed by the
Council (Foreign Affairs) at its meeting on 5
and 6 February; this was the expression used
in the statement put out after the meeting.
The Council noted that the agri-monetary
problems which had to be resolved before the
European Monetary System (EMS) could
enter into force were still being discussed by
the Ministers of Agriculture, who devoted
part of the rwo meetings they held on 5-5
February' and on 12 February to discussion
of these problems without, however, reaching
any real conclusions.
At its meeting on 19 February the Council
(Economic and Financial Affairs) discussed
the difficulties hampering introduction of the
EMS and considered various possible ways of
breaking the present deadlock.
At all events the question of the European
Monetary System is bound to come up at the
Paris meeting of the European Council on 12
and 13 March,2 which is to review action
taken on the decisions of the December 1978
meeting, when the Resolution on the establ-
ishment of the EMS was adopted.'
2.1..2. Without awaiting the Paris meeting,
the Commission responded in February to
some of the requests formulated by the Euro-
pean Council last December. It forwarded to
the Council a proposal for a Regulation relat-
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ing to interest-rate subsidies for certain loans
for structural purposes and studied'the rela-
tionship between greater convergence in
economic performance of the Member States
and the utilization of Community instru-
ments, in particular the funds which aim at
reducing structural imbalances', as required
by point B.4 of the Resolution of 5 February.
The European Council is to discuss this mat-
ter in Paris on the basis of a communication
drawn up by the Commission.
Interest-rate subsidies for certain
loans utith a structural objectiue
2.1.3. On 12 February the Commission for-
warded to the Council its proposal for a
Regulation relating to interest-rate subsidies
for certain loans with a structural objec-
tive'-one of the measures designed to streng-
then the economies of the less prosperous
Member States which the European Council
called for on 4 and 5 December 1978 when it
agreed to set up the European Monetary
System.
While the necessary effon must come, first
and foremost, from the Member States, the
Communiry can provide suppoft and make
its own contribudon, notably for the financ-
ing of investments, and in particular infra-
structure investments.
On 19 February the Council (Economic and
Financial Affairs) heard Mr Frangois-Xavier
Ortoli, Vice-President of the Commission,
briefly describe this proposal. Several mem-
bers of the Council voiced their initial reac-
tions to it. The technical examination of the
' Bull. EC l-1979, point 2.1.3.
'l See preliminary chapter.
' Bull. EC 72-1978, point 1.1.11.
' OJ C 65 ot 9.3.1979.
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proposal began immediately so that the
Council will be in a position to consider it
once Parliament has delivered its Opinion,
which it is expected to do in April.
Economlc sltuatlon
2.1.4. At its meeting on 19 February the
Council also discussed the economic situation
in the Community' with the individual minis-
ters giving accounts of the most recent
economic developments in their countries.
Coordlnatlon of economic policles
Economic policy and regional policy
2.1.5. With the formal adoption on 6 Feb-
ruary2 of the guidelines for Community reg-
ional policy and of the amendments to the
7975 Regulation establishing the ERDF
(which it had approved as to principle in
June 1978), the Council took a decision that
had bearing on economic policy.
Since it was anxious to establish a com-
prehensive system of analysis and policy for-
mulation for Community regional policy
which was to provide a common basis for
assessing the development of all the regions
of the Community,3 the Council decided to
supplement its Decision of 18 February 1974'
on the attainment of a high degree of con-
vergence of the economic policies of the
Member States.
The Commission will in future prepare a
regular report on the social and economic
development of the regions of the Commun-
ity and present it to the Council every two
and a half years so as to coincide, every other
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time, with the examination of the medium-
term economic policy programme, which is
drawn up every five years. On the basis of
this repoft, which will be presented for the
first time in 1980 on the occasion of the third
annual examination of a medium-economic
policy programme, the Council will discuss
ihe priorities and guidelines proposed by the
Commission for regional and economic
policy.
Preparation for the meeting
of the Interim Committee of the IMF
2.1.5. At its meeting on 19 February the
Council (Economic and Financial Affairs)
endorsed the statement to be delivered by its
President, on behalf of the Community, at the
meeting of the Interim Committee of the
Internaiional Monetary Fund set for 7 March
in Washington.
Monetary Committee
2.1.7. The Monetary Committee held its
248th meeting in Brussels on 16 February,
with Mr van Ypersele in the chair. It dealt
first of all with international monetary prob-
lems in preparation for the forthcoming
meeting of the IMF's Interim Committee and
then, as part of its regular survey of develop-
ments, it discussed the economic and monet-
ary policy being pursued in ltaly. Lastly, it
took note of the second report submitted to it
by the Vorking Party on the Harmonization
' Bull. EC l-1979, points 2.1.4 to 2.1.10.
'z Point 2.1.37.t Bull. EC 6-1978, point 1.2.3.
' OJ L 35 of.9.2.1979.
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of Monetary
to examine
meeting.
Instruments and decided
detail at a subsequent
Economic Pollcy Committee
2.1.8. The 73rd meeting of the Economic
Policy Committee, in its reduced 'budget'
composition, was held on 14 February, with
Miss Brown in the chair. It was devoted to a
discussion of the budget outturns lor 7978
and the outlook lor 1979 and to an examina-
tion of the report by the NUorking Parry on
Public Finance on extending the budgetary
guidelines to all the public authorities (i.e.
general government).
Group of Experts on Economic Budgets
2.1.9. The Group of Experts on Economic
Budgets met on 8 February to examine the
full economic budgets drawn up in January.
The experts were in agreement with the sub-
stance of the analysis carried out by the Com-
mission's departments in that they too expect
the rate of growth to pick up in most Euro-
pean countries, including the Member States,
while growth in the rest of the industrialized
world is expected to slow down. As regards
external equilibria, there will probably be a
better worldwide distribution of net balance
of payments positions, and in particular a
substantial reduction in the US deficit. As for
the internal equilibrium of the Communiry as
a whole, the rise in the GDP price deflator
would probably be around 0.5% lower in
1979 than in 1,978. Although the impact of
the faster rate of growrh on employmint will
probably remain limited, it is none the less,
expected to permit a slight reducion in the
number of persons out of work in the Com-
munrry.
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Free movement of goods
Removalot barriers to trade
Technical barriers
Industrial products
2.1.10. On 5 February' the Council adopted
a Directive on electrical equipment for use in
potentially explosive atmospheres employing
certain types of protection. This Directive
supplements the Directive of 18 December
1975;'1 it lists harmonized European stan-
dards, and specifies the obligations of the
bodies authorized to issue certificates and the
distinctive marks to be affixed to the equip-
ment concerned. The Directive is intehded to
facilitate trade in electrical equipment within
the Community and at the same time ensure
that this equipment conforms to a high safety
standard.
2.1.11. On 28 February the Commission
sent the Council a proposal for a Directive on
the approximation of the laws of the Member
States relating to units of measurements and
repealing the Council Directive of 18 October
19711 as modified since then. The object is to
impose sole use of the international system of
units of measurement in respect of certain
units throughout the Communiry; it provides
Policy
it in
' OJ L 43 of 20.2.1979.
' OJ L 24 of 30.1.1976.
' OJ L 243 of.29.10.1971.
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for sufficiently long transitional periods to
allow a smooth change over from the Impe-
rial system to the international system.
Foodstuffs
2.1.12. On 27 February the Commission
forwarded to the Council a proposal for a
Decision adopting a Community concerted
action project on the effects of thermal pro-
cessing-and distribution on the quality and
nutritive value of food.'
Pharmaceuticals
2.1.13. On 26 February the Commission
transmitted to the Council its first report on
the work of the Committee for Proprietary
Medicinal Products and its effects on the
development of intra-Community trade. The
repofta covers the two years following the
entry into {orce of the second pharmaceuti-
cals Directive of.20 May 1975,'1which set it
up. The Committee is required to give its
opinion on the safety, efficacity and qualiry
of proprietary medicinal products in the cases
laid down in the directives on phar-
maceuticals-those of 26 lawsary 1965' and
20 May 7975' and the amendment of 2 May
1978;
The period covered by the report was largely
taken up with the installation of the Commit-
tee andln sorting out its working procedures.
From the outsef the Committee was deter-
mined to operate. efficiently so as to secure
greater cooperation from the comPetent
iuthorities. This objective, and also the desire
to prevent Member States as far as possible
from taking divergent decisions, prompted
the Commitiee to begin by revising a number
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of general standards and by drawing uP more
specific measures for particular experiments
or categories of medicinal products. It set up
three groups of experts to assist it, their terms
of refCrence being the safery of medicinal pro-
ducts, the efficacity of medicinal products
and plant-based medicinal products.
The Committee examined some twenty
medicinal products raising issues of general
Community concern and studied nvo applica-
tions for marketing authorization under the
procedure of the second Directive of 20 May
1975.
During the introductory period covered by
the ieport, the procedure of submitting appli-
cationl for marketing authorization to the
Committee for Proprietary Medicinal Pro-
ducts does not seem to have had any effect on
the development of intra-Community trade.
Legal structures
Economic and commercial law
Priuate international law
2.1.14. The Working Party on Private Inter-
national Law, made up of national experts
and Commission representatives, met from
19 to 22 February to prepare a draft conven-
tion on the law applicable to contractual
obligations. This draft supplements the 1958
' Point 2.1.52 and Ol C 77 ot 23.3.1979,
' OJ L 147 of 9.6.1975.! Ol22 o19.2.7965.
' OJ L 123 of 11.5.1978; Bull. EC 5-1978,
point 2.1.9.
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and 1978 Conventions on Jurisdiction and
Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Com-
mercial Matters.l It constitutes a first step in
the process of harmonizing and codifying
the rules of private international law, the
aim being that throughout the Community
the same law will be the proper law in
litigation between the same pafties concern-
ing the same subject matter, regardless of
which Member State's courts actually hear
the case.
In view of its close affinity with the 1958 and
1978 Conventions, the draft makes provision
for a joint declaration of the Governments of
the contracting States to lay down that every
State which joins the European Communiry
must accede to the new Convention. Further-
more, the Court of Justice of the European
Communities will also be assigned certain
powers of iurisdiaion to interpret the Con-
vention.
The draft will be forwarded ro the Member
States, the Commission and the Council. The
Working Party intends to supplement it with
conflict rules on choice of forum agreements
and on arbitration clauses. Fufthermore, in
accordance with its terms of reference, it will
continue its work on harmonizing conflict
rules in the field of non-contractual obliga-
tions.
Public contracts
Public works contracts
2.1.15. A notice was published in the Offi-
cial Journal'zgiving the new national currency
equivalents of the European unit of account
to be used from 3 February for determining
the value of public works contracts.
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Stee/
Industrial loans
2.1.15. Acting under Article 54 of the
ECSC Treaty, the Commission has decided to
Btant a loan of DM 10 million (about 3.98
million EUA) to Klhckner-Werhe AG, Duis-
burg. The loan will help to finance the exten-
sion and modernization of training centres.
The Commission has also decided ro granr a
loan of LIT 1,4 000 million (about 12.5 mil-
lion EUA) to IRFID (Istituto di Ricerca Fin-
sider per la Riduzione diretta SpA) to finance
a direct reduction plant.
Technical research
2.1.17. On 28 February the Commission
sent to the ECSC Consultative Committee
ioi 
"" 
.pi"i.r,-*d to the Courrcil, 6; i;;
assent, a programme of 73 technical research
projects in the steel industry costing a total of
about 62 million EUA, 20 million EUA of
which would be provided by rhe Commis-
sion. A list of the projects concerned was
given in a notice to ECSC industries.3
2.1.18. On 15 f.U.,rlry' Parliament passed
a Resolution on the Commission's communi-
cation to the Council on the social aspects of
steel policy.'
' OJ L 304 of 30.10.1978; Twelfth General
Report, point 115; Supplement 2169 Bull.
EC.
' OJ C 312 ol 30.12.1978.
' OJ C 52 ot 27.2.1979.
' Point 2.3.7 and OJ C 67 oI 12.3.1979.
' Bull. EC 10-1978, point 2.1.28.
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' OJ C 5l of 26.2.1979.
, oj c 262 0f 6.11.1978 and Bull. EC 11-
1978, point 2.1.23.
' OJ L 34 of 9.2.1979.
' OJ L 45 ot22.2.1979.
' OJ L 31 ol 7.2.1979.
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Common Customs Tariff
Preferentid tariff arrangements
2.1.19. In February' the Commission pub-
lished in the Official Journal a synopsis of the
preferential tariff treatment applied by the
Community (excluding the generalized sys-
tem of preferences). These tables, which give
the situition on 1 January, were an updating
of earlier ones published in November 1978'1
on the basis of the texts in force on 1 July
1978.
Nomenclature
2.1.20. On 5 February'the Council adopted
a Regulation on the procedure for adiusting
the eommon Customs Tariff nomenclature
used for agricultural products. The purpose
of this regulation is to extend this procedure
to certaln common agricultural market
organizations to which it did not yet apply.
It provides that the general rules Ior interpre-
tation of the CCT and the special rules for its
application will apply for the classification of
pioducts covered by the agricultural regula-
iions concerned. The tariff nomenclature
resulting from application of these regula-
tions is incorporated in the CCT. In addition,
the CCT nomenclature applicable to products
covered by a common organization of the
market may be adiusted, in accordance with
the usual procedure, if such adiustments are
due to amendments to the Customs Coopera-
tion Council nomenclature (on which the
CCT nomenclature is based) or are necessary
to ensure conformity of the text in the vari-
ous languages.
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Tariff quotas
2.1.21. On 79 February' the Council
adopted a Regulation opening, allocating and
administering an autonomous Community
tariff quota of 80 000 tonnes in respect of the
duw-free importation of ferro-chronium con-
tairiing not liss than 4"h by weight of carbon,
falling within CCT subheading ex 73.02E[.
A first instalment of 76 000 tonnes was allo-
cated among the Member States and a second
instalment of 4 000 tonnes kept in reserve to
cover subsequent needs. The Member States
were also authorized, within a 20o/" limit of
the quota shares allocated to them, to charge
against the above tariff quota imports of
ferro-chronium containing a quantiry of bet-
ween 3 and 4o/o by weight of carbon. This
quota is applicable until 31 December 1979.
Origin of goods
Derogations from the definition
of the concept of'originating products'
2.1.22. On 5 Februarys the Council for-
mally adopted two Regulations implementing
within thi Community Decisions 4178 and
5/78 adopted by the ACP/EEC Council of
Ministers on 21 December 1978. These Deci-
sions renew up to the end of this year the
4t
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derogations made in favour of Kenya and
Malawi from the definition of the concept of
'originating products' to take into account
the special situation of these rwo ACP Srates,
with regard to certain items of fishing tackle.
Customs prooedures wath economic
impact
Temporary importation
2.1.23. On 9 February the Commission
decided to amend the proposal for a Regula-
tion on temporary importation arrangements
which it presented ro the Council on 5 July
1978.'The main purpose of the amendment,
which takes account of certain changes sug-
gested by Parliament, is ro provide the Com-
mission with means to ensure uniform
implementation of the temporary importation
arrangements for goods imported into the
customs territory of the European Com-
munity.
Competition
General rules applyang
to undertakings
Application of Article 85 to ceftain
categories ol patent licences
2.1.24. On 28 February the Commission
decided to publish in the Official Journal a
draft Commission Regulation on the applica-
tion of Article 85 (3) of the EEC TrCaty to
certain categories of patent licensing agree-
ments.' In so doing the Commission is invit-
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ing all interested parties to submit their com-
ments within four months.
The draft regulation is a response to calls
made by the European Parliament on more
than one occasion, notably in the Resolution
on the Seventh Report on Competition Pol-
icy.o By introducing provisions for block
exemptions in the highly sensitive area of the
application of the rules of competition to
patent licences, the draft aims ro establish a
clear distinction between what clauses are
permissible in agreements and what are not,
thereby offering the firms involved a degree
of ceftainty as to the law. The Commission
hopes that opening this subject to public
debate will help ro clear up a number of con-
troversial points. Following extensive consul-
tations with the Member States' govern-
ments, the Commission has amended various
aspects of its initial draft, but it has main-
tained its fundamental position that export
bans within the Communiry are geneially
incompatible with the principle of a common
market and may be authorized only in the
case of small firms.
Restrictive practioes, metgers and
domlnant positions: speclflc cases
Mergers
Merger between Italsider and Ita-Tubi
2.1.25. On 14 February the Commission
adopted a Decision under Article 56 of the
' OJ L 139 of 7.6.1977.
' OJ C 172 of 19.7.1978 and Bull. EC 7t8-
1,978, poim 2.l.34.
' OJ C 58 ol 3.3.1979.
' OJ C 261 of.6.11.1978.
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ECSC Treaty authorizing the Italian steel
firm Italsider to acquire the entire share capi-
tal of Ita-Tubi, a manufacturer of tubes and
cold-rolled products.
ln 1977 lta-Tubi produced 120 000 tonnes of
round and square tubes mainly for the furni-
ture and metal framework industries. Ita-
Tubi supplies about 20o/o of. the Italian mar-
ket for this rype of tube. In the same year it
manufactured 180000 tonnes o( cold-rolled
products, mostly for its own use. In manufac-
turing these products lta-Tubi used approxi-
mately 300 000 tonnes of hot-rolled coils
supplied by undertakings outside the IRI
group.
Italsider is part of the IRI group, a maior
manufacturer of tubes, which produced
1 700 000 tonnes in 1977. However, IRI
group tubes and those manufactured by
Ita-Tubi are of different sizes. In addition,
the IRI group produced 5 045 000 tonnes of
coils and 340 000 tonnes of hot-rolled strip;
over the same period it also manufactured
2297 000 tonnes of cold-rolled
products.
In its assessment the Commission considered
that in the light of the volumes involved, the
additional outlets created for the IRI group
by the merger would not put it in a more
advantageous position on the market than
other similar Community undertakings.
At the same time the Commission concluded
that, since the production of the IRI group
and Ita-Tubi was complementary and in view
of lta-Tubi's share of the Italian market, the
transaction did not constitute abuse of a
dominant position within the meaning of
Article 85 of the EEC Treary.
Bull. EC 2-1.979
State aids
Generalschemes
Netherlands
2.1.26. On 9 February the Commission
decided to raise no obiection to the introduc-
tion of a Netherlands Government scheme of
assistance designed to improve the quality of
industrial products. The scheme is an experi-
mental one of limited duration (two years)
and will involve five industries: graphics, fur-
niture, precision engineering, packaging and
footwear.
The objects are to supply firms with informa-
tion on ways of improving their products and
to create a 'quality label' for products or
firms in these industries. A total of HFL 9.1
million (3.37 million EUA) has been allo-
cated. The Commission has none the less
asked the Netherlands Government to specify
under what conditions the qualiry label will
apply to products or firms in the other
Member States.
Export subsidies
France
2.1.27. On 13 February the Commission
decided to initiate proceedings under Article
93(2) of the EEC Treary in respect of a spe-
cial scheme to provide investment finance to
French exporters.
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Under this scheme, French 'specialized finan-
cial institutions' raise long-term loans
denominated in strong currencies (such as the
mark or the Swiss franc) on foreign capital
markets. The proceeds are then on-lent at
related rates of interest-but in French francs
-to firms carrying out investments toincrease their production capaciry and boost
their exports. The rate of inreresr is about
two points below commercial rates in France.
The financial institutions in question are able
to grant these terms only because their
exchange risks are covered by the French
Government. Aid is granted on the condition
that the recipient firms increase their export
sales by at least five points.
This system constitutes a general aid scheme,
since it is not aimed at resolving specific and
clearly defined sectoral or regional problems,
but may be applied to investment by any firm
provided that such investmenr is linked to an
increase in exports. As it has done in the case
of all other general aid schemes' in the Com-
muniry, the Commission has asked the
French Government, under the Article 93(2)
procedure, for an undertaking to give ad-
vance notice of significant individual cases
of application of the scheme, that is to
say where the amount of investment eligible
for aid is 3 million EUA or more, so rhat
the Commission may sarisfy itself that these
measures do not escape the constraints
which it imposes on orher categories of
asslstance.
The Commission further nored the French
Government's decision to modify the scheme
in such a way as to prevent it operating as a
subsidy to exports within the Communiry: in
future the undertaking to increase exports
which firms must give as a condition of
receiving aid will relate only to trade with
non-member countries.
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lndustry aids
Footwear-Belgium
2.1.28. On 23 February the Commission
decided to terminate rhe procedure of Article
93(2) of the EEC Treary which it had initi-
ated in July 7978'zin respect of a Belgian
scheme of subsidies payable from 1976 to
7978 to assist the homi footwear industry.
These subsidies, of berween 20 and 40o/o,
were granted to assist cooperation between
firms (mergers, joint ventures, use of com-
mon trademarks), or to promote restructur-
ing and reorganization.
Following initiation of proceedings, the Bel-
gian authorities agreed to refrain from grant-
ing aid for projects which might increase pro-
ductive capacity without achieving any reor-
ganization or rationalization, and to notify
the Commission in advance of any plans to
renew these measures.
Employment and
social policy
Employmenl
2.1.29. Employment is still the most
pressing problem facing the Communiry and
is one of the main subjects likely to be discus-
sed at the European Council on 12 and
' Bull. EC 12-1972, point 22; 4-1973,
2108 and 3-1974, point 2116.
' Bull. EC718-1978, point 2.1.43.
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13 March. The Commission and the Council
therefore devoted February to making pre-
parations for the meeting.
Prior to the informal meeting of the Ministers
of Labour on 9 and 10 March-in prepara-
tion for the European Council-the Commis-
sion looked in particular at the development
of concertation with the rwo sides of indus-
try, ways of making better use of Community
funds to promote employment and the action
being taken in the steel industry. The Com-
mission is planning to present a communica-
tion on the economic and social situation as
the measures that might be taken in respect
of employment have to be seen in the more
general context of the world economic situa-
iion, which itself is closely linked to the situa-
tion on the energy market.
In its second report on the state of the envi-
ronment in the Community,l the Commission
emphasized that a new environment protec-
tion programme, by developing a 'pollution
control industry', would act as a stimulus on
the economy since it would create new
opportunities for employment throughout the
Communiry.
2.1.30. On 79 February2 the Council
adopted a Regulation on the organization of
a sample survey of manpower in spring 1979.
The survey, which is to be conducted very
shortly, should facilitate comparison of statis-
tics on employment and unemployment in the
Member States.
Free movement of workers
2.1.31. The Advisory Committee on Free
Movement for Workers met in Brussels on 15
February to continue discussing plans for
consultations on migration policies vlsQais
non-member countries.' In the light of the
Bull. EC 2-1979
points made by the Government rePresenta-
iives and the two sides of industry on the
broad lines of the plans, the Commission can
now go ahead and prepare its proposals.
Sectoral measures
2.1.32. On 15 February Parliament passed
a Resolution' on the Commission Communi-
cation to the Council on the social aspects of
steel policy.'
Living and worklng condltlons
Housing
2.1.33. Under the first and second instal-
ments of the seventh and eighth schemes of
financial aid to low-cost housing for workers
in the ECSC industries, the Commission has
approved the following building proiects:
Federal Republic of Grmany 
- 
coal indus-
tryt 64 dwellings in the Ruhr and in the
Aachen region (DM 596 000);
Fedqal Republic of Gertnany 
- 
iron and
steel industry: 174 dwellings in Duisburg and
in the surrounding area (DM I 291000);
Luxetnbourg 
- 
iron and steel industry: 7
dwellings ai Steinsel and in the surrounding
area (LFR 2 100 000);
France 
- 
coal industry: 30 dwellings in Lor-
raine (FF 240 000);
Points 1.5.1 to 1.5.6.
OJ L45 of 22.2.1979.
Bull. EC ll-1978, polnt 2.1.44.
' Point 2.3.7 andOlC6T of. 12.3.7979.
' Bull. EC 10-1978, point 2.1.52.
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Denmark 
- 
iron and steel industrv: 135
dwellings at Frederiksvaerk and Magleblik(DKR 790 000);
France 
- 
iron and steel industry: 425 dwel-
lings in the North, the East and the Centre-
Midi regions (FF 5 207 500);
Belgium 
- 
iron and steel industry: 35 dwel-
lings in lWallonia and in the Ghent area (BFR
7 740 000);
United Kingdom 
- 
iron and steel industry:
31 dwellings in Cardiff (UKL 57 000).
Health and saiety
Safety, hygiene and health
protection at work
2.1.34. On 19 February the Commission
sent to the Council for its assent and to the
ECSC Consultative Committee for its opinion
a Memorandum on the establishmeni of a
fourth ECSC research programme to deal
with the technical control of nuisances and
pollution at the place of work and in the
environment of iron and steelworks. The
programme for which a total of 15 million
EUA is earmarked will be spread over five
years. The main areas are:
(!) further research on techniques to reduce
dust and gas emissions in shops-and the vicin-
iry of works;
(ii) the purification of effluent, with particu-
lar reference to effluent from coking plants;
(iii) the treatment of iron and steel industry
waste. This sector includes the upgrading,
recycling and storage of waste produits;
(iv) the reduction of the noise level and vib-
rations of furnaces, other plant and machin-
ery in use in the iron and steel industry;
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(v) health at work: removal by appropriate
means of poisonous gases or other sub-
stances.
2.1.35. The Advisory Comminee on Safery,
Hygiene and Health Protection at Work heid
its eighth plenary meeting on 8 and 9 Febru-
ary in Luxembourg. The Committee issued
an opinion on a draft Directive restricting the
use of dangerous chemical, physical -and
biological substances at the plice of work,
and took note of a timetable to implement
the Council Resolution of 29 June f978 on
an action programme of the European Com-
munities on safery and health at work.l
Health aspects of the environment
2.1.36. On 22 February the Economic and
Social Committee adopted a study on health
and environmental hazards arising from the
use of asbestos.'
Regional policy
Regional policy guidelines
adopted by the Council
2.1.37. Following rhe agreement in princi-
ple' reached seven months before, at the end
of June- 7978, on the basis of proposals pre-
sented by the Commission on 3 June 1977,0
and after completion of the conciliation pro-
' OJ C 155 of 11.7.1978; Bull. EC t2-1977,point 2.1.81 and Bull. EC 6-tg7g, points
2.1.39 and 2.1.53.t Point 2.3.67 
.I Bull. EC 6-1978, points 1.2.1 to 1.2.9.
1 -9J C 16l ot 9.7.1977 and Supplement 2t77 
-Bull. EC.
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cedure with Parliament, the Council formally
adopted four instruments on 5 February. This
marks an important step forward in imple-
menting a Community regional policy.
The instruments are a Resolution concerning
the guidelines for regional policy,' a Regula-
tion amending the European Regional
Development Fund Regulation,2 and two
Decisions, one amending the Council Deci-
sion of 18 March 1975! setting up a Regional
Policy Committee, and the other amending
the Council Decision of 18 February 19740
on the attainment of a high degree of con-
vergence of the economic policies of the
Member States of the Communiry.
The Council Resolution refers to three points,
already agreed upon in June 1978:(i) establishment of a comprehensive system
of analysis and policy formulation;
(ii) regional impact assessment of Commun-
iry policies;
(iii) coordination of national regional
policies.
The main changes to the Regional Fund Reg-
ulations relate to:
(i) the creation of a non-quota section;
(ii) the alteration of nadonal quotas within
the quota section;
(iii) greater flexibility in eligibility criteria
and rates of assistance;
(iv) measures to simplify and accelerate pro-
cedures.'
Financing operataons
European Regional Development Fund
2.1.38. The Commission's Third Annual
Report on the European Regional Develop-
Bull. EC 2-1979
ment Fund (ERDF), covering 1977 and
adopted at the end of June 1978,' was the
subject of a Resolution passed by Parliament'
on 13 February and an Opinion delivered by
the Economic and Social Committeet on 22
February.
@nvercion
Financing new activities
2.1.39. A loan contract between the Com-
mission and the Banque Populaire de Lor
raine was signed in Metz on 22 February
1979. The Council's assent to the granting of
the FF 20 million loan was given in
December 1978.'
The loan is a 'global' Ioan, i.e. one made to a
financial institution (in this case the Banque
Populaire de Lorraine), and will enable the
Banque Populaire to on-lend amounts-some
of them small-to small and medium-sized
enterprises to help them overcome the
specific investment problems with which they
have to contend. The loan carries a Commis-
sion interest rate subsi dy of. 3o/, and, as a
result, the Banque Populaire wi[[ be able to
grant loans at rates lower than those obtain-
ing on the capital market. The investment
projects assisted must help to create new iobs
Regional policy
' OJ C 36 of 9.2.1979.
' OJ L 35 of 9.2.1979 and OJ C36 of 9.2.1979(updated version of ERDF Regulation).3 Ol L73 of 21.3.1975.
' OJ L 53 of 5.3.1974.
' Bull. EC 6-1978, points 1.2.1 to 1.2.9.
' Bull. EC 6-1978, point 2.1.58.7 Point 2.3.5 and OJ C67 of 12.3.1979.8 Point 2.3.60.
' OJ C I of 3.1.1979; Bull. EC 12-1978, point 2.7.74.
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for workers formerly employed in the steel
industry. The loan is the second ECSC
'global' loan in Lorraine and the first to be
made available to a deposit bank in France.
Regional Policy Commlttee
2.1.40. The Regional Policy Commimee metin Brussels on 15 and 76 February. It
examined the Ems-Dollart transfrontier prog-
ramme and a study analysing the problems of
frontier workers. It also heard a statement on
the guidelines proposed by the Commission
concerning the use of the non-quota section
of the European Regional Development
Fund.
Environment and consumer pro-
tection
Environment
Report on the state
of the environment in the Community
2.1.41. On 22 February the Commission
approved its second report on the state of the
environment in the Community.l
Prevention and reduction
of pollution and nuisances
Marine pollution
2.1.42. From 5 to 10 February the Commis-
sion took paft in the intergovernmental meet-
ing in Geneva of the riparian States of the
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Mediterranean to review the progress of the
Mediterranean Action Plan; it also took pan
in the first meeting of the Contracting Parties
to the Convention for the Protection of the
Mediterranean Sea against Pollution.': Discus-
sions centred on the institutional and finan-
cial arrangements associated with the
implementation of the Blue Plan for protect-
ing the Mediterranean and with the operation
of the Regional Oil-combating Centre in
Malta. A budget of USD 6.4 million was
adopted lor 1979-80.
2.1.43. The Commission was also rep-
resented at a meeting of the Working Party
on Oil Pollution which met in London bet-
ween 14 and 15 February under the Conven-
tion for the prevention of pollution from
land-based sources. The Working Parry
underlined the importance of the standard
relating to discharges from oil extraction
platforms and drew up a recommendation on
discharges arising from exploration opera-
trons.
2.1.44. On 14 February Parliament passed
a Resolution on the best means of preventing
accidents to shipping and consequential
marine and coastal pollution and shipping
regulations.l
Freshwater pollution
2.1.45. In implementation of the Conven-
tion for the Protection of the Rhine against
Pollution, the Commission took part in a
meeting of heads of delegation on 19 and 20
February in The Hague ro prepare the work
programme for the current year.'
' Points 1.5.1 to 1.5.6.
' Twelfth General Repon, point 267.
' Point 2.3.10 and OJ C67 ol 12.3.1979,
' Bull. EC 12-1978, point 2.1.87.
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2.1.46. On 16 February Parliament gave its
Opinion' on the proposal for a Directive on
the methods of measurement and frequencies
of sampling and analysis of the parameters of
the qualiry required of surface water intended
for the abstraction of drinking-water in the
Member States.2
Air pollution
2.1.47. In furtherance of the work carried
out on a number of problems affecting the
environment under the auspices of the United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe
(ECE), the Commission took paft in the
eighth meeting of Government Advisers on
Environmental Problems which was held in
Geneva from 19 to 23 February. The meeting
was devoted to the progress of preparatory
work on the major recommendations and the
decisions to be put before the ECE with a
view to a high level pan-European meeting on
the environment.
2.1.48. Under the Council Decision of 24
June 1975' on the exchange of information
on the measurement of atmospheric pollution
caused by sulphur dioxide and suspending
particulates, an inter-laboratory comparison
programme began on 1 February. Scheduled
to last fourteen months, this programme is to
study the correlation between results
obtained by different sampling and measure-
ment methods.
Recycling of waste
2.1.49. The Waste Management Committee
met in Brussels on 15 and 16 February. After
discussing the progress of activities in the
field of solid waste management in the
Member States, the Committee gave pafticu-
lar attention to beverage containers and
waste PaPer.
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Great differences were found in the
approaches adopted and means employed by
the various Member States to cope with the
problem of beverage containers and no firm
conclusions were reached. This item will be
placed on the agenda of a forthcoming
meeting.
The outcome of the discussion on waste
paper was more encouraging and there was a
broad consensus on the need for Community
measures in specific areas (contaminants,
utilization of recycled paper by the public ser-
vices, etc.). The meeting also discussed the
following topics: energy from waste, the
economic utilization of waste in agriculture,
the state of research and development and the
first European symposium on waste manage-
ment (London, 1980).
2.1.50. The Economic and Social Commit-
tee, meeting on 22 February, approved an
own-initiative study on the health and
environmental hazards arising from the use
of asbestos.'
Consumers
@nsumer protection and inbrmation
Consumer credit
2.1.51. On 27 February the Commission
laid before the Council a proposal for a
' Point 2.3.9 and OJ C 67 of 12.3.1979.
'OJ C208 of 1.9.1978 and Bull. EC 718-
1978, point 2.1.68.
' OJ L 194 of 25.7.1975.
' Point 2,3,67 .
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Directive on consumer credit. This proposal
-based on Anicle 100 of the EEC Treatyand envisaged in the preliminary programme
for a consumer protection and information
policy'-is intended to harmonize the general
conditions relating to consumer credit and to
standardize the protection given to the con-
sumer against unfair credit terms. At present
the diversiry of legislation in the Member
States is a barrier to the establishment of a
common market in credit and creates dis-
parities of competition. Its scope extends
to all credit contracts between a consumer
and a lender, including contracts berween
a consumer and an intermediary. How-
ever, the Directive does not cover credit on
immovable property (because of its special
nature) and short-term credit (three months
maximum).
The proposed Direaive establishes similar
rules for competition between the various
economic operators and harmonized rules for
protecting those who enter into credit trans-
actions. It lays down the minimum standards
for consumer information and protection. It
also contains provisions relating to the period
prior to contract, lays down the form and
content of the contract and sets out the pro-
cedure by which it is to be carried out.
Foodstuffs
2.1.52. On 2l February,' the Commission
sent to the Council a proposal for a Decision
adopting a concerted action on the effects of
heat treatment and of distribution on the
qualiry and nuritional value of foodstuffs.
The programme is to last for three years and
its total cost is estimated at 12 million EUA,
some 290 000 EUA of which is to be met by
the Communiry budget.
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hnsumers @nsultative @mmittee
2.1.53. The President of the Commission,
Mr Roy Jenkins, received a delegation from
the Consumers Consultative Committee on
19 February. The delegation expressed its
satisfaction with the references to consumer
policy in the Commission programme for
1979.3 It called upon the Commission to con-
tinue to take the requisite steps to achieve the
objectives of the preliminary consumer prog-
ramme and to ensure that the measures to
benefit low-income consumers are given
priority.
2.1.54. The Committee-which met in
Brussels on 15 and 15 February-elected its
new Chairman for a period of one year; he is
Mr Cornerotte, a representative of the Euro-
pean Trade Union Confederation. The fol-
lowing were elected Vice-Chairmen for the
same period: Mr Dary (Coface), Mr Spallone
(Euro-Coop) and Mr Dumont (Beuc).
The Committee held an exchange of views on
the preliminary guidelines for the Communiry
programme on consumer protection and
information and set up a working parry to
study the guidelines in detail.
The Committee also set out its own action
programme for 1979 and, in particular,
adopted two opinions, one on the Commis-
sion's agricultural price proposals for the
1979180 marketing year, the other on various
aspects of advertising as they affect the con-
sumer.
' OJ C 92 of.25.4.1975.
' OJ C 77 ol 23.3.1977.3 Point 1.1.9.
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Agriculture
hmmon agricultural policy
and European llbnetary Sysfem
2.1.55. As insufficient progress had been
made on the agri-monetary problems which
had to be solved before the EMS could enter
into force, the President of the Council had
been obliged to postpone undl February the
Council meetings on agriculture planned for
January.' At the meeting on 5 and 6 Febru-
ary, however, the discussions allowed the
delegations to clarify their respective points
of view concerning the Commission propos-
als on agricultural prices for 7979.180'1 and
proposals for Regulations3 on the exchange
rates to be applied in agriculture and on the
progressive dismantling of monetary compen-
satory amounts and differential amounts
applicable to ceftain agricultural products
and processed products.
The meeting ol 12 February was devoted
entirely to the examination of these agri-
monetary problems, but no great progress
was made. At its meeting of 5 and 5 March,
however, the Council obtained a broad con-
sensus on the policy to be followed with
regard to the dismantling of existing MCAs
and the creation of new ones following
changes in the central rates, thus opening the
way for the entry into force of the European
Monetary System.'
Common organlzataon of markets
2.1.56. On 5 February, the Council adopted
a number of measures concerning the wine
market, and in particular the Regulation on
the common organization of the market in
Bull. EC 2-1979
wine,s as the number of legal instruments,
their complexity and their dispersal had made
consolidation necessary. The new Regula-
tions therefore repeal the existing texts, par-
ticularly the basic Regulation of 20 April
1970 (Regulation (EEC) No 816/70) on the
organization of the market in wine.
On 14 Februaql the Commission put a prop-
osal to the Council for the introduction of
special arrangements for the monetary com-
pensatory amounts on wine so that MCAs
would no longer be applied in France for Ita-
lian and French wines, and in Italy only the
difference between the MCAs normally
calculated for France and Italy would be
applied. This proposal should encourage
wine expofts as the MCAs at present levied
on exports would be considerably reduced
or even abolished.
2.1.57. In the fruit and vegetables sector,
the Council adopted on 19 February an
amendment to the basic Regulation in order
to allow pre-emptive withdrawals of apples
and pears by producers' organizations and
thus to obtain better control of the market.'
On 7 February' the Commission proposed
that leeks be included in the list of quality
standards in the same basic Regulation.
On 28 February it sent to Parliament and the
Council the annual repoft on the estimated
clearings and new plantations of certain types
of fruit trees. The report gives an indication
' Bull. EC l-1979, point 2.1.1.
' Bull. EC l-1979, points 1.1.1 to 1.1.6.
' OJ C 50 of 24.2.1979.
' Preliminary chapter,
' OJ L54 of 5.3.1979.5 OJ C 55 oI 1.3.1979.
' OJ L 45 ol 22.2.1979.t OJ C 52 ot 27.2.1979.
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of the scale and direction of the estimated
trend in the total area of apple, pear, peach
and orange-trees and lists significant changes
in certain important varieties.
2.1.58. On 1 February the Commission
adopted a Regulation permitting the continu-
ation of promotional and publicity measures
to increase consumption of milk and milk
products.' It also extended the field of appli-
cation for sales of bumer at reduced prices
and consolidated the Regulations concerning
these sales.'
2.1.59. In the beef and veal sector, the
Council extended the Regulation concerning
the import levies applicable to adult cattle
and beef originating in Yugoslavia, subject to
the entry into force of a new agreement with
that country.3
The Commission took steps to straighten out
certain difficulties concerning intervention
storage. The main problems were the loss in
value of meat which is bought in fresh and
sold frozeno and the sale at a price fixed in
advance of certain types of boned meat which
had been stored for a long time.r In the first
two months of the year stocks were consider-
ably reduced by the sale of more than 85 000
tonnes, expressed as unboned meat, of which
about half was intended for non-member
countries.
2.1.50. On the sheepmeat market, the Com-
mission decided to authorize France to apply
the protective measures provided for in Arti-
cle 115 of the Treaty to imports of live sheep
or sheepmeat from non-member countries in
free circulation in other Member States; this
Decision will apply only until 31 December
or until the entry into force of a common
orgariization of the market in sheepmeat.'
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2.1.61. On 5 February the Council adopted
the Directive on a programme to promote
drainage in catchment areas including land
on both sides of the border between Ireland
and Northern Ireland.' This means that the
Community will contribute up to 50% of the
costs of the joint programme for the provi-
sion of arterial drainage in catchment areas
including land on both sides of the border.
This programme must be submimed jointly by
the rwo Member States and is intended to
improve the unsatisfactory drainage situation
which constitutes a fundamental handicap to
agriculture in the region.
On the same date, the Council formally
adopted the following measures concerning
Mediterranean agriculture : 8
(i) Regulation on the development of
agricultural advisory services in Italy;
(ii) Directive on the programme for the
acceleration and guidance of collective irriga-
tion works in Corsica;
(iii) Directive concerning the flood protec-
tion programme in the H6rault Valley;
(iv) Regulation establishing a common mea-
sure for forestry in certain Mediterranean
zones of the Community: this programme
concerns aforestation, the improvement of
deteriorated forests and other necessary
related measures such as the construction of
' OJ L 28 of 2.2.1979.
': OJ L41 ot 16.2.1979.
' OJ L 34 ot 9.2.1979.
' OJ L 32 of. 8.2.1979.5 OJ L42 of. 17.2.1979.
' OJ L 44 of 21.2.1979.
' OJ L 43 of 20.2.1979.
' OJ L 38 of. 14.2.1979 and Bull. EC 12-1978, point
2.1.108.
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forest paths, earthworks and protection
against fire, together with the necessary
studies and experiments.
European Agrlcultural Guidance
and Guarantee Fund
2.1.52. On 19 February the Council took
note of the seventh Financial Report on the
European Agricultural Guidance and
Guarantee Fund, 1977, Guarantee and Gui-
dance Sections.
Guarantee Section
2.1.63. On 8 February' the Commission
adopted an amendment to the Regulation on
the method and the rate of interest to be used
for calculating the costs for financing inter-
vention measures comprising buying-in, stor-
age and disposal. This amendment provides
that, where an agricultural product stored by
an intervention agency will necessarily suffer
depreciation, this is to be borne by the
EAGGF from the moment of buying-in. This
procedure permits a reduction in the interest
charges which the EAGGF finances in respect
of the funds immobilized by the buying-in of
products.
This provision was applied for the first time
in the beef and veal sector.2
Conditions of competitaon
2.1.64. Under Articles 92 to 94 of the EEC
Treaty, the Commission decided not to raise
objections in respect of the following aid
plans:
(i) France (Martinique and Guadeloupe),
for implementing a plan for developing
Bull. EC 2-7979
sheep- and goat-rearing in order to overcome
the shortage of sheepmeat and goatmeat in
the French West Indies;
(ii) France (Martinique), for financing the
study of a development plan for the produc-
tion of anthuriums;
(iii) France, for an extension of the special
loans granted for the breeding of heavy
horses, and to assist certain undertakings
which suffered from the damage caused to
fruit plantations by the bad weather in 1977;
(iv) France, for the creation of pastoral land
associations, either authorized or appointed,
to permit the planned use of mountain land;
(v) Italy (Umbria), for certain associations
of milk producers in order to discipline pro-
duction;
(vi) Italy (Umbria) to cooperatives in less-
favoured areas in order to encourage the pro-
cessing and marketing of agricultural pro-
ducts;
(vii) Italy (Piedmont), for measures to assess
agriculture following the bad weather in
79781'
(viii) United Kingdom (Scotland), to remedy
the damage caused by flooding in October
1978.
Harmonlzation of leglslatlon
Veterinary legislation
2.1.65. In connection with the health prob-
lems raised by the process for chilling poultry
carcases by immersion in water, the Commis-
sion sent to the Council on 14 February' a
' OJ L 34 of 9.2.1979.
'l OJ L 32 of.8.2.1979.r OJ C 65 ol 9.3.1979.
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report on the application of this process to
poultrymeat for marketing chilled and a
proposal for a Directive amending the Direc-
tive of 15 February 1971' on health problems
affecting trade in fresh poultrymeat.
2.1.66. On 21 February the Economic and
Social Committee adopted an Opinion2 on
the proposal for a Directive on enzootic
bovine leucosis.'
Fisheries
Fisheries
Conservatlon and management
of resources
lntemal resources
2.1.57. Continuing the procedure of Article
169 of. the EEC Treaty,n on 27 February' the
Commission decided to refer to the Court of
Justice the three measures for the conserva-
tion of resources taken by the United King-
dom in 1978; a reasoned opinion had been
issued to the United Kingdom Government
regarding these three measures on22 lantary
last.6 In its answer of 6 February the United
Kingdom rejected the Commission's argu-
ments and conclusions. The measures in
question concern the rules governing herring
fishing from the Mourne stocks, the restric-
tions on herring fishing around the Isle of
Man and the extension of the area closed to
fishing for Norway pout.
The Commission felt that the three measures
raised a series of questions oI principle
involving Communiry rules and a Member
State's obligation to cooperate with the Com-
munity institutions.
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2.1.68. On 5 February the Commission
approved two Irish measures, one prohibiting
herring fishing for industrial purposes and
the other extending until 31 December the
ban on direct herring fishing off the coast of
Ireland.
2.1.69. At its 19 February meeting on
fisheries, the Council considered a Communi-
cation from the Commission on the develop-
ment of the common fisheries policy high-
lighting the main outstanding questions (as
regards internal arrangements, free access
and fishing plans, exercise of historic rights
and allocation of availabilities in 1979). The
discussion confirmed that there was no con-
sensus on the basic issues.
Externalaspects
2.1.70. At the same meeting the Council
was forced to find that it was not yet in a
position to sign the agreements negotiated
with Norway and Spain,' nor to conclude
those already signed with the Faroe Islands
and Sweden.s The United Kingdom Minister
once again invoked the 'Luxembourg com-
promise' to oppose the framework agree-
ments with non-member countries as long as
a satisfacory solution to the internal arrange-
ments had not been found. After the meeting,
however, the United Kingdom delegation
withdrew its reservations on the EEC-Canada
' OJ L 55 of 8.3.1971.
'z Point 2.3.65.
' Bull. EC ll-1978, point 2.1.83.
' Bull. EC 10-1978, point 2.1.100.
' OJ C74 of 20.3.1979.
" Bull. EC l-1979, point 2.1.73.
' Bull. EC 3-1978,point2.1.77.
' Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2.2.55.
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framework agreement; the Council was
therefore able to take a decision on the sign-
ing of it on 27 February.
The Council also noted the Commission
repoft on the progress of the negotiations
with Senegal, Mauritania, Guinea-Bissau,
Cape Verde and Tunisia. Senegal is willing to
grant fishing rights to the Community in
return for financial compensation.
Finally, on 28 February,' it adopted the
interim arrangements applicable until 31
March 1979 to Faroese, Norwegian and
Swedish vessels.
2.1.71. In February Community consulta-
tions with Sweden resulted in the determina-
tion of reciprocal fishing rights in the Baltic
Sea and the Kattegat and rights for Sweden in
the North Sea for the whole ol1979. Recip-
rocal fishing rights with the Faroe Islands for
the same period were also determined after
consultations.
2.1.72. On 23 February2 the Commission
sent a proposal to the Council for a Regula-
tion concerning the conclusion of the fisheries
agreement negotiated between the commun-
ity and Finland.s It also transmitted a recom-
mendation for a Decision concerning the
direaives required for the Community's par-
ticipation in negotiations for a convention on
the conservation of living marine resources in
the Antarctic.
llarkets and struc'tures
Stnrcnrral policy
2.1.73. The Council reached agreement in
principle at its meeting on 19 February to
Bull. EC 2-1979
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continue in 7979 the interim common mea-
sure for restrucnrring the inshore fishing
industry in force in7978. The amount prop-
osed by the Commission for the Communi-
ty's financial participation is 15 million EUA
f.or 1979. The purpose of the measure is to
promote the development of the inshore fish-
ing industry in regions where there are ade-
quate fishing possibilities and to promote
investments in aquaculture.
2.1.74. Parliament passed a Resolution on
the common fisheries policy on 14 February.'
Transport
Transport qu*tions bs[dt the Councll
2.1.75. There were only four items on the
agenda when the Council met in Brussels on
20 February with Mr Le Theule, the French
Minister of Transport and President of the
Council, in the chair.
&a transport
2.1.76. On the basis of a compromise prop-
osed by the Chair, the Council examined the
proposal for a Regulation concerning the
Member State's accession to the United
Nations Convention on a Code of Conduct
' OJ L5l ol1.3.1979.
'2 OJ C 69 ot 13.3.1979.3 Twelfth General Report, point 342.
' Point 2.3.8 and OJ C67 of 12.3.1979.
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for Liner Conferences.' The objective is to
arrive at a common position which would
make it possible to meet the developing coun-
tries' wishes concerning access to liner con-
ferences and cargo-sharing and to maintain
commercial understandings as regards cargo-
sharing among Member States' shipping lines
and in traffic between OECD member coun-
tries. Considerable progress was made and
the Council will return to this matter in the
very near future.
2.1.77. In the context of safety ar sea, the
Council examined the Commission's prop-
osal for a Decision rendering mandatory the
procedures for ship inspection forming the
subject of resolutions of the Intergovernmen-
tal Maritime Consultative Organization(IMCO).'z Although unanimous agreement
was reached on the substance of this prop-
osal, the Council could not take a decision, as
there was an institutional question to be
settled.
The Council also took note of a starement by
the French delegation suggesring that the
Community should devote attention to other
matters such as minimum standards on
Member States' merchant ships (age, health
and qualifications of crew members),
minimum conditions for working as a sailor
(equal treatment, maximum working hours)
and the minimum level of protection for
sailors in the event of dismissal.
The Permanent Representatives Committee
was instructed to examine the French delega-
tion's proposals.
Air transport
2.1.78. The Council found that further
thought should be given to the legal and
industrial implications of the Commission's
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proposal for a Directive on the limitation on
noise emission from aircraft.3 It was therefore
agreed to postpone examination of this prop-
osal.
Driving licence
2.1.79. The Council examined the proposal
for a Directive on the road vehicle driving
licence.n It was decided that more study of the
road safery aspect and road safety statistics
was needed to resolve the problems outstand-
ing. The Permanent Representatives Commit-
tee was instructed to carry out this examina-
tion and repoft back to the Council at a
furure meeting.
lnland transport
Operation of the market
Access to the market
2.1.80. In Brussels on 5, 6 and 7 February
took place the fifth plenary session of the
diplomatic conference for the conclusion of
an Agreement on the liberalization of the
international carriage of passengers by road
by means of occasional coach and bus ser-
vices berween the Community and third
countries which are members of the Euro-
pean Conference of Ministers of Trans-
' OJ C35 of 11.2.1978 and Bull. EC 12-1977, point
2.1.160.t OJ C284 of 28.11.1978 and Bull. EC 11-1978, point
2.1.105.
' OJ C 126 of.9.6.1975.
' OJ CB ot 13.1.1976 and Bull. EC 72-1977, point
2.t.tM.
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poft-the ECMT-(Austria, Finland, Greece,
i.lorway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzer-
land, Turkey and Yugoslavia). The Secretary-
General of the ECMT attended as an
observer.
Solutions were found, during these negotia-
tions, to most of the problems still outstand-
ins. However. there were some differences of
op'inion as regards the degree of liberalization
ol certain ociasional services. The Commis-
sion expects to repoft to the Council shortly
on the 
-state 
of n-gotiations, with proposals
for finding a way of solving the problem.
2.1.81. Parliament' and the Economic and
Social Committed gave their Opinions on 20
and22 February on the proposal for a Regu-
lation on the adiustment of capacity for the
carriage of goods by roads for hire or reward
between Member States.'
On 22 February the Economic and Social
Committed also adopted its Opinion on the
proposal' to amend the Regulation of 16
Decimber 1976s on the Community quota
for the carriage of goods by road between
Member States.
Approximation of structures
Technicd aspects
2.1.82. For the purposes of the implementa-
tion of the Council Directive of 20 January
1976 on reciprocal recognition of navigabil-
iry licences for inland waterway vessels,'the
working pamy of government experts which
is assisiing the Commission departments 
-in
the formulation of technical requirements for
inland waterway vessels met from 30 January
to 1 February. i'he tasks it took on have been
accomplished: the classification of the Com-
Bull. EC 2-1979
munity inland waterway nerwork into several
classei, the formulation of technical require-
ments for inland waterway vessels and the
drawing-up of model Community inland
navigation certificates.
Sea and air tlenspott
2.1.8i. On 14 February Parliament passed
a Resolution on the best means of preventing
accidents to shipping and consequential
marine and coastal pollution and on shipping
regulations.'
Energy
Formulatlqg and lmPlenrntlng
a Communlty energY Pollcy
Cooperation berween the Community
and Latin American countries:
Official visit by Mr Brunner
to Venezuela and Ecuador
2.1.84. Mr Guido Brunner, the Member of
the Commission with special responsibility
for energy matters, paid an official visit to
' Point 2.3.14 and OJ C67 oI 12.3.1979.
' Points 2.3.63 end2.3.64.3 Ol C247 of 18.10.1978 and Bull' EC 9-1978, point
2.1.62.
' OJ C 309 of 28.12.1978 and Bull. EC 12-1978' point
2.1.133.
' Ol L357 of 29.12.1976.5 OJ L21 o129.1.1976.7 Point 2.3.10 and OJ C67 ol 12.3.1979.
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Venezuela and Ecuador from 15to24 Febru-
ary at the invitation of the Governments of
these two countries. This visit reflects both
the Community's concern to diversify its
sources of supply and its desire to cooperate
with non-member countries on energy, a
desire which has been expressed repeiiedly
and was reiterated recently in the Communi-
cation from the Commission to the Council
on aspects of external measures by the Com-
munity in the energy sector.,
Venezuela
2.1.85. Mr Brunner went to Caracas, Vene-
zuela, following an official invitation from
the Venezuelan Government. The purpose of
the trip was ro establish closer conrait with
the Venezuelan authorities on energy. Among
the people Mr Brunner met were Mr Freddy
Arocha, the Depury Minister for Energy and
Mines, and General Alfonzo Ravard, the
President of Petrov6n (Petr6leos de Vene-
zuela). During these meetings, Mr Brunner
gave an account of the broad lines of Com-
munity poliry and emphasized the need for
more comprehensive exchanges of informa-
tion.
The conversation also turned to areas in
which closer cooperation between the Com-
munity and Venezuela might be possible.
Some of the possibilities raised were: oil-
exploration techniques, advanced coalmining
techniques, scientific research into renewable
resources (in particular solar and geothermal
energy), nuclear energy from the point of
view of safery and environmental prbtection,
and 
_the training and further training of tech-
nical and scientific staff. Mr Brunner prop-
osed that these exchanges of views be- con-
tinued in Brussels. The meetings demons-
trated that Venezuela is definitely interested
in stepping up its contacts with the Commun-
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ity and that it is seeking new avenues of
cooperation which would enable it to diver-
sify its technical and trade links.
Ecuador
2.1.86. After his meetings with the Vene-
zuelan authorities, Mr Brunner went to
Quito, at the invitation of the Ecuadorian
Government. The purpose of this visit was to
explore the potential for cooperation on sci-
entific research and energy between the Euro-
pean Communiry and Ecuador. These talks
are part of the poliry for cooperation with
developing countries on energy matters.2
Ecuador has some interesting features in this
respect: it produces a small amount of oil,
has not insignificant potential as regards
renewable resources (water power, solai and
geothermal energy), and also has coal and
uranium deposits.
In addition, the Ecuadorian Government
recently set up a national energy institute
with the task of formulating in overall
energy plan for the country.
Lastly, the Secretariat-General of the Latin
American Energy Organization (OLADE), a
body with which the Commission is already
cooperating on a geothermal energy project
involving four countries in this arei, has its
headquarters in Quito.
Mr Brunner was received by Mr Jos6 AyalaI.asso, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, who
showed an interest in the Community's
energy policy and Mr Brunner's proposal for
closer contacts between the main-world part-
ners in the field of energy. Most of the-visit
Energy
' Bull. EC l-1979, points 1.2.1 to 1.2.11.
'^ B_rl! EC 718-1978, point 2.1.113 and 10-1978, point
2.1.112.
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was taken up with meetings with General
Eduardo Samblantes Polanco, the Minister
for Natural Resources and Energy, and with
those in charge of the institutions responsible
for energy and planning.
An inventory of possible areas of cooperation
was drawn- up during these meetings. The
Commission is to give its views on these pos-
sibilities before the end of April to enable the
Ecuadorian authorities to draw up their inter-
national cooperation programme. Mention
should also bi made of the Ecuadorians'par-
ticular interest in the question of inventories
and energy balance and in exploration- for
their reiources and more particularly
uranium.
Energy saving
2.1.87. On 5 February' the Council for-
mallv adopted the Recommendation to the
Member Siates on the reduction of energy
requirements through the improvement of the
thermal efficiency of buildings, the substance
of which had been approved at its meeting on
21 December 1978.2
Sectora! problems
Hydrocarfuns
Trade in crude oil and petroleum products
between certain Member States
2.1.88. Following its Decision of. 29 lanu-
arv3 concernins three Member States, on 5
Fe'bruar/ the tommission decided to make
trade in crude oil and petroleum products
between Luxembourg and other Member
States subiec to an automatic licencing sys-
Bull. EC 2-1979
tem. The Commission based itself on the
Council Decision of 14 Februaty 7977s on
the exporting of crude oil and petroleum pro-
ducts irom one Member State to another in
the event of supply difficulties. The Commis-
sion Decision ivid adopted at the request of
Luxembourg and will expire on 31 March.
@al
Intra-Community trade in power-station cod
2.1.89. The proposal for a Regulation on
Community financial measures for intra-
Community trade in power-station coal,
which the Commission addressed to the
Council on 28 September 1978,' was the sub-
iect of an Opinion delivered by Parliament on
i6 Februarv'and an Opinion delivered by the
Economic ind Social Committee at its ple-
nary session on 21 and 22FebruarY.8
Nuclear energy
Community aid for uranium prospecting
2.1.90. The Commission has published a
notice in the Official Journal of the European
Communities' concerning the granting of
' OJ L 37 ol13.2.1979.
' Bull. EC 12-1978, point 2.1.143.
' OJ L 30 ot 6.2.1979 and Bull. EC l'1979,
2.1.86.
' OJ L 32 of 8.2.7979.
' OJ L 6l of 5 .3.1977 .
, oJ C 243 of 13.10.1978 and Bull. EC 9-1978, point
2.1.74.
' Point 2.3.15 and Ol C 67 of 12.3.1979.
' Point 2.3.52.
' OJ C 44 oL lT .2.1979.
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science and educatlon
Community aid for projects concerning
uranium prospecting programmes within the
territories of the Member States. The notice
invites interested parties to submit applica-
tions for support for projects of this rype. It is
based on the Commission Regulation of 23
luly l976.tThe financial support planned isin accordance with the first paragraph of
Article 70 of the Eurarom Treaty. The Com-
mission has at its disposal 5 million EUA in
7979 Lor aid to uranium exploration prog-
rammes to be carried out between 7979 and
1981.
The plutonium cycle and its safety aspects
2.1.92. The main objective of the indirect-
action programme proposed by the Commis-
sion for the four-year period 1980-84 is to
help to ensure maximum safety in the use of
plutonium as a nuclear fuel both in thermal-
neutron reactors and fast-neutron reactors.
Following on from rhe 7975-79 programme
of indirect action in progress on- plutonium
recycling in light-water reacors, the prop-
osed new programme requires a substintial
increase in the appropriations charged to the
Communiry budget, which would be stepped
up from 4.75 million to 20 million EUA. -
This programme proposal received favour-
able opinions from the Advisory Committeefor Programme Management (ACPM)
responsible for this activiryr and the Scientific
and Technical Committee (STC).. The prog-
ramme includes the following topics:(i) expert assessments of the radiological
effect of the plutonium cycle on man and his
envlronment;(ii) work intended to improve safety in
uranium-plutonium mixed oxide fuel fabrica-
tion by improving accident assessment
methods, optimizing equipment (filters,
screens and dosimetry) and studying less pol-
lutlng vanants;
(iii) work to increase safery in transporring
3nd handling plutonium compounds bylmprovlng contalners;(ir) various exercises to demonstrate the
possibiliry of recycling in complete safery, in
thermal and fast-breeder reactors, fissile and
' OJ L 221 of 14.8.1976.
'2 Bull. EC 718-1977, points 1.3.1 to 1.3.4.
' Bull. EC 12-1978, point 2.1.158.
' Bull. EC l-1979, point 2.1.93.
Proposals for research programmes
ln nuclear enorgy
2.1.91. On 28 February the Commission
decided to send the Council rwo proposals
for multiannual indirect-action researclrprog-
rammes on the plutonium cycle and its safety
aspects and radioactive waste management
and storage. These proposals follow oir from
the communications which the Commission
sent to the Council in July and August 1977,
defining the basic consriruenrs of aCommun-
ity nuclear strategy and of Communiry action
that was needed in this area. The Commis-
sion had highlighted on that occasion the
fundamental importance of ensuring that the
technologies in question developed- in com-
pliance with strict safery standirds so that
workers, the general public and the environ-
ment would be protected.
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fertile materials recovered from uranium-
plutonium mixed oxide fuel previously irradi-
ated in light-water reactors;
(v) activities designed to supplement those
undertaken during the first programme on
the safety of plutonium-fuelled LWR power-
stations.
Radioactive waste management and storage
2.1.93. The need for Communiry action on
the treatment and elimination of radioactive
waste has been voiced on various occasions
by Parliament,' the Council2 and the
Economic and Social Committee.'
Radioactive waste treatment and storage was
one of the main subjects covered by the five-
year (1975-79) programme of indirect action
which will be completed at the end of this
year. In view of the progress achieved durinB
ihe implementation of this programme, work
under 
- the next programme proposed for
1980-84 will be oriented more towards pilot
projects and experiments under real service
conditions. The Community appropriations
requested reflect this orientation since theyjump from 19.15 million to 53.47 million
EUA. This programme, together with the
activities of the Joint Research Centre (JRC),
will constitute the greatest multilateral coop-
eration effort undertaken in the world in this
field.
The research work is intended firstly to solve
the main technological problems involved in
the treatment, storage and disposal of
radioactive waste and secondly to define the
seneral arransements in line with which stor-
ige and dispJsal of radioaaive waste should
be conducted. Work under the first section is
proposed in the following areas:
Bull. EC 2-1979
(i) treatment and conditioning of radioac-
tive waste (low-level wastes, fuel cladding
wastes, plutonium-contaminated wastes'
high-level solidified wastes and gaseous
wastes);
(ii) storage and disposal of radioactive
waste (shillow-depth burial of low-level
wastes; disposal of long-lived wastes in conti-
nental and possibly marine geological forma-
tions; and development of the methods used
to assess the potential for such disposal).
The following work is proposed under the
second section:
(i) assessment of waste management proces-
ses, criteria and strategies, especially with a
view to minimizing the radiological hazards;
(ii) studies on the legal, administrative and
financial aspects of waste management.
The Commission's preliminary draft proposal
received favourable opinions from the ACPM
responsible for this activity4 and the STC.'
Science, regearch and develoPment
Scientific and Technical Research Committee
2.1.94. At its meeting on 15 and 15 Febru-
ary the Scientific and Technical Research
Committee (CREST) examined the Commis-
sion proposal' for a four-year (July 1979-
June 
-1983) programme of energy research
(solar and geotheimalenergy' production and
' OJ C 85 of 10.4.1978.
, oj c 112 of 20.10.1973; oJ L 178 of 9.9.1975; oI
C 139 of 13.6.1977.
' OJ C 269 of 13.11.1978.
' Bull. EC 10-1978, point 2.1.133.
' Bull. EC l-1979, point 2.1.93.
' Bull. EC718-1978, point 2.1.121'
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use_of hydrogen, energy saving and systems
analysis). Approving the Commission's prop-
osal by a majority, the Committee
emphasized the importance of a joint R&D
activity to promote energy saving and
requested that the budget appropriations ini-
tially proposed by the Commiision in this
respect be increased. On the other hand it
considered thar the funds assigned to the
activities on hydrogen and solar and geother-
mal energy should be accordingly riduced,
since it felt that the overall ambunt of the
appropriations proposed by the Commission
was acceptable. The Committee therefore
proposed an amendment ro the draft decision
which would shonly be submitted to the
Council for approval.
The Committee also delivered a favourable
opinion on the Commission's proposal for a
multiannual research programme in climatol-
ogy.' The Committee laid particular insist-
ence on the value for the Communiry of an
R&D programme on the long-term efiects of
human activiry on the climati and the reper-
cussions of climatic variations on the Euro-pean Community's resources and its
economy. The Committee concluded its pro-
ceedings by recommending that the Council
approve the Commission's proposal and in
particular the resources necesiary for the
implementation of this programme.
Lastly, the Commimee conrinued its discus-
sion of matters which were shortly to be
covered by Commission proposals for R&D
work on clays and ceramics,lextiles and clo-
thing and biomolecular engineering.
European Committee for Research
and Development
2.1.95. At its meeting on 14 February the
European Committee for Research- and
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Development (CERD) devoted most of its
discussions to reviewing long-term energy
research and development problems and t[L
Community's Forecasting and Assessment in
the field of Science and Technology (FAST)
programme.2
On the basis of scenario studies conducted
with the aids of models developed bv the
Commission,' a number of possibie straiegies
for energy supplies and RBcD had been siiru-
lated. The CERD took nore of these results
with great interesr. In general the members of
the Committee considired that their conclu-
sions could usefully serve as a basis for a
Commission proposal to the Council in order
to supplement and define more closely the
studies already in progress.
ItrUith regard_ to the FAST research prog-
ramme, the CERD recommended, in view of
the limited resources available, that the Com-
mission should confine itself to studying
thoroughly a few subjects of interest to- the
Communiry while involving the maximum
number of existing organizations in this
research.
Joint Research Centle
Pr_eparations for the forthcoming
JRC multiannual progrumme
General Advisory Committee
2.1.96. At its meetingonZl and22 Febru-
a^ry Lhe JRC's General Advisory Committee(GAC) gave its opinion on the preliminary
' Bull. EC 9-1978, point 1.5.1.
' Bull. EC 718-1978, point 2.1.120.
' Bull. EC l-1979, point 2.1.93.
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draft proposals for the forthcoming muiti-
annual (i980-83) JRC programme, which
were drawn up after the exploratory discus-
sion held on 17 January.'The GAC generally
approved the preliminary draft pro-posals for
eiin of the piogrammes. It found that the
proposal taken aJ a whole was broadly in line
with th. opinions delivered by the ACPM's
concerned. 
-These ACPMs, together with the
Advisory Committee on Fusion, met in Janu-
ary and February to examine the various pre-
liminary draft proposals.'
The Director-General of the JRC will draw
the necessary conclusions from the GAC's
opinion when preparing the draft programme
pioposal which he intends to submit to the
Commission for approval during March.
Multlannua! programmes
pT Council
2.1.97. The JET Council met on 8 and 9
February and 
-proceeded to appoint thirteen
eminent figures as members of the pT Scien-
tific Couniil in accordance with the Statutes
of the Joint Undenaking. It appointed MrC.M. Braams Chairman of the Scientific
Council.
The JET Council also finalized the project's
staff itructure' by appointing Mr R. Bikerton
Associate Director and Head of the JET
Team's Scientific Department.
The JET Council adopted the revised Proiect
Programme which provides for the construc-
tion phase to be completed by the end of
1982, and agreed to the procedure proposed
by the Head of Proiect for estimating the
effects of economic fluctuations on expendi-
ture. The JET Council concluded its meeting
by discussing the overall cost estimates up to
1983, calculated from January 1979 cost
levels.
Advisory Committees on
Programme Management (ACPMs)
2.1.98. Several Advisory Committees on
Programme Management responsible for
reseirch areas belonging to the direct-action
programme or dealt with under both direct
inil indirect action met during February to
discuss preliminary draft proposals for the
forthcoming multiannual (1980-83) JRC
programme and to give their opinion on them
to the GAC..
The ACPMs responsible for the following
topics met during the first half of February:
hydrogen; radioactive waste management
and storage; reference materials and methods
and the non-nuclear part of the programme
on measurements, standards and reference
techniques (METRE); environment and
resouries; plutonium fuels and actinide
research; high-temperature materials; opera-
tions of the HFR high-flux reactor; solar
energ;f; and supervision of fissile materials.
On 20 February the Advisory Committee on
Fusion (ACF), acting in its capacity as ACPM
for thermonuclear fusion, also gave its opin-
ion on the section of the preliminary draft
proposals for the JRC programme'within its
Lompetence. The ACPMs and the ACF gener-
ally ipproved the preliminary draft propos-
als. A -number of ACPMs noted the vital
Research, development, sciencs, education
' Bull. EC 1-1979, point 2.1.94.
'] Point 2.1.98 and Bull. EC 1-1979, points 2.1.95 and
2.1.96.
' Bull. EC ll-1978, point 2.1.118.
' Point 2.1.96.
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' Point 2.2,41.
1 _!rlt _EC 7t8-1978, point 2.t.t2o and OJ L 225 ot16.8.1978.
' Bull. EC 9-1977, point 2.1.75.
importance of JRC activities for Community
research and the promising outlook for cur-
rent operations.
2.1.99. At its meeting on 1 and 2 February
the ACPM for radioactive waste managemenr
and storage, apaft from delivering its opinion
on the activities coming within its compe-
tence in the fonhcoming multiannual JRC
programme, expressed a favourable opinion
on the question of the preparation under con-
tract of overall reviews on the work done
under the 1975-79 indirect action prog-
ramme; it also recommended the Commis-
sion to approve several contracts relating to
research work to be conducted in 1979.
Lastly, the Committee expressed a favourable
opinion on the question of whether the Com-
mission should enter into a scientific coopera-
tion agreement with the Canadian Atomic
Energy Commission on ceftain aspects of
radioactive waste disposal in crystalline for-
mations.
2.1.100. At its meeting on 22 February the
A_CIM responsible for the energy-savin g paft
of the July 1,975-June 7979 indi.ect-iciion
programme on energy research and develop-
ment noted wirh satisfaction ihe progreis
achieved in this area and the signing oI the
agreement between the Commission ind the
International Energy Agency on energy
storage.l
2.1.101. The ACPM responsible for the
FAST (Forecasting and Assessmenr in rhe
field of Science and Technology) indirect-
action programme held its inaugural meeting
on 23 February. The FAST programme was
adopted by the Council on 25 July 7978, andits main purpose is to help to define long-
term R&D aims and priorities by anticipating
future needs and possible crises.
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After electing as its Chairman Mr Zegveld,
Director at TNO (Toegepast Natuurweten-
schappelijk Onderzoek), the Committee took
note with interest of the guidelines prepared
by the FAST team which the Commission
had started to recruit in December 1978.The
Committee expressed a favourable opinion
on these guidelines and delivered opinions
and suggestions on a number of research
areas and priority problems to be studied. It
also highlighted the importance of cooper-
ation with the Member States' institutions
and research centres specialized in the field of
forecasting and assessment, and took note of
a first 
-list of subjects on which exploratory
research should begin without delay.
Treatment and use of sewage sludge
2.1.102. The Commission, in cooperarion
with the French Minstry of the Enviionment
and Quality of Life, organized at Cadarache
from 13 to 15 February an international sym-
posium on the characterization, treatment
and use of sewage sludge generated by waste
water purification. The symposium comes
under the auspices of COST project 68a on
the treatment and use of sewase sludee,
which forms paft of the EuropEan Coir-
munities' research programme on environ-
mental protection.
More than one hundred scientists from the
Member States and five of the non-
Community European countries taking part
in COST attended this symposium, during
which stock was taken of thi work in pro-
gress and the programme of concerted aciion
for the subsequent period was drawn up.
Bull. EC 2-1979
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Education Committee
2.1.103. At its meeting on 12 February the
Education Committee adopted the main
guidelines for its work in 1979.
Education policy: further aids under
the Community's action programme
2.1.104. On 8 February the Commission
announced that it was granting further aids
under the Community's action Programme
which the Council and the Ministers of Edu-
cation meeting within the Council adopted in
1976.' These aids are intended to promote
exchange and cooperation berween teaching
staff, reiearchers and administrators in higher
education and secondary education and be-
rween higher education institutions in the
Member States.
Research, development, science, education
' Bull EC 2-1976, point 2252 and OJ C 38 of
79.2.1976.
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2. Enlargement
and external relations
Acression negotiations
Greece
2.2.1. On 8 and 9 FebruarY Mr Natali,
Vice-President of the Commission, visited
Greece for talks with the Greek Prime Minis-
ter, Mr Karamanlis, and other members of
the Greek Government on the final phase of
the accession negotiations. Mr Natali expres-
sed the hope thai the ministerial session to be
held late in March would prove conclusive
and pave the way for signature of the- acces-
sion'treary in thi near fiture. The talks also
covered Greek participation in the Commun-
ity budget.
2.2.2. A further session of the accession
negotiations at deputy level was held in Brus-
seli on 20 February. The discussions covered
a broad range of subiects, including customs
union in the industrial sector, transport, capi-
tal movements, State aids and regional policy,
and external relations. In addition, a Proce-
dure was adopted for drafting the instru-
ments of accession.
2.2.3. In February the Commission adopted
formal proposals- concerning transitional
arrangements for processed agricultural pro-
ducts-not listed in Annex II to the Treaty, the
establishment of a system modifying the
financial impact of Greece's participation in
the Community budget, fisheries and Greek
participation in the-Community system. of
linancial assistance to non-member countries.
The Commission has now submitted to the
Council nineteen proposals for common posi-
tions.
The Commission and the Greek delegation
continued their examination of Communiry
t-t
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secondary legislation in the fields of external
relations, fisheries, right of establishment,
customs and social affairs.
Portugal
2.2.4. The second session at depury level of
the negotiations for the accession of Portugal
was held in Brussels on 27 February.'
In accordance with the programme of work
adopted at the opening session on 77
October 7978,'z the first subjects of discussion
were matters concerning the customs union
and external relations.
Spaln
Opening of accession ncgotiations
2.2.5. The ministerial meeting opening the
negotiations with Spain was held on 5 Febru-
ary in Brussels.3
Bilateral relations
with applicant countries
Greece
2.2.5. The EEC-Greece Association Com-
mittee held a further meeting in Brussels on
15 February. Discussion once again focused
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on a number of points connected with opera-
tion of the customs union. It was also agreed
in principle to extend until the end of this
year the Association Council's decision of 28
February 1975a concerning the provisions of
paragraph 3 of Protocol 10 to the Asso-
ciation Agreement.
Commercial policy
Multllateral trade negotiatlons
2.2.7. The recent speeding-up of the GATT
Multilateral negotiations can partly be attri-
buted to the positions adopted by the Council
of the Communities at its meetings on 5 and
6 February. The Council again discussed the
results achieved to date at the beginning of
March. Extensive exchanges of views on vari-
ous issues had meanwhile been held in
Geneva during February and an informal
group was set up to examine the legal provi-
sions of the agreements and arrangements
already drafted.
Council position
2.2.8. The Council (Foreign Affairs) issued
the following srarement at the close of its
meeting on 5 and 5 February:
'The Council heard an oral interim report
from the Commission on progress in the
negotiations to date and held an exchange of
' Bull. EC 12-1978, point 2.2.3.
'z Bull. EC l0-1978, points 1.1.1 to 1.1.5.3 Points 1.2.1 to 1.2.4.
' Bull. EC 2-1975, point 2319.
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views during which the delegations stated
their positions on the various aspects of those
negotiations.
The Council requested the Commission to
continue its efforts to ensure that rapid prog-
ress was made on the matters still outstand-
ing and that a substantial and more evenly
balanced overall outcome was obtained, with
pafticular emphasis on quality.
On the basis of an overall report which the
Commission intends to submit, the Council
proposes to state a position at its meeting on
6 March regarding the substance of the mul-
tilateral trade negotiations as a whole.'
At a meeting on foreign affairs early in
March the Council was given a report by the
Commission on the latest developments in
the negotiations but, after lenphy discus-
sions, was unable to take the overall favour-
able line requested by the Commission and
decided to wait a further month before taking
a definite position.
Geneva tdks
2.2.9, Acting on the conclusions reached by
the Council on 18 December 7978'and on 5
and 5 February this year,2 the Commission
actively continued negotiations in various
sectors with the major non-Community
States both in the $oups and subgroups
-generally meeting informally-and at alarge number of bilateral meetings, notably
those with the United States and Japan on
tariff matters.
Work on the non-tariff areas of the negotia-
tions was concerned mainly with preparing
the final tex$ of various codes in conjunction
with the major industrialized countries and
exploring with certain developing countries
Bull. EC 2-1979
the possibility of adiusting these codes so as
to allow as many developing countries as
possible to accede to them once the multila-
teral trade negotiations have ended.
After all these preparations and meetings the
Commission sent a Communication to the
Council at the end of February on the results
achieved in the main areas of the negotia-
tions, asking it to endorse this overall pack-
age. However, as mentioned above, the
Council considered at its meeting early in
March that it was not yet able to take a deci-
sion.
Setting up of a new inlormal group
2.2.10. An informal 'technical-legal' group
was set up within the MTN framework to
examine the legal provisions contained in the
various agreements and agricultural arrange-
ments made so far between the negotiating
Partners.
This group met for the first time on 26 Feb-
ruary and embarked on a comparative exami-
nation of the 'final provisions' (signature,
acceptance, amendments, etc.) contained in
the latest texts of the MTN agreements and
agricultural arrangements. The Chairman of
the group is to inform the chairman of the
groups and subgroups concerned of any opin-
ions expressed by the technical group on the
various formulas possible, leaving them to
decide whether, for the sake of harmoniza-
tion, any amendments should be made to the
relevant provisions in the texts with which
they are concerned.
' Bull. EC 12-1978, point 2.2.5.
' Point 2.2.8.
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lmplementlng the oommon
oommerclal policy
lmport anangements
2.2.11. Under the Council Decision of 27
March 19751 on unilateral import arrange-
ments in respect of State-trading countries,
the Commission took the following measures
to relax import restrictions:
Italy-Albania; exceptional opening of on
additional import quota for gasoil;'
Italy-USSR: exceptional opening of an import
quota for aluminium scrap, alloyed, in bars;'
Iuly-Czechoslouakia: exceptional opening of
import quotas for synthetic rubbeC and
synthetic organic dyestuff s ;n
Itdly-Albonia; exceptional opening of addi-
tional import quotas for medical essential
oils, strips and friezes of oak and beech wood
for parquet or wood block flooring, plastic
materials and articles, including footwear,
textile fabrics, embroidered and hand made,
drawn or blown glass and PVC electric wires;
exceptional opening. of an import quota for
common pottery articles.'
Anti-dumping procedures, Community
surveillance and safeguard measures
2.2.12.' ln addition to recommendations,
regulations and decisions in respect of steel,'
a number of anti-dumping or safeguard mea-
sures were adopted in February.
Anti- dump ing pr o ce dur e s
2.2.13. On 15 February' the Commission
introduced a provisional anti-dumping duty
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on a certain herbicide originating in
Romania. It also initiated an anti-
dumping/anti-subsidy procedure concerning
imports of certain bovine cattle leather
originating in Brazil.2
Safeguard mectsures
2.2.14. On 27 February' the Council
adopted a Regulation maintaininB until 31
December the arrangements subiecting to
authorization imports into Italy of electric
filament lamps originating in ceftain Euro-
pean State-trading countries, thus confirming
the decision taken by the Commission on 12
January.e On 14 February'o it was also
decided to make imports into the Community
of tracksuits originating in Taiwan subiect to
quantitative limits.
Treaties and uade agreements:
extension or tacit ranewal
2.2.15. On 6 Februaryrr the Council
authorized the extension or tacit renewal of a
number of trade agreements between
Member States and non-Community coun-
tries (first batch for 1979). The expiry dates
of these agreements fall between 1 February
and 30 April.
' OJ L 99 of 21.4.1975.
' OJ C 49 ot 23.2.1979.
' OJ C 62 ol 7.3.1979.
' OJ C 75 of 21.3.1979.
' OJ C 65 of 9.3.1979.
' Points 2.2.79 and 2.2.20.
' OJ L 44 of 21.2.1979.
' OJ L 49 of.28.2.1979.
' OJ L l0 ot 16.1.1979 and Bull. EC l-1979,
2.2.10.
'' OJ L 40 of. 15.2.1979.
" OJ L 37 ol13.2.1979.
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Speclflc meaaures
of commercla! pollcy
Steel
Arrangements with non-member countries
2.2.15. In connection with the extension to
L979 of. the crisis plan implemented in 1978
to cope with the difficulties in the Commun-
ity steel industry, the Commission continued
and completed in February the talks that had
been in progress with a number of non-
member countries with a view to renewing
the arrangements concluded with them for
1978.
Exchanges of letters were signed with Sweden
(2 February), Portugal (7 February), Norway(12 February), South Korea (19 February)
and Romania (16 February).
Talks continued in February with Spain and
Brazil for the purpose of renewing rhe 7978
arrangements for the current year.
2.2.17. As a result of the agreement reached
with a number of non-member countries to
extend the arrangements included tor 1978,
the Commission decided, as it had already
done in January' in other cases, to prohibit
Community producers from aligning their
prices on offers of iron and steel products
originating in the non-member countries con-
cerned. This new decision, adopted on 15
February, concerns offers from nine coun-
tries: Poland, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Fin-
land, South Africa, Sweden, Portugal, Japan
and Norway.'
2.2.18. On 5 Februarys the Commission
also amended its Recommendation of 15
April 7977n to the Governments of the
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Member States establishing Communiry sur-
veillance in respect of imports into the Com-
munity of certiin ECSC iron and steel pro-
ducts originating in non-member countries.
The amendment is to extend the period of
validity of the import document from one to
two months and to modify certain of particu-
lars to be included both in the information
given in the application by the importer and
in the information communicated to the
Commission by the Member States.
Anti-dumping measures
2.2.19. In February the Commission intro-
duced provisional anti-dumping duties on
certain ingles, shapes and sections of iron or
steel, not -further worked than hot-rolled or
extruded, originating in Spain,s ceftain
haematite pig-iion originating in Brazil'and
certain shiets and plates of iron or steel
originating in Spain.'Together with this last
meisure the Commission also repealed cer-
tain suspended anti-dumping duties.
2.2.20. The Commission also initiated an
anti-dumping/anti-subsidy procedure con-
cerning alloy steel wire rod not further
worked than hot-rolled or extruded originat-
ing in Spain' and reopened the procedure
concerning certain haematite pig iron
originating in Canada.'
' OJ L 14 of 20.1.1979 and OJ L28 of 2.2.1979;Bull.
EC l-1979, point 2.2.12.
' OJ L 42 ot 17.2.1979.
' OJ L 3l of 7.2.1979.
' OJ L tt4 ot 5.5.1979.
' OJ L 37 of 13.2.1979.
' OJ L 4l of 16.2.1979.
' OJ L 53 ot 3.3.1979.
' OJ C 48 of.22.2.1979.
' OJ C 46 ot 20.2.1979.
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It decided to terminate the procedures con-
cerning imports of certain galvanized steel
sheets and plates originating in Bulgaria' and
winding wire from Spain.'
Textiles
Negotiations
2.2.21. Exploratory talks were held with
Bulgaria in February.
2.2.21a. Similar talks with China, which
opened on 22 and 23 January,' continued in
preparation for the opening of the negoria-
tions proper early in April.
Arrangements with'preferential' countries
2.2.22. Arrangements concerning trade in
textile products were concluded between the
Communiry and the three countries applying
for accession: Greece, Spain and Portugal.
The arrangement with Greece, signed on 7
February, will be valid for one year from 1
January but could be extended until the date
of Greece's accession to the Community. The
arrangement with Spain, signed on 20 Febru-
ary, will be valid for two years from 1 Janu-
ary 7979 and could be extended. Lastly, the
arrangement with Portugal, which will be for
three years, was initialled on 22 February.
2.2.23. Following the conclusion of the
arrangements between the Community and
Spain,n Greecer and Portugal,6 on 1, 8 and 28
February respectively, the Commission
adopted three regulations on Community sur-
veillance of imports of certain rexrile pro-
ducts originating in the three countries ion-
cerned.
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Community aid to developing countries
examined by DAC
2.2.24. The OECD Development Assistance
Committee (DAC), which met on 13 Febru-
ary with Mr John P. Lewis in the chair,
examined the Communiry's aid to developing
countries.
In the press release put out at the end of this
meeting, the Committee stated that the finan-
cial and technical assistance supplied by the
Community was part of an overall approach
to development problems and acted as a com-
pliment to a whole range of measures, not-
ably in the trade field. It noted the innovatory
aspect of EEC acrion in this sphere and
showed great interest in the measures taken
and the institutions set up under the Lom6
Convention to arrive at a negotiated coopera-
tion policy based on an ongoing dialogue bet-
ween partners.
The Committee drew particular artention to
the considerable increase in Community com-
mitments (totalling USD 1200 million in
7977), of which 85% was in the form of
grants and loans on concessional terms. It
also noted that the major share of Commun-
ity aid-around 50% of commitments-went
to the African, Caribbean and Pacific States(the ACP) under the Lom6 Convention. The
non-associated countries received the bulk of
food aid, plus financial and technical assist-
ance to USD 51 million. The developing
' OJ C 36 ol 9.2.1979.
' OJ C 56 of 2.3.1979.
' Bull. EC l-1979, point 2.2.19.
' OJ L 29 of 3.2.1979.
' OJ L 36 ot 10.2.1979.
' OJ L 53 of.3.3.1979.
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countries identified by the United Nations as
being least developed received more than
35% of. Community aid disbursement.
Commodltles and world agrreements
UNCTAD lntegrated Programme
Hard fibres
Coir products
2.2.25. A meeting of the ad boc Working
Group on Coir International was held under
the aegis of FAO from 14 to 15 February to
discuss the possible establishment of an inter-
national body for promoting the consump-
tion of coir products; the r$(/orking Group
had come together for the first time when the
Intergovernmental Group on Hard Fibres met
in January-February 7978.1
The discussions revealed that both producers
and consumers were largely in favour of the
setting up of Coir International, in view of
the current discussions on hard fibres, the
category of products in which coir is clas-
sified in the LJNCTAD Integrated Programme
for Commodities. The consumers stressed,
however, that should the recent difficulties
regarding supplies of certain coir products
(notably nets) continue, they would consti-
tute an obstacle to the efforts being made to
increase consumption of those products.
2.2.25. The UNCTAD lgorking Group on
Coir met some days later, from 19 to 21 Feb-
ruary in Rome. It confined irs attention .
almost entirely to the question of the projects
yhich such a body-or any other to be set up
for this fibre under the UNCTAD Integrated
Programme-might implement.
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Following a brief technical discussion on var-
ious proposals in this connection, it was
decided to convene an informal panel of
expefts within FAO. By reference to criteria
agreed by the Group the panel should
attempt to draw up a list of projects for
approval by the fourth LJNCTAD Preparat-
ory Meeting to be held inlate 1979.
Abaca
2.2.27. The UNCTAD tWorking Group on
Abaca, which met from 2l to 23 February,
also discussed a number of prolea proposals
submitted to it. Although the results of the
technical discussion were rather more favour-
able to the proposed programme than in the
case of coir, the Working Group decided
that, after written comments had been
received from the parties concerned, FAO
might in this case too convene a panel of
expefts to draw up a list of acceptable pro-
jects, on the basis of terms of reference drawn
up by the Group, for endorsement by the
founh LJNCTAD Preparatory Meeting. It will
be for this meeting to decide whether the
separate project proposals submitted to it for
sisal, coir and abaca warrant the negotiation
of an international agreement on one or more
of these fibres.
World agreements
Cereals
2.2.28. The UNCTAD negotiating confer-
ence on cereals met again in Geneva from 22
January to 14 February, but without reaching
a successful conclusion.
' Bull. EC 2-1978, point 2.2.15.
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rWhile the conference was able to make con-
siderable progress towards establishing the
final texts, the positions of exporters and
importers remained far apart on the key
issues of the price range, the reserve stock
quantity and the special provisions for
developing countries, despite the efforts of
the Communiry to find some middle ground
on these issues.
The Conference was suspended sine die in the
hope that it may be able to resume in due
time on the basis of the progress achieved to
date, once the necessary general political will
exists to achieve a compromise. In the mean-
time, the existing l97l Agreement could be
extended for a period.
Cocoa
2.2.29. The Communiry and its Member
States took part in the Negotiating Confer-
ence for the third International Cocoa Agree-
ment, which was held in Geneva from 29
January to 23 February. The negotiations
were conducted on behalf of the Community
on the basis of directives approved by the
Council, following the communication trans-
mitted by the Commission to the Council on
18 January.'
All the main exporting and importing coun-
tries-including the United States, which is
not a member of the 1975 Agreement expir-
ing on 30 September-were represented at
the Conference. In '1,978, cocoa was the
developing countries third biggest agricul-
tural expoft after coffee and sugar.
Despite progress on many economic and
administrative provisions of the draft agree-
ment, which is based essentially on an inter-
national buffer stock, the talks failed to reach
a satisfactory conclusion because of problems
regarding prices, the levels of which deter-
mine buffer stock operations.
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The producer countries based their demand
for a minimum price of 185 US cents per
pound on production costs in the Ivory
Coast, whereas the consumer countries had
taken as their staning-point the foreseeable
price levels for 1980-81, estimated at an aver-
age of 90-95 cents, in the light of the prob-
able trend of production and consumption,
for the shortages and very high prices of
recent years meant that substitutes were
increasingly being used and investment in
cocoa production had picked up again.
Consultations will be taking place between
exporting and importing countries, on the
initiative of the Chairman of the Conference
assisted by the Executive Director of the
International Cocoa Organization, with a
view to asking the Secretary-General of
UNCTAD to set a date for the resumption of
the Conference.
2.2.30. On 12 February2 the Council of the
European Communities adopted a decision
concerning the conclusion, on behalf of the
Community of the second International
Cocoa Agreement, 7975, the nine Member
States having completed the necessary ratifi-
cation or approval procedures. The Com-
munity, as an importing member, had been
applying the Agreement on a provisional
basis since 1975.
Trade, industrial
and technical cooperation
Trade promotion
2.2.31. During February Commission
departments, assisted by the Member States'
foreign rade authorities, organized trade
' Bull. EC l-7979, point 2.2.26.
' OJ L 44 of 21.2.1979.
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missions for businessmen from Peru, Bang-
ladesh and Indonesia as part of efforts to
promote exports of products from the
ieveloping cbuntries on nEC markets. The
Peruvian Eusinessmen dealt with non-ferrous
metals, chemical products and silverware;
those irom Bangladesh proposed tea and cat-
tle-feed; and the Indonesians offered pre-
served food products, flowers and plants.
Food ald and omergency aid
Visit to the Commission by the
United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees.
2.2.32. Mr Poul Hartling, the United
Nations High Commissioner for 
- 
Refugees,
visited the eommission on 15 February. In
the course of the talks he had on that occa-
sion, he spoke to Mr CheYsson, Member
responsible for development, about the prob-
lems which the High Commission (I'TNHCR)
will be having to cope with in the coming
months.
The UNHCR, which is already facing finan-
cial problems, is having to coPe with a grow-
ine need for aid, owing in particular to the
rnu=.lling numbers of refugees in south-east
Asia and southern Africa.
In south-east Asia over 210 000 refugees have
alreadv been identified as such, chiefly in
Thailand and Malaysia, and many more are
likely to arrive in the next few months.
In southern Africa, there are over 220 000
refugees in Mozambique, Zambia, Botswana,
Ane-ola and other countries in the region; the
g.ol*ing exodus of refugees from Zimbabwe
is giving rise to particular concern.
The UNHCR will be obliged to step up its
aid programme considerably in these two
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areas. According to the press release pub-
lished at the enI of Mr Hartling's visit, the
Commission is already examining the possi-
biliw of offering Community suPport. The
special needs of-these regions will be taken
into consideration when the Community's
1979 f.ood aid programmes are drawn up.
The Community and its Member States have
been making a sizeable contribution to the
work of the UNHCR for manY Years now,
and in 1978 this amounted to almost 39"/o of.
UNHCR resources (as against 32Y" in 1974).
The Community contribution proper rose-to
over USD 14 million in 7978, including USD
11 million to finance aid programmes for
refugees in southern Africa ind the Horn of
Africa.
Emergency aid
2.2.33. On 28 February the Commission
decided to grant the LJNHCR Community
emergency aid of 1 million EUA for refugees
in so-uth-Last Asia; this decision was taken
following the remarks made by Mr Hartling
during h'is visit regarding the need-s of those
refue;s. The Coirmissi-on also decided to
gr"ni , second instalment of 4 million EUA
io the same organization, subiect to qhe
budgetary authority's agreement to its inclu-
sion in a'supplementary budget.
Relatlons wlth
non-governmental organlzatlons
NGO-EEC cofinancing
2.2.34. With regard to the cofinancing of
projects in the diveloping countries,.by 28
February the Commission had received forty-
five piolects submitted by twenty-nine
I- -r
Conference on security and cooperation lnternational organizations
NGOs for the financial year 1979 involving
3 850 000 EUA in all. Commitments totalleJ
1277 200 EUA for fourteen projects.
Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe-
Meeting of experts
on Mediterranean questions
2.2.35. The Communiry has sent represen-
tatives to the meeting of experts on Mediter-
ra-nean quesrions, which opened at Valletta,
Malta, on 13 February andis to continue for
six weeks.
The decision to hold such a meering was
taken ar the Belgrade meering, which -ended
on 9 March 1978,, when the experts were set
the task-covered by the section of the CSCE
Final AcC dealing with Mediterranean ques-
tions-of considering whar new formi of
cooperation could be recommended.
The Commission 
.represenratives are playing
an active part in the discussions on economii
matters.
I nternational organizations
United Nations
General Assembly
Preparation of the new international
development strategy
2.2.36. As the follow-up to a resolurion
adopted by the General Alsembly at its last
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session, the Preparatory Committee for theNew International Development Strategy
held an organizational meeting on I and-2
February. At that meeting ii adopted the
work programme for its neit meetinf $romZto 13 April), which will examine the strategy
in general terms, establish an initialdefinition
of its aims and objectives and prepare an ini-
tial outline and draft preamble.
Economic and $cial @uncit
Economic Commission for Europe
Inland Transport Committee
2.2.37. The Commission took part in the
meeting oI the (ECE) Inland Transport Com-
mittee of the Economic Commission for
Eu.rope held in Geneva from 29 January to 2
February.
Some of the questions examined by the Com-
mittee were of particular interest to the Com-
munify, for example, the ECE Secretariat's
gyrve/ of East-West freight rranspoft, com-
bined transport operations and thi haimoni-
zation and simplificarion of customs checks,
transit road haulage and, lastly, the European
Agreement concerning the Work of Crews of
Vehicles Engaged in Inrernarional Road
Transpon (AETR).
Meeting of the Senior Aduisers to
ECE Gouemments on Enuironmental
Problems
2.2.38. A meeting of the Senior Advisers to
ECE Governments on Environmental prob-
' Bull. EC 3-1978,ro,n. Z-
'z Bull. EC 718-1975, points l20l to 1204.
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lnternational organizations lnternational organizations
lems,' in which the Commission took part,
was held in Geneva from 19 to 23 February
to prepare for the ECE's discussions on this
topic it its meeting to be held from}7 March
to 4 April.
United Nalrons @nterence
on Trade and DeveloPment
2.2.i9. Pending the resumption of the
Negotiating Conference on the Common
Fund for ihe stabilization of commodities
(provided for under the Integrated Prog-
rimme adopted at the Nairobi Conference),
several meetings were held in February within
the framework of UNCTAD, in particular,
the Negotiating Conference on Cereals2 and
meetings of working parties, for example, on
certain hard fibres.'
lntemational Atomic Energy Agency
Physical protection of nuclear materials
2.2.40. The Commission, along with the
representatives of forty-eight States-includ-
ing the seven Member States engaged in nuc-
leir activities-anended an international con-
ference in Vienna from 5 to 16 February
organized by the IAEA to finalize the terms
of-an international convention on the physi-
cal protection of nuclear materials.
The Commission's participation alongside the
Member States is clearly essential since the
terms of this convention will cover matters
for which the Community and the Member
States both have responsibility, as was con-
firmed by the ruling of the Court of Justice'
in November 1978.
The IAEA's next conference on this interna-
tional convention will be held in June.
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Organlzatlon lor Economic Cooperatlon
and DeYelopment
International Energy Agency
2.2.41. On 19 February, the Commission,
represented by the Director-General for
Research, Science and Education, signed an
agreement on participation in an IEA
rCsearch and development proiect under the
outline cooperation agreemenC concluded
with that brganization. This brings the
number of IEA proiects of this kind in which
the Communiry is pafticipating to sevenl of
the earlier six, two were the subiect of an
agreement in 1976n and four in 1977.'
The new aBreement, concluded on 19 Feb-
ruary-the first on energy conservation-in-
volves the study of all the various thermal
and power storage systems. The particular
study in which the Community will be par-
ticipating deals with the use of large-scale
low temperature thermal storage systems'
notably in aquifers. A comparative evaluation
will be madeof the experimental and theoret-
ical results obtained by the countries par-
ticipating in the project.
Committee for Agriculture
2.2.42. The OECD's Committee for
Agriculture met in Paris from 19 to 2l Febru-
ary. In accordance with its terms of reference,
the Committee continued its work on positive
adjustment policies. At the conclusion of its
' Point 2.1.97.
'z Points 2.2.26,2.2.27 and2.2.28.
' Bull. EC ll-1978, point 2.1.112.
' Bull. EC718-1976, point 2333'
' Bull. EC 10-1977, point 2.2.51.
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discussions, it approved a report which con-
tributes significantly to the line adopted by
the Organization to deal with the present
crisis by developing a policy of lasting
economic growth. The Committee decided,
among other things, to convene a new meet-
ing of the Ministers of Agriculrure in early
1980.
Development Assistance Committee
2.2.43. The Development Assistance Com-
mittee (DAC) held a meeting in Paris on 13
February-with the participation of a Com-
mission delegation, led by the Director-
General for Development-to examine Com-
munity aid to the developing counrries.'
Counci! o, Europe
2.2.44. The Commission was represenred at
the third part of rhe thirtieth session of the
Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly(from 29 January to 2 February), which was
addressed by the head of the Spanish Govern-
ment. Mr Suarez, after relating the back-
ground to the democratization process in
Spain, outlined his country's European
policy.
One of the recommendations adopted by the
Assembly concerns European cultural cooper-
ation, a subject which was prepared in great
detail by the appropriate Parliamentary Com-
mittee. The Assembly considers that Euro-
pean cultural cooperation should be carried
out on as wide a basis as possible and hopes
that the Community's activities in the cul-
tural sector will not damage the interests of
those Council of Europe Member States
which do not belong to the Communiry.
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The Assembly debate on rhe situation in the
Mediterranean region resulted in a recom-
mendation advocating thet the 'Mediterra-
nean dimension' of the Council of Europe's
activities be intensified.
Relations with certain
countries and regions
lndustriallzed countrles
United States
2.2.45. An interparliamentary meering-the
fourteenth in the series-took plaie in
Washington from 29 January to 5 February
between members of the United States Con-
gress and members of the European Parlia-
ment. The Chairman was Mr Zagari,leader
of the European Parliament delegalion.
The participants discussed developmenrs in
the United States and the Communiry and
reviewed a number of problems of common
interest. These rwice-yearly meetings are held
alternately in the Communiry and in the
United States.
Australia
2.2.45. On 15 February Parliamenr passed
a Resolution on ffade relations between the
Communiry and Australia.,
' Point 2.2.24.
'z Point 2.3.21 and OJ C 67 of 12.3.1979.
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Medlterranean oountrleg
Turkey
'Reactiuation' of the EEC-TurkeY
Association proposed by the Commission
2.2.47. On 14 February the Commission
sent a Communication to the Council on the
development of relations berween the Com-
muniw and Turkey. This Communication
,ugg..tt a number of measures that could be
tafln in response to the requests submitted
bv the Turkiih authorities, in the light of the
eionomic difficulties with which Turkey is
having to contend.'
EEC-Turkey Association Comttittee
2.2.48. The Association Committee met on
19 February to prePare for the consultations
to be hetd in the Association Council early in
March, in accordance with Article 56 of the
Additional Protocol, concerning the negotia-
tions for Greece's accession to the Com-
munities. During the meeting the Turkish
delesation madC a number of preliminary
comitents on the danger that the competitive
situation of certain iniiustrial and agricultural
products might deteriorate after the accession
^of Greece. -The Community informed the
Turkish delegation concerning the pro-gress
made so far- in these negotiations and the
transitional measures and adiustments Pro-
posed in order to facilitate Greece's integra-
tion into the Community.
Yugoslavia
2.2.49. At the Council meeting on foreign
affairs held on 6 February, negotiating direc-
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dves were adopted for the conclusion of a
cooperation agreement between the Com-
munity and Yugoslavia.
However, the Council has not yet stated its
position on matters relating to financial
iooperation; it will do so once the Board of
Governors of the European Investment Bank
has replied to its requests concerning future
.orn*ittt.nts by the Bank both within and
outside the Community. The date for the
opening of negotiations with Yugoslavia will
be decided shortly.
Maghreb and Mashreq countries
2.2.50. Under the comprehensive Coopera-
tion Agreements linking the Community to
the Maghreb and Mashreq 
-countries, the
Commislion, after receiving the opinions of
the Member States, took an initial batch of
financing decisions on 1 February in respect
of proieis representing a total amount of 6.2
mifiion EUA. These initial decisions con-
cerned the countries and proiects listed
below:
Svria 
- 
erant of 2.1 million EUA for a study
,nd ,n Sverall evaluation of the industrial
sector;
Tunisia 
- 
grant of 2 million EUA for studies
and technicil assistance for a sanitation pro-
ject involving a number of Tunisian towns;
All the Maghreb and Mashteq countries 
-qrant of 2.1 million EUA, representing a pro-
iisional amount for each State for the finan-
cing of scholarships and vocational training
grants f.or 7979.
The Board of Directors of the European
Investment Bank will also be adopting vari-
ous financing proiects concerning Tunisia,
Jordan, Egypt and Syria.
' Points 1.3.1 to 1.3.5.
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Israel
2.2.51. At its meeting on 5 and 5 February
the Council authorized the Commission ro
open negotiations with Israel with a view ro
the conclusion of an aBreement amending
certain 
-provisions of the EEC-Israel Agree-
ment of 1975.The Commission had subhit-
ted a recommendation ro this effect to the
Council on 28 November 7978,1 rogether
with a communication on the exploiatory
talks held in September 1978 with the Israeii
authorities.2
Developing countries
lomd Convention
Accessions
2.2.52. After Tuvalu's accession in Janu-
ary,3 Dominica acceded to the ACP-EEC
Lom6 Convention on 15 February and for-
mally became an ACP State as'from that
date.n Like Tuvalu and the Solomon Islands,
Dominica is a former British overseas terri-
tory which has recently acquired independ-
ence.
2.2.53. The Island of St Lucia, a British
overseas territory which became independent
on 22 February, has applied for acceision to
the Lom6 Convention.
Export earnings
Stabex
2.2.54. On 19 February the Council
mally adopted a decision applying to
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1975 export earnings of the Gilben Islands,
Solomon Islands and Tuvalu the export earn-
ings stabilization system provided for in the
Council Decision of 29 June 1975' on the
association of the OCT with the Communiry.
European Development Fund
New financing decisions
2.2.55. In February the Commission
adopted the financing decisions set our below(fourth EDF):
(EUA)
Makwi Narional Rural
Development Programme 
- 
PhaseI; Mzuzu management unit,
Henga-Kasitu and Ntchisi
development projects: 7 9OO O0O
Botswana 
- 
Services to livestock
owners in communal areas: 1 83s 000
for-
the
Mahuti Road construction
unit: 2 300 000
Su.,aziknd 
- 
Teacher training col-
lege at Nhlangano: - 2 500 000
Niger Building and equipping
three colleges of general education
at Kolo, Loga and Madaroumfa: 2 100 000
Camqoon 
- 
Equipping six tech-
nical colleges, 57 rural craft sec-
tions and 35 domestic sciencedepartments: 2 500 000
Tanzania 
- 
Fixing of an amount
for the financing of a multiannual
training programme (1976-80): S00 000
' Bull. EC ll-1978, point 2.2.44.
' Bull. EC 9-1978, point 2.2.53.
' Bull. EC l-1979, point 2.2.52.
' OJ L 55 of. 6.3.1979.
' OJ L 176 of 1.7.1976.
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Zaire 
- 
Training Centre for the
Zaire Accountancy Board in
Kinshasa: 500 000
Caricom 
- 
Technical assistance
for the Secretariat of Caricom(regional project: Barbados,
Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago,
Guyana, Grenada, Antigua, Belize,
Dominica, Montserrat, St Kitts-
Nevis-Anguilla, St Lucia and St
Vincent): 200 000
Zambia 
- 
Multiannual training
programme (1976-80): 4 550 000
AU ACP States 
- 
Budget of the
Centre for Industrial Develop-
ment: 2 581 000
Jibouti, Ethiopia, Kmya, Sonalia,
Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda
Exceptional aid for locust control
in East African countries: 300 000
Asia
Association of South-East Asian Nations
Conf erence on industrial cooperution
2.2.55. The second EEC-ASEAN Confer-
ence on industrial cooperation organized by
ASEAN, the Commission and four financial
groupings comprising twenty-seven European
banks, was held in Diakarta during the last
week of February. The purpose of this con-
ference, which was attended by 750 business-
men from the Community and the ASEAN
countries, was to intensify industrial 
. 
and
trade cooperation berween firms from the
two sides, with particular emphasis on invest-
ment and the transfer of technological and
management know-how.
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In view of the number of business relation-
ships established at this conference, the Com-
mission and the ASEAN authorities are anxi-
ous to press on with examining means of
implementing the decision adopted at the
Ministerial Conference in November 19781 to
set up a forum for continued contacts and
initiatives on an institutionalized basis.
Trade protnotion
2.2.57. As part of the programme of trade
promotion schemes for products from the
ASEAN countries, the Commission's depart-
ments organized a seminar in Bangkok from
4 to 9 February and a 'workshop'-on pre-
served foods and furnituein Manila from
72 to 75 February. European expefts and
some 200 producers from the five ASEAN
countries (Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore and Thailand) studied possible
means of stepping up expofts to European
markets. Business contacts have already been
established with representatives of many
export firms in the five countries concerned.
latin America
Interparliamentary C.onference
between the Community
and the Iatin American countries
2.2.58. The fourth Interparliamentary Con-
ferencd of members of the European Parlia-
ment and the Latin American Parliament was
held in Rome from 19 to 2l February under
' Bull. EC ll-1978, points 1.4.1 to 1.4.5.
' The previous conferences werc held in Bogota in
1974, Luxembourg in 1975 and Mexico City in 1977.
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the chairmanship of Mr E. Colombo, Presi-
dent of the European Parliament, and Mr V.
Manzanilla Schaffer, President of the Latin
American Parliament. Mr Natali represented
the Commission.
The nine items on the agenda were dealt with
by three committees. The subjects discussed
by the political committee were: parliaments
and democracy, anti-terrorist measures and
human rights and fundamental freedoms. The
Economic Committee studied economic and
trade cooperation between the European
Communiry and Latin America and financial
and technical cooperation between the two
groups of countries, the new international
economic order and the North-South Dialo-
gue while the legal committee concentrated
its attention on drug control measures and
drug addiction, the law of the sea and traffic
in conventional arms.
The conference approved a joint declaration
embodying the committees' recommenda-
tions. Two particularly important steps taken
by the two parliaments were strengthening of
the joint working parry on human rights set
up at the Mexico Ciry conference and the
legal committee's proposal that a joint work-
ing party on narcotic problems should be set
up. Lastly, representatives of countries whose
parliaments had been dissolved took the floor
and condemned the lack of democracy in
their countries and the detention of people in
violation of human rights.
State-tradi ng cou ntraes
China
2.2.59. Mr Roy Jenkins, President of the
Commission, paid an official visit to the Peo-
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ple's Republic of China at the invitation of
the Chinese authorities from 21 February to
I March.'
Dlplomatlc rclatlons
2.2.60. The President of the Council and
the President of the Commission received His
Excellency Mr Nicos Agathocleous (Republic
of Cyprus), who presented his letters of cre-
dence in his capaciry as Permanent Delegate
and head of mission to the European Com-
munities (EEC, ECSC, EAEC), with effect
from 5 February. He succeeds Mr Titos
Phanos, who has been appointed to other
duties.
Political cooperation
2.2.61. On 19 February the French Minis-
try of Foreign Affairs issued the following
statement by the nine Member States on the
Sino-Vietnamese conflict:
'The nine Community Member States view
with concern current developments in south-
east Asia, which they consider to be a poten-
tial threat to international relations. They
deplore the growing unrest in this part of the
world and call for a solution safeguarding the
independence, territorial integrity and free-
dom of acion of all States concerned, in par-
ticular Kampuchea and Vietnam.'
' Point 1.4.1 to 1.4.3.
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3. lnstitutional and
political matters
Parliament
lnstitutional developments 
-European policy
Termination of the conciliation procedure
with Parliament in respect of regional policy
2.3.1. As required by the conciliation proce-
dure, the Council transmitted to Parliament
on 29 June 1978 the results of the general
compromise worked out at its meeting on 25
and 27 June on new regional policy
guidelines and the accompanying alterations
io be made to the mechanisms of the Euro-
pean Regional Development Fund.' Follow-
ing the agreement between the rwo institu-
tions on the conclusions of the conciliation
procedure, the Council was able, on 5 Febru-
ary, to adopt the acts involved.'
Aid to non-associated developing countries
2.3.2. During its meeting on 5 and 6 Febru-
ary the Council examined the questions still
outstanding in connection with the concilia-
tion procedure with Parliament on the grant-
ing of financial and technical aid to non-
asiociated developing countries. It established
the main points of a joint position, to be
finalized by the Permanent Representatives
Committee. The Council accordingly agreed
to propose to Parliament that the next meet-
ing of ihe Conciliation Committee be held on
5 March.
Parllament
Parf-sessrbn in Luxembourg
hom 12 to 16 February
2.3.3. The highlight of the February sit-
tings' of Parliament was the address on the
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Commission's programme for 1979 delivered
by Mr Jenkins and the subsequent debate.
Two other major debates dealt with the
social aspects of the steel policy and regional
policy with the examination of the Third
Annual Report on the Regional Fund. The
House also resumed the debate on fisheries
policy carried over from its previous part-
session.n Several other repofts were discus-
sed under the various sectoral policies: the
prevention of accidents at sea and the fight
against marine pollution; measuring the qual-
iry of surface water; the Community quota
for road transport and the introduction of a
European driving licence; trade in power-
station coal and uranium supplies; and lastly
the Adams/Hoffman-La Roche case. Parlia-
ment also welcomed the proposal for intro-
ducing Community aid to cover musts used
in thC production of grape-iuice and British
and Irish wines.s On the trade and external
relations fronts the House devoted several
debates to Community relations with ASEAN
and the People's Republic of China, and to
the textile arrangements. A number of issues
with deeper political overtones were also
raised: several MPs fired a banage of ques-
tions at the President of the Council regard-
ing the seat of the European Parliament, to be
' Bull. EC 6-1978, points 1.2.1 to 1.2.9.
'Poirr.2.l.37.I This report was prepared from'Le point de la session'
published by Parliament's Secretariat and from other
material. The complete texts of the Resoludons passed
by Parliament are reproduced in OJ C 67 of 12.3.1979
and the repon of proceedings is contained in OJ Annex
No 239.
The political group and nationality of members are indi-
cated in brackets by the following abbreviations: C-D =
Christian Democrats, S = Socialists, I : Liberals and
Democrats, C = European Conservatives, EPD = Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats, COM = Communists and
Allies; B = Belgrum, DK = Denmark, D = Federal Repub-
lic of Germany, F = France, IRL : Ireland, I = Italy, L =
Luxembourg, NL : Netherlands, UK = United Kingdom.
' Bull. EC l-1979, point 2.3.10.
' Bull. EC 12-1978, point 2.1.100.
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given the answer-no further developments;
a resolution was adopted on statutory limita-
tion in respect of war crimes; the opening of
a French chamber of commerce in Pretoria
sparked off an oral question ro rhe Council
by the Communist Group, in connection with
the condemnation by the Nine of apartheid in
South Africa; finally the House unanimously
adopted a resolution tabled by the Socialist
Group appealing for clemency for Mr Ali
Bhutto, the former Prime Minister of
Pakistan.
Commission programme for 1979
(13 to 15 February)
2.3.4. Following the presenration of the
General Report on rhe Activities of the Euro-
pean Communities in 1978 Mr Jenkins out-
lined the Commission's programme for the
current year.' The debate which followed
opened with comments from representatives
of the different political groups.
The reaction generally was one of interest
tempered with criticism. Mr Fellermaier (D)
who took the floor on behalf of the Socialist
Group, conceded that the President's speech
raised many questions but what he feli was
needed was fewer ideas and more concrete
action in the form of proposals for directives
and regulations. He accused the Commission
of lacking 'political courage' and deplored
the absence of a section on social policy in
the current climate of rampant unemploy-
ment and the ever-increasing gap berween
rich and poor counrries. On-the locial and
economic fronts solutions proposed by the
Socialists included the introduction of the 35-
hour week, an agreement between industrial
countries in cooperation with the trade
unions and the more effecdve monitoring of
multinationals. On the institutional fronithe
Socialist spokesman expressed surprise that
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the Commission seemed to welcome the idea
of receiving counsel from the 'three wise men'
and feared that the'mounrain would labour
and bring forth a mouse'.
For the Christian Democrats, Mr Notenboom(NL) stressed the need for economic growrh,
accompanied by the distribution of available
employment; this was essential not only for
the Community but also for the developing
countries. He was sceptical about the Franco-
German initiative on the European Monetary
System; had it not merely been a presrige
exercise successfully hoodwinking the other
parties involved?
Turning to agriculture he could not see how
the combination of a price freeze, the co-
responsibility levy and the rapid phasing-out
of monetary compensatory amounts could
allow farmers to enjoy a reasonable income.
Finally, one of his main regrers was that rhe
Commission tended to set greater store by its
role of execurive than by its role of guardian
of the Treaties and 'initiator of action'; the
Commission musr nor be allowed to degener-
ate into the 'secretariat' of the European
Council.
In the view of Miss Flesch (L), speaking on
behalf of the Liberal and Democritic Group,
unemployment is a powerful stimulus io
nationalism, as has been seen recently in the
steel industry;,we must therefore avoid giv-
ing in to the 'deceptive arguments of proiec-
tionism'. While admitting that the President's
address had not fully met the hopes of the
House, she congratulated the Commission on
adopting a tough approach on the 1979
budget and remaining faithful to its role as
guardian of the Treaties, and on taking a
responsible attitude towards agricultural
I Points 1.1.1 to 1.1.10.
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prices. On the energy front, however, a note
of criticism at the Community's'lack of care
bordering on the irresponsible' and, on a dif-
ferent issue, a plea that, once directly elected,
Parliament be given some say in the appoint-
ment of the Commission.
For the Conservatives, Mr Rippon (UK) dealt
specifically with Communiry legislation and
the modus operandi of the Commission. He
warned against harmonization purely for har-
monization's sake, claiming that it was much
more sensible to concentrate on a small
number of genuine priorities. On the subiect
of the bureaucrats in Brussels 'it is not their
quantity but their quality that ought to be
questioned'. Mr Rippon went on to stress the
need to instil amongst the citizens of Europe
a greater sense of European identity.
On behalf of the Communist and Allies
Group Mr Spinelli (I) turned to monetary and
budgetary matters. As he saw it, monetary
compensatory amounts were not the only
thorn in the flesh of the European Monetary
System; a further critical issue was that of the
transfer of resources, without which monet-
ary union was not viable. Mr Spinelli went
on to refer to the fact that three Member
States were still paying 'provisional twelfths'
and asked what the Commission intended to
do about it. Speaking for the French Com-
munists in the latter part of the debate Mr
Porcu launched a blistering attack on the
Community's European policy in general,
and the damage inflicted on national
sovereignty in particular.
The last group representative to take the
floor, Mr Nyborg (DK) for the European
Progressive Democrats, urged that solutions
be found to the problem of technical barriers
to trade and that the common fisheries policy
be allowed at long last to see the light of day.
He would also like to see Europeans acquir-
ing a genuine European identity possibly
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through the introduction of a Community
passport and driving licence.
In reply to these initial comments Mr Jenkins
stressed that while social policy undoubtedly
had a significant role to play in the fight
against unemployment, it did not constitute
alone a cure in itself. What was needed above
all was a framework to create new demand, a
framework which could be found in the set-
ting-up of the European Monetary System.
Turning to the triangular relationship bet-
ween the European Council, the Commission
and Parliament Mr Jenkins made it quite
clear that the Commission in no way saw
itself as a 'secretariat' of the European Coun-
cil, although he did admit that the presence
of the European Council did pose a problem
in terms of institutional balance. The Presi-
dent went on to stress that, often informally,
the Commission did succeed in getting its
ideas over to the European Council and in
this way exercising its power of initiative.
The Communiry organ to suffer most from
the activities of the European Council was
not the Commission but the Council. Some-
thing should also be done in the near future
to strengthen the link berween the European
Council and Parliament.
Turning to the budget the Commission Presi-
dent conceded that the situation did pose a
legal problem but he was none the less hope-
ful that a political solution could be found.
The Commission had in fact written to the
Member States paying the 'provisional
rwelfths'.
Regional policy
ERDF Annual Report
(12 and 13 February)
2.3.5. The Commission's Third Annual
Report (1977) on the European Regional
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The situation is further aggravated by the
absence of additionality; clearly 'those who
are supposed to benefit from the Fund cannot
be informed about something they never get'.
The criticism of lack of additionality between
national aid and Community aid was taken
up in the subsequent debate by a number of
members, including Mr McDonald (C-
D/IRL) and Mr Fuchs (C-D|D). The question
of the Fund's endowment also gave cause for
concern. Mrs Ewing (non-attacbedNK)
deplored the current restriction on funds and
the method of allocation; she was also
unhappy with the present situation whereby
applications have ro be submitted via
national governments and therefore have to
comply with governmental criteria. Lord
Bruce of Donington (SruK) pointed out that
the 1977 value of the Fund had actually
declined in real terms. In his view the widen-
ing of the gap berween rich countries and
poor countries was the inevitable result of the
free movement of capital and the free move-
ment of labour; the only way to combat this
was to pursue a more committed regional
policy as recommended in the MacDougall
report on the role of public finance in Euro-
pean integration.' This would involve increas-
ing the Community budget from the currenr
0.7o/" to between 2o/o and 2.5"/" of Member
States' aggregate GNP.
In reply to members'criticisms and in defence
of the Commission Mr Giolitti pointed out
the resistance offered by the Member States
and explained that the modest size of the
Fund's endowment was a reflection of the
imbalance characterizing Community policiesin general. On the subject of addi-
tionality and publicity he pointed out that the
Commission had raised these questions with
Development Fund was the subject of a
report to Parliament by Mr Delmotte ($,
which recalls that attention has already been
drawn more than once to certain shoftcom-
ings in the Regulation establishing the Fund.
Embodied in the report is a plea for the
widest possible interpretation of the concept
of Community aid and the full implementa-
tion of development programmes, which did
not become compulsory until L January
1978. The report warns that the Regional
Fund must not be confused with the Com-
muniry's regional policy, of which it is merely
one of the instruments. It emphasizes that the
Fund's endowment for 1977 proved totally
inadequate for the purpose of reducing reg-
ional economic disparities and goes on to
deplore the fact that all the Member States
have used aid allocated by the Fund to
industrial projects as partial repayment of
national aid; in the view of the rapporteurjustification for this ceased at the end of the
initial period of the Fund's operarion, and
now only entirely new projects should be
submitted to the Commission.
In presenting his report Mr Delmotte pointed
to the inconsistency between the objectives
defined by the European Council, namely
reduction in regional disparities and transfer
of resources to the less prosperous Member
States, and the part played by the Council
during the recent budgetary proceedings,
when it refused to increase the Fund's endow-
ment beyond the figure fixed by the Euro-
pean Council before the plan for the creation
of a European Monetary System.
The report also deplores the absence of pub-
licity not only in respect of industrial projects
but also in respect of aid to infrastructure
projects (how many people know that in Cor-
sica, for example, such aid amounts to some
FF 165 per inhabitant?).
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the Regional Policy Committee and that the
Committee had recommended that Member
States introduce special budget headings iden-
tifying sums received from the Regional
Fund.
Economic deueloPment of Cahbria
and the Mezzogiorno
(13 February)
2.3.5. Mr Klepsch (D) and Mr Pucci (l) for
the Christian Democrats, Mr Vitale (COMI)
and a number of other members quesdoned
the Commission on what had been done to
promote economic development in Calabria.
In reply Mr Giolitti Bave a run-down of aid
receinei by Calabria irom Community Funds
in recent years. Of Regional Fund aid.ear-
marked foi the Mezzogiorno over the four-
year period 6.8% had gjne 
.!o. Calabria forih. i.prorement of roads, soil irrigation and
the building of an airport. Between 7974 and
1977 Cala*ia had also received aid from the
Guidance Section of the EAGGF, the alloca-
tion from which is expected to increase
threefold between 1977 and 1980 and the
percentage of the allocation go-ing. to the
ieast-fav6ured regions, including Calabr-ia, by
1980 should be-around 75oh. ln addition,
Communiry contributions tq proiects in these
regions, involving the processing and mar-
keiing of agricultural produce, irrigation,
imprdvementi in rural infrastructure, reaf-
forestation and technical assistance, are to be
increased fuom 25"/o to 50%. Finally, Calab-
ria has already received and/or will receive
assistance from the Social Fund (notably
under the youth unemployment programme),
the EIB (eight proiects were 
-granted loans
between 1915 a;d 7978) and from the newly
increased Regional Fund.
Steel
(15 and 15 February)
2.3.7. Parliament resumed the debate car-
ried over from its January part-session' on
the situation in the steel industry, with par-
ticular reference to the social aspects of the
Commission's crisis plan.
The report drawn up by Mr Laurain (.VF)
and adbpted by Parliament points out that
althoueltthe Commission does indeed have a
..*"r[rbl. battery of aid facilities at its dis-
posal (aid for investment and research, for
ieadaptation lasting up to three years,.for
tideover allowances, for vocational training,
for worker resettlement allowances and for
the payment of allowances to firms to enable
them io continue paying workers who have
been temporarily laid off), such aid does not
in itself generate new iobs. The 'Davignon
p[an' is iondemned as 'unacceptable inas-
much as it is not backed up by a policy of
industrial diversification to create more iobs
in the iron and steel areas' or by a social pol-
icy to maintain employment and alleviate the
material and human tragedy caused by
unemployment'.
Parliament's resolution therefore urges the
Commission to give special attention to the
areas of the Community where iron and steel
is the predominant industry and to'make full
use ol the aid provided for under Article
56(2)(b) of the ECSC Treaty and, as a matter
of prioriry, aid from the European Social
Fund and the European Regional Develop-
ment Fund to meet the cost of the necessary
social measures in the iron and steel industry,
and in particular in the industry's small and
medium-sized undertakings'.
Bull. EC 2-1979
' Bull. EC l-1979, point 2.3.6.
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Parliament also advocates the following mea-
sures:
(i) introduction of a flexible retiremenr age,
beginning at 55;
(ii) reorganization of shift work through the
introduction of an additional shift, especially
in the steel industry;
(iii) gradual reduction of the working week
to 35 hours, combined with adequate mea-
sures to eliminate overtime;
and urges all the pafties involved, namely
Member States, employers and unions, to call
an immediate halt to all redundancies and to
initiate without delay negotiations for the
retention of an acceptable number of jobs
and for the improvement not only of produc-
tivity but also of working conditions and the
quality of life; it further considers that the
measures on work-sharing should be applied
on a Communiry basis.
Speaking in the debate Mr Ansart reaffirmed
the opposition of the French Communists to
the Davignon plan, dismissing it as the
'brainchild of big business'1 his criticism was
shared to a lesser extenr by Mr Cot (S/F),
who warned against the 'dangerous rise in
nationalism, encouraged by certain political
pafties'. He went on to deplore the inconsis-
tency of the French President of the Council
claiming that the social measures associated
with the steel crisis were of fundamental
imponance while the Council was in the pro-
cess of reducing the exceptional appropria-
tion requested to implement these same social
measures from 50 million EUA to 28 million
EUA.
In the view of Mr Pistello (COMII), what
had been lacking hitheno was an overall
planning policy aimed at eradicating the
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causes rather than the symptoms of the crisis.
He disagreed with the rapporteur on the
question of reducing the working week on
the grounds that this move would not of itself
create new jobs. An attempt must be made to
view the problem as a whole and to avoid
becoming tied up with piecemeal solutions.
Replying for the Commission Mr Vredeling
stressed that the social measures were not just
a mere appendage ro the plan for rhe struc-
tural reorganization of the steel industry but
an integral part of it. He objected to the term
'Davignon plan'; there was no 'Davignon
plan' but a Commission plan, a plan drawn
up not by an individual but by a collective
organ. The need to restructure the steel
industry was not 'something dreamed up by
Mr Davignon'; it was a problem facing all
steel-producing countries and one which
must be tackled at Community level. Nor
was Lorraine the only area in the Communiry
affected by the crisisi the unemployment rate
in some countries was just as high if not
higher than in France.
Fisheries policy
(13 and 14 February)
2.3.8. The House resumed the debate com-
menced at its January part-session, on the
motion for a Resolution by Mr Hughes
(S1Uf<), tabled in his absence by Mr Nyborg
(EPDIDK) on the common fisheries policy.
In the Resolution, adopted by Parliament
with a few minor amendments, the aims of
the policy are described as being, in the short
term, to safeguard particularly endangered
' Bull. EC l-1979, point 2.3.10.
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soecies and so protect the future of the fish-
ing industry, and to promote the develop-
ment of the fishing industry in under-
developed regions or areas Particularly
dependent on flshing, and, in the longer term,
to ensure the correct balance benveen species,
and between fishing for human consumption
and industrial fishing. Such obieaives cannot
be achieved by qubtas alone (incidentally
such ouotas shiruld not be based exclusively
on prit performance but should make allow-
ancis foi other criteria such as compensation
for losses in non-Communiry waters). A
whole range of further measures- is required,
such as fishing plans (drawn up by the Com-
mission and itie Member States involved),
reserved zones, seasonally closed zones for
particular species, and so on.
The Resolution goes on to advocate the Pro-
tection of inshore fishermen by the creation
of resional zones in which the fishing of cer-
tain ipecies would be restricted to inshore
vesseli and a special inshore belt where pre-
ferences would-be granted to certain vessels
(coastal vessels, small vessels and so on). It
also calls for the introduction of a licence sys-
tem and stresses that sanctions must be
clearly defined. Turning to structural policy it
recommends the replacement of deep-sea ves-
sels by 'middle-waier boats'. On the finance
front use should be made of the Regional and
Social Funds to help provide alternative
employment for land-based workers depen-
dent on the fishing industry and a{fected by
the changing structures. At national level aids
to the fishing industry should be governed by
common rules.
Concluding for the Commission Mr Hafer-
kamp reaffirmed that the fisheries policy was
and would remain a Commission prioriry; it
was, however, difficult to talk in terms of
timing as dates were a matter for the Council.
Bull. EC 2-1979
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Quality of surface utater intended
for drinking-wdtq
(16 February)
2,3.9. On a proposal from Lord Kennet
(SruK), Parliamint-approved the proposal for
a Directive on the methods of measurement
and frequencies of sampling and analysis of
the parameters of the quality required of sur-
face water intended for the abstraction of
drinking-water.' This is a follow-uP to the
basic diiective adopted by the Council on 16
June 1975.'z
karcntion of marine Pollution
(13 February)
2.3.10. The best means of preventing acci-
dents to shipping and consequential marine
and coastal pb[ition were tfie subiect of a
reDoft Dresented bv Lord Bruce (9UK). This
report,'based on evidence Sathered at a pub-lii hearing held by the Committee on Reg-
ional Policy, Regional Planning and Trans-
port, endorsed the Commission's action prog-
iamme of. 27 April1978 concerning-marine
pollution arising from the carriage of oil.' It
regretted that, contrary to the recommcnda-
tions of the European Council in Copenhagen
in April 1978, tht Council had either-relected
or wiakened Commission proposals designed
to make it possible for the Member States to
take commbn measures. The report further
called on the Member States to enforce the
provisions of International Conventions relat-
' OJ C 208 ol1.9.1978.
' OJ L 194 ol 25.7.1975; Bull. EC ll-1974,
1202.
' Bull. EC4-1978,points 1.4'1 to 1.4'13.
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ing to maritime safety and oilpollution (Bar-
celona and Bonn Agreementi). Parliament
adopted the resolution contained in the
report without reservation.
Speaking for the Commission, Mr Giolitti,
stressed that the Community must work in
close contact with the IntergovernmentalMaritime Consultative Organization(IMCO). The Commission called on the
Member States to ratify IMCO agreemen$.
Mr Giolitti recognized that the Council had
made a considerable effort in adopting a
number of Commission proposals relatin[ to
maritime securiry.
Furthermore, by the end of June the Commis-
sion would present proposals for harmoniz-
ing methods applied by the Member States to
control port activities, since there were con-
siderable variations in the degree to which
compliance with the. agreements by foreign
vessels was supervised.
Transport
European driuing licence
(14 February)
2.3.11. Following the ruling of the Court of
Justice in Case 16178,'' Mr Seefeld (S/D)
questioned rhe Council and the Commission
as to their conclusions on the urgent need for
the introduction of a Europian driving
licence, which he felt would be viewed by the
public as a symbol.
Mr Bernard-Reymond, President of the
Council, replied that, while the Council
agreed in principle to the introduction of a
Communiry driving licence, it felt that it
should p-roceed towards that goal in stages, in
view of the wide variations in existing
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national regulations: prioriry would first be
given to the mutual recognition of nadonal
licences, before moving on to standardize the
criteria for issuing them.2
Community quota for the carriage
of goods by road
(14 and 15 February)
2.3.12. In a resolurion adopted at its
October part-session,, Parliameni had recom-
mended a 100"/" increase in the 1979 Com-
munity quota of authorizations for the car-
riage of goods by road. In an oral question,
Mr Seefeld (S/D) asked rhe Council why it
had departed from Parliamenr's Opinion in
deciding to raise the quota by only i0"/..
In his reply Mr Bernard-Reymond pointed
out, firstly, that the Councilis decisibn was
based on a Commission proposal for an
increase o{ only 20o/", and secondly, that the
Council had taken nore of Parliamenr's
views. Certain delegations, however, either in
consideration of the economic situation and
the conditions of competition prevailing in
the sector, or tecause they felt-that a lirge
increase would overload the road network,
were not able to accept Parliament's sugges-
tion, nor even the lower figure propose-d- by
the. Commission, and a l0% incieasi prorei
to be the only compromise possible.
2.3.13. Mr Albers (S/NL) presented a
report on 
-the proposal amendinf the Regula-tion on the Communiry quota for the-car-
riage of goods by road between Member
States so as to allow short-term authoriza-
' Bull. EC ll-1978, point 2.3.50.
' Point 2.1.79.
' Bull. EC 10-1978, point 2.3.15.
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The Resolution adopted by the House
endorses the objectives underlying the Com-
mission's proposal, but doubts whether they
could be attained solely by means of the
proposed subsidy system, while at the same
time recognizing that the coal-producing
Member States cannot alone be expected to
bear the costs involved in the maintenance of
their production capacity.
Aware of the relationship between increasing
intra-Community trade and limiting cheap
coal imports from non-member countries,
Parliament called for strict observance of the
Community energy policy obiective whereby
hard-coal production should be maintained
at a leve[ of 250 million tonnes.
Uranium supplies
(15 February)
2.3.16. On the basis of contracts which
have been concluded tor 1977 to 1980 inclu-
sive, the Federal Republic of Germany is due
to import from South Africa almost 50% of
its total uranium imports-9 000 ton-
nes-over the period; this represents a 100%
increase in its dependence on that country in
relation to the years 1965 to 1976.
In an oral question, Mr Dankert (NL) asked
the Commission on behalf of the Socialist
Group whether the figures for Germany were
comparable with uranium imports from
South Africa by the Community as a whole
and, in a more general way, if the Commis-
sion was prepared to seek alternative sources
of uranium supplies in the longer term.
' OJ C309 of 28.12.1978; Bull.
2.1.133.
' Ol C247 of 18.10.1978; Bull.
EC 12-1978, point
EC 9-1978, point
2.7.62.
' OJ C294 ot 13.10.1978; Bull. EC 9-1978,
2.1.74.
tions.' The Resolution contained in the
report, which Parliament adopted, approved
the proposal which, in view of the small
number of transport authorizations issued
annually, would offer the advantage of open-
ing up transpoft operations within the Com-
munity to more firms.
Capacity for the caniage of goods
by road for hire or reward
2.3.14. Parliament approved the Commis-
sion's proposal, which aims to give a Com-
munity character to bilateral authorizations
for the carriage of goods by road for hire or
reward for a transitional period,'while ensur-
ing that such a scheme does not replace the
system of Community authorizations.
The Resolution contained in Mr Alber's
repoft, which Parliament approved, notes
with regret that the Council has systemati-
cally resisted a common policy on transpoft
capacity on the basis of a Community system
of authorizations and the abolition of bila-
teral authorizations, with the effect that ten
years after the introduction of the Commun-
ity quota, only a very small percentage of
road transpoft operations crossing internal
Community frontiers were covered by Com-
munity authorizations.
Energy
Intra-Community trade
in pouq-stdtion coal
(15 and 16 February)
2.3.15. The Commission's proposal on
Community financial measures for intra-
Community trade in power-station coal3 was
the subiect of a report presented by Mr Miil-
ler (C-DID).
Bull. EC 2-1979
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Mr Brunner replied that the problem of
dependence on uranium imports bore no rela-
tion to that of the Community's dependence
on oil impofts, since the former accounted
for only about 6"/" of the Community's
energy requirements. On average, imports
from South Africa accounted for about one-
third of the Member States' total consump-
tion of uraniuml it was difficult to say what
proportion of this came from Namibia but it
was probably quite high. Nevertheless this
dependence represented no more than one-
third of 5% which was on a completely diffe-
rent scale from the Communiry's situation
with regard to oil.
Nevertheless, the Commission would
endeavour to reduce this dependence on
South Africa, notably by opening negotia-
tions with Australia, and also by encouraging
uranium prospecting within the Community.
The resumption of uranium deliveries from
America and Canada should bring about a
further improvement in the situation.
Case of Mr Adams and Hoffrnann-La Roche
(13 and 14 February)
2.3.17. Following the decision of the Court
of Justice on 13 February 1979,'upholding
the right of the Commission to fine the Swiss
company Hoffmann-La Roche for activities
in breach of the Treaty, Parliament adopted a
Resolution instructing its kgal Affairs Com-
mittee to investigate the implications for the
1972 EEC-Swiss Trade Agreement.
Parliament was prompted to consider this
case by Mr Prescott (SruK) who had tabled
an oral question to the Commission. He
deplored the fact that the disclosure to Com-
mission investigators by one of the com-
pany's employees of information about his
employers' illegal trade practices in the Com-
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munity had been held by the Swiss coufts to
be an act of espionage preiudicial to the sec-
uriry of the Swiss Confederation. Mr Prescon
felt that this judgmenr constirured an in-
fringement of the EEC-Swiss Trade Agree-
ment which requires each party to allow such
information to be available.
Externd relations
Relations with ASEAN
(14 February)
2.3.18. Mr Jahn (C-D|D) and others moved
an oral question relating ro the meeting
which had taken place at Minister level in
November 1978 between the Community
and the ASEAN States (lndonesia, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand), enquir-
ing how the Communiry could help to pre-
serve political and economic stabiliry in these
countries.
Replying for the Council, its President, Mr
Bernard-Reymond, explained that the main
avenue for Community aid to these countries
was the generalized system of tariff prefer-
ences. Preliminary talks had been held con-
cerning a possible cooperation agreement.
Furthermore, investment was to be encour-
aged by investment protection arrangements
relating both ro the nine Community
Member States and to the ASEAN States. An
industrial cooperation conference between
the two groups of nations would be held in
Djakarta later in the year.
Vice-President Haferkamp, representing the
Commission, added that a cooperation agree-
ment could well be signed before the end of
' Point 2.3.47.
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7979. He had recommended that the Euro-
pean Trade Union Confederation establish
contact with similar organizations from the
ASEAN area in order to discuss the economic
and social implications.
The lengthy debate which followed revealed a
wide divergence of opinion within the House,
illustrated by speeches from Mrs Dunwoody
(SruK) and Mr Kaspereit (EPD|F).
Mr Kaspereit felt that there was a risk that
the Community might suffer from local pro-
cessing of an ever-increasing number of pro-
ducts, promoted by Community aid. At pre-
sent, Japanese subsidiaries in the ASEAN
countries were re-expofting their products to
Japan, threatening domestic Japanese pro-
duction.
Would it not be illogical, the speaker won-
dered, to apply a preferential arrangement to
Singapore when it had been asked to adopt
voluntary restraint arrangements for some of
its exports. It would be preferable to regulate
the question of commodities on a world
scale.
Mrs Dunwoody, for her part, felt that the
Community could no longer continue to talk
with two voices, seeking on the one hand to
import raw materials while at the same time
wishing to evade competition in manufac-
tured or semi-manufacnrred products; to
restrict imports from other countries but
demand protection for investment in these
countries.
Vice-President Haferkamp replied that agree-
ments such as those which had been reached
in the textiles industry were in the interests of
both panies: they restricted access to the
Community market while at the same time
guaranteeing a minimum level.
Bull. EC 2-1979
Agreements on textiles
(14 February)
2.3.19. Mr Cunningham (9UK) tabled an
oral question on the implementation of bila-
teral agreements on imports of textile pro-
ducts from low-cost producers.
In his reply, the President of the Council, Mr
Bernard-Reymond, informed the House that
in December 1977 agreements on textiles had
been concluded with 25 supplier countries.
These agreements, scheduled to last five
years, had been in force since 1 January
7978. The same year the Commission had
negotiated arrangements with six Mediterra-
nean countries (Spain, Greece, Portugal,
Tunisia, Morocco and Turkey). In December
1978 the Council had decided in favour of
multiannual arrangements with all the
Mediterranean countries. Such arrangements
had now been concluded with the three
applicant countries and with Morocco.
Generally speaking, the oblectives of these
arrangements-to ensure the orderly develop-
ment of textiles imports from non-member
countries while at the same time guaranteeing
them security of access to the Community
market-could be considered to have been
achieved.
The ensuing debate, when speakers included
Mr Van de Wiele (CDIB), Mr Soury(COMF) and Mr Inchausp6 (EPDE),
reflected the difficulty in finding a balanced
solution which would, in the words of the
President of the Council, at one and the same
time protect the growth of the young nations
and sifeguard the welfare of the older indus-
trialized nations: in sum, to organize policies
of. hissez-faire and laissez-passer.
Parliament
Relations between China and tbe Community
2.3.20. In reply to an oral question by Lord
Bessborough (OUK), Mr Haferkamp, Vice-
President of the Commission, outlined the
developments which had taken place in rela-
tions between the Communiry and the Peo-
ple's Republic of China.
During his talks in China the Chinese leaders
had indicated their willingness in furure to
conduct their international trade not on the
sole basis of barter agreements but to use the
usual methods of semlement. China had
approved in principle the idea of organizing a
Communiry exhibition, which the Commis-
sion was at present discussing with the
Member States. The question of diversifying
Communiry imports (oil, uranium, etc.) had
been raised. This point would be pursued in
the Joint Committee set up under the Trade
Agreement. Finally, negotiations were taking
place with a view to concluding a textiles
agreement.
Relations uith Australia
(15 February)
2.3.21. Parliament adopted, with slight
amendments, a Resolution contained in the
report presented by Mr Martinelli (CDII), on
behalf of the Committee on External
Economic Relations, on economic and trade
relations berween the EEC and Austria.
The Resolution draws attention to the fact
that, even more than in the past, the Com-
muniry will have to return to Australia for
supplies of raw materials. Parliament was of
the opinion that the Community and
Australia, in view of the nature of the trade
problems which had arisen berween the rwo
sides, should seek appropriate solutions in
the framework of the multilateral trade talks
in Geneva, but that this should not rule out
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Communiry efforts to improve its trade rela-
tions with Australia on a bilateral basis. The
Communiry should also, in bilateral contacts,
point out the opportunities there were for
Australian exports of non-agricultural pro-
ducts; an increase in such expofts could help
Australia to reduce its trade deficit with the
EEC. The Resolution urged that the Com-
munity should give careful consideration to
Australian requests for access to Communiry
marke$ for competing agricultural products.
Finally, the House invited Australia to review
its industrial policies towards the Commun-
ity, particularly in the light of the latter's
efforts in respect of steel and coal imports.
Non-applicability of statutory limitation
to genocide and murder
2.3.22. Following an oral question which
Mr Porcu (COMIF) and others in his group
had put on the resurgence of anti-Semitism
and neo-Nazism to the Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperation, Parliament
adopted a resolution presented by Sir Geof-
frey de Freitas (yUK) and others in the same
group, opposing a statutory limitation on
'war crimes and such crimes as were commit-
ted during the Nazi reign of terror'.
After a debate in which speakers were united
in rejecting statutory limitation, the President
of the Council declared his belief that 'the
construction of Europe is the surest way of
preventing the recurrence of those dangers
which we all want to see banished once and
for all'.
Council
2.3.23. The Council held six meetings in
February. Two were devoted to agriculture
Bull. EC 2-1979
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and the other four on foreign affairs,
economic and financial affairs, fisheries and
transport.
561st and 563rd meetings 
- 
Agriculture
(Brussels, 5, 5 and 12 February)
2.3.24. President: Mr M6haignerie, French
Minister of Agriculture.
Commission: Mr Gundelach, Vice-President.
Agricultural prices 1979/80: Nter hearing a
statement by Mr Gundelach, the Council held
an initial exchange of views on the Commis-
sion's farm price proposals for 1979180 and
related measures.' The proposals have been
sent to Parliament and the Economic and
Social Committee for opinions. The Special
Committee on Agriculture was instructed to
make a technical analysis of the proposals so
that the necessary decisions can be taken
within the allomed time.
Drainage in lreland and Nortbern lrehnd:
The Council approved the Directive on the
programme for promotion of drainage in
catchment areas on both sides of the border
between Ireland and Northern lreland.'
Ethyl alcohol: The Council took note of the
report from the Special Committee on
Agriculture on the amended proposal for a
Regulation on the common organization of
the market in ethyl alcohol of agricultural
origin and noted that the Commission
intended to make proposals for amendments
in this connection by 1 Ap:iil7979.
Apples and pears: The Council agreed to the
Regulation amending Regulation 7035172 on
the common organization of the market in
fruit and vegetables.'
Calcuktion of sluice-gate price for pig car-
cases: Confirming its agreement in principle
Bull. EC 2-1979
to the proposal for a Regulation amending
the standard amount representing overhead
costs for the purpose of calculating the sluice-
gate price for pig carcases, the Council men-
tioned the political aspect of a change in the
coefficients used in calculating the monetary
compensatory amounts applicable to pig-
meat. The Commission announced that it
would be sending a report on this question to
the Council as soon as possible.
Agri-monetary questions; The Council con-
tinued its review of agri-monetary questions,
in particular those relating to the compensat-
ory amounts to be established within the
common agricultural policy following adiust-
ments of the central rates within the Euro-
pean Monetary System, and those relating to
the dismantling of existing compensatory
amounts. It was agreed to resume discussions
at the meeting on 5 March.
562nd meeting 
- 
Foreign Affairs
(Brussels, 5 and 6 February)
2.3.25. President: Mr Frangois-Poncet,
French Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Commission: Mr Jenkins, President; Mr
Haferkamp and Mr Natali, Vice-Presidents;
Mr Cheysson, Mr Brunner, Mr Davignon
and Mr Tugendhat, Members.
GATT multihteral trade negotiations: The
Council discussed the progress of the negotia-
tions.o
Budgetary proceedings; The Council consi-
dered the future organization of budgetary
work and the problems relating to the 1979
' Bull. EC l-1979, points 1.1.1 to 1.2.11.
'z Point 2.1.61.r Point 2.1.57.a Point2.2.7.
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budget. The Permanent Representatives Com-
mittee was instructed to continue its discus-
sions on both aspects and report back as
soon as possible.
Relations with Yugoslauia: The Council
adopted additional directives for the Com-
mission to continue the negotiations started
in 1978 for the conclusion of a new agree-
ment with Yugoslavia.'
Rehtions with Romania: The Council
reached agreement on the main aspects of a
brief for the opening of negotiations with
Romania.
Physical protection of nuclear installations:
The Council issued the following statement
to the press setting out its conclusions:
'The Council examined the questions posed
by the Commission communication on Com-
muniry participation in the negotiation in
Vienna of the International Convention on
Physical Protection. Pending the early defini-
tion of a negotiation brief, the Council
accepted a provisional procedure for Com-
mission participation in the discussions at
present going on in Vienna. Inter alia, it
stated that the Commission might negotiate
the inclusion in the Convention of a clause
permitting Communiry accession.'
564th meeting 
- 
Economic
and Financial Affairs
(Brussels, 19 February)
2.3.25. President: Mr Monory, French
Minister of Economic Affairs.
Commission; Mr Ortoli, Vice-President.
Economic situation: The Council discussed
the economic situation in the Community,
reviewing the latest economic developments
in the Member States.2
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International Monetary Fund Interim Com-
mittee: The Council agreed on the sraremenr
which the President will make on behalf of
the Communiry at the meeting of the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund Interim Committee to
be held in Washington on 7 March.
Interest relief on certain loans to strengthen
structures: Mr Ortoli briefly introduced the
proposal relating to interest rate subsidies for
certain loans to help strengthen structures,
which the Commission has presented in
response to the request made by the Euro-
pean Council on 5 December 1978.3
565th meeting 
- 
Fisheries
(Brussels, 19 February)
2.3.27. President: Mr Le Theule, French
Minister of Transport.
Commission: Mr Gundelach, Vice-President.
Internal aspects: The Council resumed its dis-
cussion of the measures proposed by the
Commission regarding the internal aspects of
the common fisheries poliry.n
External aspects: The Council's discussions
on the external aspects of the fisheries prog-
ress did not make any headway.'
The Council agreed in principle ro the
arrangements applicable until 31 March
1979 to vessels registered in the Faroe Islands
or flying the flag of Norway or Sweden.
' Point 2.2.49.
'z Bull. EC l-7979, pornts 2.1.4 to 2.1.10.
' Point 2.1.3.
' Point 2.1.59.
' Point 2.7.70.
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Food aid: The Council approved the inclu-
sion of new countries (Uganda for butteroil
and Cyprus for cereals) in the lists of reci-
pients of aid granted through the World Food
Programme under the 1978 programme.
555th meeting 
- 
Transport
(Brussels, 20 February)
2.3.28. President: Mr Le Theule, French
Minister of Transpon.
Cotnmission: Mr Burke, Member.
Code of Conduct for Liner Confuences: The
Council examined in detail the proposal for a
Regulation concerning the Member States'
accession to the United Nations Convention
on a Code of Conduct for Liner Confer-
ences.r
Procedures for sbip inspection: The Council
examined the proposal for a Decision render-
ing mandatory certain ship inspection proce-
dures forming the subject of Resolutions of
the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative
Organization (IMCO).'
Noise enission from subsonic aircraft: The
Council examined the proposal for a Direc-
tive on the limitation of noise emission from
subsonic aircraft.s
Motor uehicle driuing licences: The Council
made a thorough 
.review of the amended
proposal for a Directive on the harmoniza-
tion of the laws relating to motor vehicle
driving licences.o
Safety dt sed: The Council noted proposals by
the French delegation on safety at sea aimed
at encouraging Community involvement in
that area.'
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Commisslon
Activities
2.3.29. The Commission held four meetings
in February, when the main items to be given
attention were the reactivation of the associa-
tion with Turkey, the elaboration of the final
proposals for the negotiating brief for
Greece's accession, the budgetary arrange-
ments to cover certain Community plans, the
completion of the machinery for introducing
the European Monetary System and prepara-
tions for Mr Jenkins's visit to the People's
Republic of China' and for the European
Council in Paris on 12 and 13 March. The
Commission also adopted a number of other
communications dealing principally with the
arrangements for mineral products in the new
ACP-EEC Convention, consumer credit, rules
for isoglucose, and the plutonium cycle.
EEC-Turkey Association: The Commission
approved its Communication to the Council
on the reactivation of the association with
Turkey.5
Negotiations uith Greece: The Commission
adopted the last two proposals for the
negotiating brief, dealing with fisheries and
Greece's share in financial assistance to non-
member countries. It also approved a com-
munication concerning the drafting of the
instruments of accession, including Greek
versions of the treaties.'
Budgetary mattqs: The Commission agreed
to introduce a first preliminary draft sup-
plementary and amending budget for 7979.8
' Point 2.1.76.
'z Point 2.1.77.
' Point 2.1.78.
' Point 2.1,79.
' Points 1.4.1 to 1.4.3.
' Points 1.3.1 to 1.3.5.
' Point 2.2.3.I Point 2.3.81.
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It also decided on the principle of rapidly
introducing a second preliminary draft sup-
plementary budget for 7979. Lastly, it
examined the question of Council action on
the application of Article 203 of. the EEC
Treaty, stressing that it was entirely up to the
Council to decide whether to adopt a resolu-
tion; since, however, ceftain points were of
obvious importance to the Commission as
we[, the Commission agreed to put forward
its point of view in the Council.
Interest rebates for certain loans utitb a sfiuc-
tural obiectiue: The Commission adopted a
proposal concerning interest rebates for cer-
tain loans with a structural objective.'
Consumer uedit: The Commission adopted a
proposal for a Directive concerning the
approximation of legislation in the Member
States relating to consumer credit. The main
purpose of the Directive is to protect the con-
sumel from being offered unfair credit terms.
Rules fo, isoglucose: The Commission
adopted a proposal for a Regulation amend-
ing the common rules for isoglucose.
Plutonium qcle: The Commission adopted a
proposal for a five-year research programme
on the management and storage of radioac-
tive waste.3
Information policy: The Commission
adopted a number of guidelines and direc-
tives on the way its information policy should
be run. In future the Commission will aim to
reach a wider public than before, taking
advantage of the momentum generated by its
information campaign leading up to the elec-
tions to Parliament and extending the cam-
paign's effects. A special effort will be
directed towards radio and television. The
move towards decentralization (as in the
United Kingdom, with the opening of offices
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in Edinburgh, Cardiff, and shortly Belfast)
will progressively be taken up in other coun-
tries.
Workers' and employers' organizations
2.3.30. Several preliminary consultation
meetings were held during February, at which
expefts from the European Trade Union Con-
federation were able to look into a number of
problems in the following areas: flexible
retirement age, coordination of migration
policies, takeover bids, the four-year prog-
ramme of the European Foundation for the
Improvement of Living and Working Condi-
tions, the economic and social situation in
1979, agricultural prices and the milk
surplus.
Two themes were discussed at information
meetings: firstly-with the trade union
organizations concerned-the forward steel
programme which the Commission means to
implement for the second quarter of. 7979,
and secondly-with the European Metalwor-
kers Federation-the current situation in the
shipbuilding industry.
There was also a hearing for the European
Trade-Union Committee: Textiles, Clothing
and Leather, concerning the Commission's
Communication to the Council on general
guidelines for a textiles and clothing industry
policy.o
' Point 2.1.3.
'z Point 2.1.51.
' Point 2,1.92.
' Bull. EC 718-1978, poim 2.l.22.
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Composition of the Court'
2.3.31. Mr T. Koopmans was appointed
judge in place of Mr A. Donner, whose resig-
nation takes effect on 1 APril.
New cases
Case 15/79 
- 
P.B. Groenveld B.V., Haarlem
v Produktschap voor Vee en Vlees, Rijswiik
2.3.32. The College van Beroep voor het
Bedrijfsleven (Administrative court of last
instance in matters of trade and industry)
requested the Court of Justice on-2 February
to give a preliminary ruling on the question
whlther a national rule prohibiting delicates-
sen manufacturers from using horsemeat for
their preparations and even from having it in
stock'constitutes a measure having an effect
equivalent to a quantitative restriction on
eipottt in infringement of Article 34 of the
EEC Treaty.'
Joined Cases 15 to 20/79 
-. 
Openbaar
Ministerie v J. Danis, Koolskamp, and
Others
2.3.33. In a number of criminal cases, the
Belgian Cour de Cassation (Court oI Cassa-
tioi) asked the Court of Justice on 2 Febru-
ary for a preliminary ruling on the question
wlrether the Ministerial Decree of 22
December 1971 which imposes on all pro-
ducers and importers o{ goods the obligation
to give two months' notice ol 
-any pnce
incrEases constitutes a measure having an
effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions
on imports in infringiment of Article 30-of
the EEC Treaty in s5 far as it does not dif-
Bull. EC 2-1979
ferentiate between domestic and imported
products and attributes to the Minister the
power to delay the passing on by the pro-
iucer or impoiter of the immediate effects of
increases in the prices of imported products.'
Case 21/79 Commission v Italian
Republic
2.3.34. The Commission instituted proceed-
ings before the Court o( Justice on 2 Febru-
ari to establish that, by imposing a differenti-
at;d charge in favour of petroleum p.rg{ycts
recvcled in Italv. Italv has failed to fulfil its
obiigations under the'first paragraph of Arti-
cle 95 of the EEC Treaty.2
Case 22/79 
- 
Soci6t6 Greenwich Films, Paris
v (1) Soci6t6 des Auteurs et Compositeurs et
Editeurs de Musique (SACEM), Paris, (2)
Soci6t6 des Editions Labrador, Paris
2.3.35. In the course of proceedings bet-
ween French companies concerning the pay-
ment of royalties for the use of film sound-
tracks recoided solely outside the territory of
the Community, the French Cour de Cassa-
tion (Court of 'Cassation) asked the Court of
Iustice on 5 February for a preliminary ruling
on the question whether Article 85 of the
EEC Treiw applies to contracts entered into
in the territory'of a Member State by Pafties
within the jurisdiction of that State, but per-
formed in non-member countries.'
Case 23/79 
- 
Firma Gefltigelschlachterei
Freystadt GmbH 6c Co. KG, Freystadt v
Hauptzollamt Hamburg-Jonas
' For more detailed information, see the texts published
by the Coun of Justice in the Official Journal and the
European Court Reports.
' OJ C 62 of.7.3.1979.
Court of Justice Court of Justice
2.3.35. In a case concerning the reimburse-
ment of expoft refunds and monetary com-
pensatory amounts paid by the German cus-
toms on chickens exported to Austria, where
they were not put into free circulation but
transported via Czechoslovakia to the Ger-
man Democratic Republic, the Bundesfinan-
zhof (Federal Finance Court) asked the Court
of Justice on 5 February f.or a preliminary
ruling on the question whether the criterion
for deciding whether the goods qualify for
such refunds is that they have left the geog-
raphical territory of the Community oi that
they have been put into free circulation in a
non-member country and, in the latter case,
whether goods put into free circulation in the
German Democratic Republic in 1973 qualify
for such refunds.'
Case 24/79 
- 
Miss D. Oberthur v Commis-
sion
2.3.37. A Commission official brought an
action before the Court of Justice on 9 Febru-
ary to have the procedure for promotion to
Grade B2 f.or 1978 declared void.
Case 25/79 
- 
Soci6t6 Sanicentral, Saar-
briicken v Ren6 Collin, Still
2.3.38. A French resident had been engaged
by a German company before 1 Februiry
L973, the date of entry into force in France of
the Convention on Jurisdiction and the
Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Com-
mercial Mafters,2 under a contract of employ-
ment which provided that German courts hadjurisdiction in the evenr of a dispure. When
such a dispute occurred, the worker instituted
proceedings against his employer after that
date before a French court pursuant to the
rule of French law according to which clauses
conferring jurisdiction are void, whereas the
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German company alleged that the conrract of
employment was not subject to national rules
concerning jurisdiction and fell under the
Convention.
Vhen the case was brought before it, the
French Cour de Cassation (Court of Cassa-
tion) asked the Court of Justice on 12 Febru-
ary to interpret the Convention in order to
determine whether, in application of Article
54 thereof, Article 17 renders valid clauses
conferring jurisdiction inserted into a con-
tract of employment concluded before the
Convention entered into force in a Member
State which would have been regarded as
void by the internal legislation in foice at that
time.
Case 26/79 
- 
Forges de Thy-Marcinelle et
Monceau v Commission
2.3.39. By decision of 10 January,s the
Commission fined the abovementioned firmfor infringing Decision No 962177|ECSC.
fixing minimum prices for certain concrere
reinforcement bars, taken pursuant to Article
61 of the ECSC Treary.
The firm in question instituted proceedings
before the Court of Justice on 15 Februaryfor the annulment of ihe decision.
Case 27/79 
- 
Soci6t6 Cosrinex, Strasbourg v
Council
' OJ C 62 of 7.3.1979.
' OJ L 299 of.31.12.1972.
' OJ C 24 of 27.1.1.979.
' OJ L ll4 of 5.5.1977.
Bull. EC 2-1.979
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Case 28/79 Soci6t6 'La Providence
Agricole de la Champagne' v Council
2.3.40. The applicant companies, producers
of 'maize gritz', brought actions before the
Court of Justice on 19 February for damages
in respect of the detriment they claim to have
suffered by reason of the fact that the Coun-
cil had failed to provide for payment of the
production refund in respect of the sale of
maize gritz for the brewing industry retros-
pectively to the date on which it was
abolished (1 August 1975), but had provided
for its payment only from the date on which
the Court, by its judgment in Joined Cases
124176 and 24177,' had held that the mea-
sures abolishing the refund were incompat-
ible with the principle of equaliry 09
October 1977).
Case 29/79 
- 
Mrs M.T. Verbaeys-Biondi v
Commission
2.i.41. The Applicant brought an action
before the Court of Justice on 23 February to
annul the decision not to transfer her to one
of the posts of administrative assistant
declared vacant in a competition notice.'
Case 30/79 
- 
Land Berlin v Firma Wigei
Wild-Gefliigel-Eier-Import GmbH & Co.
KG, Munich
2.3.42. The Bundesfinanzhof (Federal
Finance Court) asked the Court of Justice on
23 February for a preliminary ruling on the
compatibility with Article 15 of Directive
71n78nEC' on health problems affecting
trade in fresh poultrymeat of the duties levied
by the German authorities for health checks
on imports of such meat coming from a non-
Bull. EC 2-7979
member country which has already subjected
them to such a check and levied duties in
respect thereof.2
Case 31/79 
- 
Soci6t6 des aci6ries de Mon-
tereau, Montereau-Fault v Commission
2.3.43. The applicant company brought an
action on 24 February to annul the Commis-
sion Decision of 10 Januaryo fining it for in-
fringing Decision No 962l77tECSC' fixing
minimum prices for certain concrete rein-
forcement bars, taken pursuant to Article 51
of the ECSC Treaty.2
Case 32/79 Commission v United
Kingdom
2.3.44. The Commission brought an action
before the Court of Justice on 27 February to
establish that, by introducing unilateral
national measures in the fisheries sector, the
United Kingdom has failed to fulfil its obliga-
tions under the EEC Treaty.2
Case 33/79 
- 
Dr R. Kuhner v Commission
2.3.45. A Commission official brought an
action before the Court of Justice on 28 Feb-
ruary to annul the Commission's decisions
removing him from his post of head of
specialized department and transferring him
to another division.'z
' Bull. EC 10-1977, point 2.3.60.
' OJ C 74 of 20.5.79.
' OJ L 55 of 8.3.1971.
' OJ C 24 ot 27 .1.1979.
' OJ L ll4 of. 5.5.1977.
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Judgments
Case 11/76 
- 
Kingdom of the Netherlands v
Commission
Cases 15 and 16/76 
- 
French Republic v
Commission
Case 18/75 
- 
Federal Republic of Germany
v Commission
2.3.45. On 2 December 1975, the Commis-
sion adopted a series of decisions concerning
the discharge of the accounts presented by
Member States in respect of the European
Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund,
Guarantee Section, expenditure for l97l and
1972.'
Three Member States have instituted pro-
ceedings against the Commission for the deci-
sions referred to above to be annulled on the
grounds of the refusal by the Commission to
take certain expenditure into account.2
In its judgments of 7 February, the Court dis-
missed the actions brought by the Nether-
lands and France as being unfounded and
annulled the Commission's decisions regard-
ing Germany in so far as an amount of about
DM 30 million (relating ro the sale of inter-
vention butter at a reduced price to recipients
of social welfare) has not been borne by the
EAGGF.'
Case 85/75 
- 
Firma F. Hoffman-La Roche
& Co. AG, Basel v the Commission
2.3.47. In its Decision of 9 June 1975 the
Commission found that, by concluding with
purchasers of vitamins contracts stipulating
purchase obligations or the granting of fidel-
ity rebates, a Swiss manufacturer of phar-
100
maceutical products had infringed Article 86
of the EEC Treaty and imposed a fine of
300 000 u.a.'
On 27 August 1976 the firm brought an
action before the Court of Justice to annul
the decision.r
In its judgment of 13 February, the Court
confirmed the Commission's decision but
reduced the amount of the fine to 200 000
u,a.
Case 17/78 
- 
Mrs F. La Valle, wife of Mr
Deshormes v Commission
2.3.48. A Commission official brought an
action before the Court of Justice on 17 Feb-
ruary 1978 to secure the recognition of con-
tracts of employment between the said offi-
cial and the Commission as temporary staff
contracts and, consequently, of those periods
of activity for the purpose of calculating the
years of pensionable service of the applicant
for a retirement pension.'
In its ludgment of 1 February, the Court held
that all contracts entered into since 1 March
7964 must be regarded as having been
entered into with a member of the temporary
staff.'
Case 24/78 
- 
Mrs H. Martin v Commission
2.3.49. A Commission official brought an
action against the Commission on 27 Febru-
ary 1978 to annul the decision of the selec-
' OJ L27 of 2.2.1976.
' Bull. EC 2-1976, point2429.
' OJ C 74 of.20.3.1979.
' OJ L 223 of. 15.8.1976.r Bull. EC 718-1976, point 2477.
' Bull. EC 2-1978, point 2.3.36.
' Ol C62 ot7.3.1979.
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tion board for an internal competition refus-
ing her admission to the oral tests for that
comPetition.t
In its iudgment of 13 February the Court
annulled the decision, the subsequent com-
petition and the appointment made following
ir.'
Case 101/78 
- 
Granaria BV, Rotterdam v
Hoofdproduktschap voor Akkerbouw-
produkten
2.3.50. Following the judgment in Case
116176' in which the Court ruled that Regu-
lation (EEC) No 563/76 of 15 March 1976
on the compulsory purchase of skimmed-milk
powder,n was invalid, the College van Beroep
voor het Bedriffsleven (Administrative court
of last instance in matters of trade and indus-
try) asked the Court of Justice on 27 Aprilto
interpret certain articles of that regulation
and Article 215 of the EEC Treaty to deter-
mine who is responsible for compensating the
injured party.'
In its judgment of 13 February the Court held
that, as long as the regulation had not been
declared invalid, the national authorities were
obliged to refuse to issue a 'protein certifi-
cate' pursuant to the regulation to all those
who did not satisfy the prescribed conditions
and that, in the absence of an express
derogating provision, they could not grant
any exemptions. The Court also held that the
question of making good the damage did not
fall within the scope of Article 215 and had
to be determined by national courts in
accordance with national law.
Case 113/78 
- 
N.G.J. Schouten B.V., Glies-
sen, v Hoofdproduktschap voor Akkerbouw-
produkten, The Hague
Bull. EC 2-1979
2.3.51. In connection with a case concern-
ing the payment of the levy on imports of
maize, the College van Beroep voor het Be-
drijfsleven (Administrative couft of last in-
stance in matters of trade and industry) asked
the Coun of Justice on 10 May 1978 for a
preliminary ruling on the interpretation of
the concept of 'day of importation' in Article
15 of Regulation (EEC) No 120/67 on the
common organization of the market in
cereals.'
In its judgment of 21 February, the Coun
held that the 'day of importation' cannot pre-
cede that on which the goods are brought to
the place designated by the national
authoiities for carrying out a customs check
and that incidents for which the importer is
not responsible cannot affect that interpreta-
tion.
Case 115/78 
- 
J. Knoors, Dilsen (Belgium),
v Staatssecretaris van Economische Zaken
(Secretary of State for Economic Affairs), The
Hague
2.3.52. In hearing a case concerning the set-
ting up in Netherlands territory of an under-
taking specializing in heating and plumbing
installations by a Dutch national who had
resided for more than 15 years in Belgium,
the College van Beroep voor het Bedriifsleven
(Administrative couft of last instance in mat-
ters of trade and industry) asked the Court of
Justice on 12 May 1978 for a preliminary
ruling on whether the term 'beneficiaries' in
' Bull. EC 2-1978, point 2.3.43.
' OJ C 74 o120.3.1978.3 Bull. EC 12-1976,point2437.
' OI L67 of 15.3.1976.
' Bull. EC 4-1978, point 2.3.42.
' OJ L 717 of. 19.6.1967; Bull. EC 5-1978, point
2.3.46.
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Article 1(1) of Directive 64l427lEEC laying
down detailed provisions concerning transi-
tional measures in respect of activities of self-
employed persons in manufacturing and pro-
cessing industries falling within ISIC Malor
Groups 23-40 (industry and small-craft
industries)' must be interpreted as also cover-
ing persons who possess solely the nationality
of the host Member State and have always
possessed it.'
In its judgment of 7 February, the Court held
that the term 'beneficiaries' within the mean-
ing of that article also covers persons who are
nationals of the host Member State.'
Case 120/78 
- 
Rewe-Zentral AG, Cologne v
Bundesmonopolverwaltung fiir Branntwein
2.3.53. In hearing a case concerning the
refusal by the German alcohol monopoly
authorities to authorize imports of Cassis de
Dijon with an alcohol content of.15 to 20o/",
the Hessisches Finanzgericht (Finance Courr,
Hesse) asked the Court of Justice on 22 May
1978 lor a preliminary ruling on whether the
fixing of a minimum alcohol content-with
the result that products from other Member
States lacking that content cannot be put into
free circulation in Germany-constitutes a
measure having an effect equivalent to a
quantitative restriction on imports in infring-
ement of Article 30 of the EEC Treary and
whether such fixing of alcohol contenr consti-
tutes discrimination regarding the conditions
under which goods are procured and mar-
keted between nationals of Member States,
which is prohibited under Article 37 ol the
EEC Treaty.o
In its judgment of 20 February, the Court
held that the prohibition provided for in Arti-
cle 30 of the Treaty extends to such fixing of
alcohol content in the case of imports of
to2
alcoholic beverages which are lawfully pro-
duced and marketed in another Member
State.
Case 121/78 
- 
G. Bardi v Azienda Agricola
Paradiso SAS
2.3.54. After an agricultural undertaking
had cancelled an order for maize intended for
livestock because the Italian authorities had
refused an import licence requested pursuant
to Regulation (EEC) No 2902177 fixing the
quantity of young male bovine animals which
may be imported on special terms in the first
quarter of 1978,s the maize supplier brought
an action before the Pretura di Cecina against
the agricultural undertaking for breach of
contract. The court in question asked the
Court of Justice on 25 May 1978 f.or a pre-liminary ruling on whether national
authorities have the power to introduce con-
ditions which are more restrictive than those
laid down in Community provisions and if so
what criteria should be applied.'
In its judgment of 1 February, the Court held
that a Member State was entitled to specify
the categories of agricultural producers elig-
ible to import bovine animals on advantage-
ous terms and that to allow only 'farmers
practising farming as their main occupation'
so to benefit is in accordance with the obliga-
tions arising from Directive 721159 on rhe
modernization of farms.'
' OJ ll7 o123.7.1964.
' Bull. EC 5-1978, point 2.3.48.
' OJ C 74 of 20.3.1978.
' Bull. EC 5-1978, point 2.3.53.
' OJ L 338 ot 28.12.1977.
' Bull. EC 5-1978, point 2.3.54.
' OJ L 96 of 23.4.1972.
Bull. EC 2-1.979
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Case 122/78 
- 
SA Buitoni, Saint-Maur v
Fonds d'orientation et de r6gularisation des
march6s agricoles (Fund for the guidance and
stabilization of agricultural markets)
2.3.55. In hearing a case concerning the dis-
charge of the security lodged as a guarantee
for import licences for tomato concentrates,
the Tribunal Administratif de Paris (Adminis-
trative Court, Paris) asked the Court of Jus-
tice on 25 May 7978 f.or a preliminary ruling
on the validity and interpretation of Article 3
of Regulation No 499175 amending Regula-
tion (EEC) No 193/75 laying down pommon
detailed rules for the application of the sys-
tem of import and export licences and adv-
ance fixing certificates for agricultural pro-
ducts.'
In its judgment of 20 February, the Court
held that Article 3 of the regulation is invalid.
Case 128/78 
- 
Commission of the European
Communities v United Kingdom
2.3.56. On 8 June 1978 the Commission
brought an action before the Court of Justice
for a declaration that by failing to adopt in
good time the implementing measures pro-
vided for in Regulation (EEC) No 1453170
on the introduction of recording equipment
in road transport,2 the United Kingdom has
failed to fulfil its obligations under Article
2l(l) of that regulation.3
In its judgment of.7 February the Court ruled
that this action was well founded.
Case 133/78 
- 
H. Gourdain, Paris v F.
Nadler, Wetzlar
2.3.57. In connection with bankruptcy pro-
ceedings, the Paris Cour d'appel (Court of
Bull. EC 2-1979
Appeal) ordered rhe de facto manager of the
insolvent company, who is resident in Ger-
many, to pay the company's debts. Since an
application by the liquidator of the company
to a German court for an order enforcing this
decision was rejected, the matter was brought
before the Bundesgerichtshof (Federal Court
of Justice) which requested the Court of Jus-
tice on 12 June 1978 to give a preliminary
ruling on whether the judgment against the
de facto manager given on the basis of Article
99 of the French Law No 671563 is to be
regarded as having been given in bankruptcy
proceedings, proceedings relating to the
winding up of insolvent companies or other
legal persons and analogous proceedings, or
as a decision given in a civil and commercial
matter under the Convention on Jurisdiction
and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil
and Commercial Matters.n
In its judgment of 22 February, the Court
held that the former interpretation is the one
that should be adopted.
Case 136/78 
- 
Ministire public (Public Pro-
secutor) v V. Auer, Mulhouse
2.3.58. The Colmar cour d'appel (Court of
Appeal), hearing a case concerning a prohibi-
tion imposed by France on an Austrian
national from practising the profession of
veterinary surgeon in France after he had
qualified as a veterinary surgeon in ltaly, had
acquired the right to practise the profession
' OJ L 59 of 6.3.1976; Bull. EC 5-1978, point 2.3.55.
' OJ L 164 of 27.7.L970.
' Bull. EC 6-1978, point 2.3.35.
' OJ L299 of 31.12.1972; Bull. EC 6-1978, point
2.3.40.
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there and had thereafter become a French
national, stayed the proceedings pending a
preliminary ruling by the Court of Justice, to
which the matter was referred on 14 June
1978, on whether this measure was compat-
ible with Articles 52 and 57 of. the EEC
Treary.'
In its judgment of 7 February, the Court
interpreted Article 52 as meaning that, as
regards the period prior to the time-limits
laid down in Directives 7811026 and
7811027 concerning the mutual recognition
of diplomas in veterinary medicine,'nationals
of a Member State cannot invoke them in
order to practise the profession of veterinary
surgeon in that Member State on conditions
other than those provided for by national
law.'
Case 138/78 
- 
H.M. Stolting, Tankenrader
Berg v Hauptzollamt Hamburg-Jonas
2.3.59. In a case in which a German milk
producer challenged the collection of a cores-
ponsibility levy on milk deliveries on the
grounds that Regulations (EEC) Nos
7079177" and 7822177r imposing this levy
had no legal basis, the Finanzgericht (Finance
Court), Hamburg asked the Court of Justice
on 14 June 7978 for a preliminary ruling on
whether these regulations were valid, and sec-
ondly, on whether the determination of the
levy rate in units of account was consistent
with Article 40(3) of the EEC Treaty.5
In its judgment of 21 February, the Court
held that an examination of the questions put
had failed to disclose any factor likely to
affect the validiry of the regulations.
Case 144/78 
- 
R. Tinelli, Stuttgart v Berufs-
genossenschaft der chemischen Industrie,
Heidelberg
to4
2.3.60. In a dispute concerning the failure
to pay an accident pension to an Italian
national who had been injured in 7944 in an
accident at work in Stassfurt (now in the Ger-
man Democratic Republic) for the period in
which the person concerned was resident out-
side the Federal Republic of Germany, the
Landessozialgericht (Higher Social Court)
Baden-Wiirttemberg asked the Court of Jus-
tice on 19 June 7978 to rule on whether Arti-
cle 50 and Annex G IA 2 of Regulation No 3
on the social securiry of migrant workers,'
and Article 59 and Annex V B 1 (b) of Regu-
lation (EEC) l408l7l,t laying down the
exceptions to the principle of the waiver of
residence clauses, are compatible with Article
51 of the EEC Treaty.'
In its fudgment of 22 February, the Court
held that an examination of the provisions in
question had failed to disclose any factor
likely to affect their validity.
Case 153/78 Commission v Italian
Republic
2.3.61. On 28 July 1978, the Commission
brought an action, pursuant to Article 169 ol
the EEC Treaty, asking the Court of Justice
to find that Italy had failed to apply within
the prescribed period Directive 75l324lEEC
on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to aerosol dispens-
ers.lo
In its judgment of 22 February the Court
ruled that this action was well founded.
' OJ L 362 ot 23.72.1978
, B;[. EC 6-l978,point 2.3.43.
' OJ C 74 of 20.3.7979.
' OJ L 737 of 25.5 .7977 .r OJ L 203 of 9.8.1977.
' Bull. EC 6-1978, point 2.3.45.
' OJ 30 of 16.12.1958.
' OJ L 149 of 5.7.1971.
' Bull. EC 6-1978, point 2.3.51.
' OJ L 147 ol 9.6.1975; Bull. EC 718-1978,
2.3.46.
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Economic and Social Committee Economic and Social Committee
Economic and Socael Commlttee
lffith plenary session
2.3.62. The Economic and Social Commit-
tee held its 155th plenary session in Brussels
on 2l and 22 February with Mrs Baduel
Glorioso, the Committee Chairman, in the
chair. The Committee discussed at length the
proposal to amend the voting procedure so
that when a vote is taken by name the
economic and social group and the country
of each member votinB would be recorded.
The proposal was rejected.
Opinions
European Regional Deuelopment Fund
2.3.63. By a large majority (three votes
against and five abstentions) the Committee
adopted an Opinion on the third annual
report on the European Regional Develop-
ment Fund subject to a number of observa-
tions.
In the Opinion the Committee joins the Euro-
pean Parliament in considering the size of the
Fund inadequate and out of propoftion with
the regional problems facing the Community.
The Committee also deplores the continuing
depreciation of fund resources due to infla-
tionary factors. It advocates an optimum
balance berween the various rypes of invest-
ment aided by the Fund, in particular bet-
ween industrial and infrastructure invest-
ments.
The Committee endorses the Commission's
insistence that Fund resources must be trea-
ted as additional to, and not as part replace-
ment of, the overall national regional
development budget. It notes with some con-
Bull. EC 2-1979
cern that the number of control checks has
fallen below the 10% level which the Com-
mission considers the minimum acceptable.
The Commission is urged to ensure that the
Member States operate these checks at a
much higher level of activity. It reiterates its
view that expenditure from the Fund should
be concentrated geographically in the weak-
est regions in order to maximize its efficiency.
Energy researcb
2.3.64. In a unanimously adopted Opinion
the Committee welcomed the preparation of
the.new expanded energy research prog-
ramme,t
It generally agrees with the increased approp-
riations and with the shift of emphasis within
the five areas of research: energy conserva-
tion; production and use of hydrogen; solar
energy; geothermal energy; systems and mod-
elling.
The Committee supports the increased
emphasis on energy conservation, given its
short-term impact, but points out that what
is most needed is the practical application of
techniques which are already available. How-
ever, it questions the wisdom of cuting back
on hydrogen research. It believes that the
Community should be making a special com-
mitment precisely in the case of such long-
term objectives with a major application
potential.
The Committee regrets that the proposed
programme does not refer to cooperation on
energy R 6( D with the developing countries.
It calls for R & D on consumer behaviour in
the belief that this could be a fruitful area of
research and a very effective one as regards
' OJ C 228 of 26.9.1978 and OJ L 17 ot 19.1.1977;
Bull. EC 718-1978, point 2.1.21.
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energy conservation, particularly if an inter-
disciplinary approach embracing the social
sciences were adopted.
Coal trade aid system
2.3.55. The Committee unanimously
adopted a favourable Opinion on the Com-
mission proposal relating to a Community
aid system for intra-Community trade in
power-station coal.'
In the Opinion the Committee states its belief
that the plan will make a small but useful
contribution towards the achievement of the
Community's coal production targets,
thereby helping to secure Community energy
supplies in the long term. It would also help
to avoid irreversible mine closures involving
the loss of jobs not offset by the creation of
new ones.
The scheme, together with the other coaland
energy measures put forward by the Commis-
sion must, in the Committee's view, pave the
way for an overall Community energy policy.
The Committee regrets that the Council has
not yet adopted the different energy and coal
measures already before it, and calls for their
immediate implementation. In the longer
term, the Committee draws attention to the
need to provide the infrastructures required
for the development of the coal trade, includ-ing the modernization of coal-utilizing
industrial and power plant and a programme
for the building of coal-fired power stations
and the conversion of oil-fired power stations
to dual-firing (i.e. oil and coal).
Road haulage
2.3.56. By a large majority (six vores
against and nine abstentions), the Committee
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adopted an Opinion approving 'on a trial
basis' the Commission's proposal to amend
the Council Regulation of 15 December 1976
on the Community quota for the carriage of
goods by road between Member States.2
However, in view of the widely differing
geographical situations, the Committee
would like to see how the proposed system
could be brought into line with actual road
haulage requirements, possibly by varying the
duration of the short-term authorizations.
Because the quota is small and is fully taken
up in annual authorizations by the major
firms engaged in Community transpoft oper-
ations, the Committee urges that the l0%
shoft-term authorizations be granted in addi-
tion to, and not be deducted from, the annual
quota.
Adiustment of road haulage capacity
2.3.57. By a large maf ority (eight votes
against and four abstentions) the Committee
endorsed the proposal for a Regulation on
the adjustment of capaciry for the carriage of
goods by road for hire or reward between
Member States.' In its Opinion the Commit-
tee considers that road haulage requirements
must be evaluated on the basis of the objec-
tive criteria listed in the Commission's prop-
osal (the market monitoring system currently
in the experimental stage). The Community
authorities will be able to intervene effec-
tively in the fixing of bilateral quotas unril
this market monitoring system comes into
operation. Consequently, the Committee
' OJ C 243 of 13.10.1978; Bull. EC 9-1978, point
2.1.74.
' OJ C 309 of 28.12.1978; Bull. EC 12-1978, point
2.1.133.
' OJ C 247 ot 18.10.1978; Bull. EC 9-1978,
2.1.62.
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thinks that it is too early at the moment to
lay down rigid procedures for the negotiation
of bilateral road haulage quotas and suggests
that the Commission's proposal should be for
a directive rather than a regulation.
Leucosis among cattle
2.3.68. The Committee also unanimously
adopted its Opinion on the proposal to
amend the Council Directive of.26 lune 1964
on enzootic leucosis among cattle.'
The Committee approves the Commission's
aim of eradicating leucosis among cattle
throughout the Community, but it considers
that the proposed deadlines for the applica-
tion of the Directive are too short and could
raise barriers to trade. It thinks that there
should first be a Community programme to
stamp out leucosis throughout the Com-
munity.
Ternp orary imp ortation afi angentents
2.3.59. The last Opinion, again adopted
unanimously, bore on-the propoial for a Reg-
ulation on temporary importation arrange-
ments.2 The Committee approves the aim of
the Commission's proposal, but deplores the
fact that it applies only to goods imported
from non-member countriesl goods tem-
porarily imported from other Member States
are still subject to very complex import pro-
cedures. It also finds the text difficult to read
and considers that it needs revising to make it
more understandable and clearer. This would
help to avoid disputes and difficulties over
provisions which apply in many cases to
occasional users. The Committee also regrets
that the proposal introduces very new inno-
vations. The Committee also makes a number
Bull. EC 2-1979
of specific points, regretting in particular that
the proposal does not cover means of trans-
port.
Study on asbestos
2.3.70. In an own-initiative study adopted
by forty-five votes for, twenty against and
seven abstentions, the Committee sought to
provide all interested parties with sufficient
basic data in anticipation of it being
requested to deliver an Opinion on concrete
Commission proposals.
Since workers in many occupations are
exposed to the dangers of this material, the
Committee feels that it is beyond all doubt
that exposure to asbestos fibres, with their
specific properties, can cause a serious lung
disease-asbestosis-and increase the risk of
cancer. These risks can be contained by
adopting limit values for the concentration of
fibres in the atmosphere.
The Committee held, however, that in the
light of present knowledge an outright ban
on all applications of asbestos was not a
realistic approach. Instead, every effort must
be made to reduce dangerous exposure for
workers producing asbestos and ensure that
there was no risk to the general public.
The Committee therefore suggested a number
of steps to be taken to limit the hazards to
health.
These would be to adopt more effective mea-
sures to eliminate dust, by fixing the lowest
possible ceilings for concentration of danger-
ous fibres, to ban the use of asbestos in
specific processes and technology, such as the
' OJ L 29 of 3.2.1979; Bull. EC ll-1978, point 2.1.83.
' OJ C 172 of 19.7.7978; Bull. EC 718-1978, point
2.1.34.
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treatment and processing of liquids intended
for human consumption, and to forbid its use
in packaging and certain building applica-
tions. Lastly, preventive, periodic medical
check-ups should be arranged for all workers
handling asbestos even after they have left
their jobs.
European lnvestment Bank
Loans raised
2.3.71. In February the European Invest-
ment Bank launched a USD 250 million bond
issue, divided into two tranches: USD 150
million of seven-year bonds and USD 100
million of twenry-year bonds. The issue-+n-
tirely for the United States domestic market-
-was underwritten by a syndicate of Ameri-cal banks headed by the First Boston Corpo-
ration, Merill Lynch, White Weld Capital
Markets Group, Lehman Brothers Kuhn
Loeb Incorporated andLazard Frires & Co.
Carrying a coupon of 9.625o/", payable half-
yearly on 15 February and 15 August the
seven-year bonds are offered for subscription
at 99.5yo, giving a yield of 9.960/". The
bonds are redeemable at par at term but the
EIB has the option of redeeming in advance,
at their nominal value, all or some of the
bonds in circulation from 15 February 1985
onwards.
The twenty-year bonds carry a coupon of
9.875"/", also payable half-yearly on 15 Feb-
ruary and 15 August; the issue price is
100% and the yield 10.12"/". The bonds are
redeemable in six annual tranches of USD 5
million (15 February 1987-92 inclusive) and
in seven annual tranches of USD 10 million(15 February 7993-99 inclusive). The bank
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has the option of redeeming in advance, at a
declining premium, all bonds in circulation
from 15 February 1991 onwards.
Application will be made to list the issue on
the New York Stock Exchange. The proceeds
from the sale of the bonds will be used by the
European Investment Bank to help to finance
its ordinary lending operations.
Loans granted
Italy
2.3.72. The European Investment Bank has
granted a loan for the equivalent of LIT
50 000 million (43.8 million EUA) to
ENEL-Ente Nazionale per l'Energia Elet-
trica-to help finance investment in a new
system for controlling electricity generation
and transmission throughout Italy. The total
investment involved is currently estimated at
around LIT 170 000 million, and work will
take until 1983. The Bank's loan is for fifteen
years at 9.05"/..
One of the first tasks of the Ente Nazionale
per I'Energia Elettrica was to set up an exten-
sive, unified centre for controlling and dis-
tributing electricity throughout the country.
The result was a marked improvement in the
continuity of electriciry supplies, together
with savings in production and transmission.
The decision to set up a new national system
for controlling generation and transmission
was based on a thorough analysis of technical
progress and actual achievements. The system
itself is already in an advanced state and,
once it is completed, will ensure perfect over-
all control of ENEL's generating and trans-
mission system, enabling minute-by-minute
regulation of supplies so as to ensure opti-
mum utilization of. its primary energy
resources.
Bull. EC 2-1979
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United Kingdom
2.3.73. Loans worth UKL 101 million
(149.6 million EUA) have been made by the
European Investment Bank for power supply
schemes in England and Wales.
The bulk of this sum-UKL 70 million, made
available to the Electricity Council for fifteen
years at 9.45"/._will go towards construc-
tion of the Dinorwic hydroelectric power sta-
tion near Snowdon.
Pumped storage
2.3.74. The Dinorwic scheme uses the
'pumped storage' principle. Off-peak power
produced during the night by base-load
power stations will be used to pump water
from one lake to another at a higher level.
From there it will be released to flow down
again to drive turbines and generate electric-
ity to meet peaks or surges in demand or, in
an emergency, to replace sudden loss of out-
put from other stations and to regulate the
frequency of the national grid.
This will help the CEGB to maximize produc-
don from its most efficient plant, the large
base-load power stations (mainly coal-fired
or nuclear), which is one way of. limiting
dependence upon oil for generating elec-
tricity.
The station-the largest of its kind in
Europe-will be equipped with six reversible
pump-turbine sets (together capable of
generating 1580 MW for five hours when
acting as turbines). It should come on stream
in stages beginning autumn 1987, at a cost
estimated at close on UKL 400 million. The
EIB has provided earlier loans for the proiect,
in 1976 and last year, totalling UKL 48.9
million.
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Distribution systems
2.3.75. The remaining UKL 31 million, also
provided to the Electricity Council for fifteen
years at 9.45o/o, will go towards moderniza-
tion and extension of regional eleariciry dis-
tribution systems. The Council will pass the
funds on to the Merseyside and North Wales
Electricity Board, the North Western Electric-
ity Board and to the South Wales Electricity
Board to help finance about 280 local
schemes which will be carried out over the
next two years at an estimated cost of some
UKL 78 million.
Most of the works concern improved electric-
ity supplies to industry (notably to many
industrial estates) and for agriculture, helping
to suppoft economic activity in areas suffer-
ing from high unemployment.
2.3.76. A loan equivalent to UKL 5 million
(8.9 million EUA) has been granted by the
European Investment Bank for the acquisi-
tion had equipping of a furniture factory at
Runcorn, Merseyside, by Schreiber Industries
Limited. The loan is for seven years at an
interest rate of 8.2%. The factory will pro-
duce bedroom and kitchen furniture. It
should be fully operational by 1981 at a fixed
investment cost of around UKL 13.2 million.
The main interest for the EIB is the project's
impact in terms of regional development-an
estimated 1000 jobs in an area where the
unemployment rate is among the highest in
the UK (roughly twice the national average).
2.3.77. A loan equivalent to UKL 20 mil-
lion (29.6 million EUA) has been granted by
the European Investment Bank to help to
finance a major sewerage and sewage dis-
posal scheme on Tyneside. The funds have
been made available to the National Water
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the UK level) and touches almost 20% in
some areas.
The larger of the two-UKL 33.3 million,
provided for twenty years to the Northern
Ireland Electricity Service-concerns a ther-
mal power station at Kilroot in Co. Antrim.
The loan will help to meet the cost (estimated
at UKL 150 million) of the first phase of con-
struction, consisting of rwo 300 MW oil-fired
generating units. The choice of oil-fired plant
was dictated by Northern Ireland's lack of
indigenous coal supplies and the size of the
market, which was considered too small to
lustify nuclear plant.
Improved electriciry supplies are essential to
meet projected increases in demand and, in
particular, to attract new industries to the
province. Between 800 and 1 200 people are
being employed for up ro ren years in build-
ing the whole power station.
A grant of UKL 2.7 million has already been
provided from the Community's European
Regional Development Fund towards the cost
of transmission lines linking the station with
the existing electricity grid.
Road improvements
2.3.80. The second loan-UKL 15 million
granted to the Department of Finance for
Northern Ireland for rwenty years-will
cover about half the estimated cost of carry-
ing out seventeen important improvements to
the Northern lreland road network.
These are designed ro remove a number of
bottlenecks on main trunk routes, ease con-
gestion in Belfast and Londonderry, which
affects traffic to and from the ports, and
improve communications with several indust-
rial zones. Certain schemes are of more than
local importance and will play a part in
strengthening cross-border communications.
Council for fifteen years at 9.45%; they will
be passed on to the Northumbrian Water
Authority which is carrying out the work
(estimated cost close to UKL 120 million),
involving 50 km of new sewers along the
north and south banks of the Tyne plus treat-
ment plants.
The scheme is necessary to permit new
industrial development in an area where the
decline of certain traditional activities-
mainly shipbuilding and heavy engineering-
has caused high unemployment. It will also
bring about a considerable improvemenr to
the condition of the River Tyne, one of the
country's most polluted rivers.
An earlier loan, UKL 10 million, was pro-
vided for the project in 1978. In total, the
EIB has lent some UKL275 million in the last
four years for water supply, sewerage and
sewage disposal schemes in assisted areas of
the United Kingdom, mainly to supporr
industrial and agricultural development.
2.3.78. Two loans totalling the equivalent
of UKL 48.3 million (72 million EUA) have
been granted by the European Investmenr
Bank for power supply and road construction
schemes in Northern lreland.
These represent a major increase in EIB
activities in the Province; the Bank has previ-
ously provided UKL 18.5 million ro the Post
Office for modernization and extension of
the telecommunications network and UKL
2.5 million to Short Brothers 6c Harland Ltd
for aircraft construction.
Improving conditions for economic growth
2.3.79. The new loans are for projects
which are given a high priority in terms of
improving conditions for economic growth in
Northern Ireland, where the unemployment
rate currently averages 1,1.8% (roughly nvice
110 Bull. EC 2-1979
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Carrying out the various improvements
should give rise to an average of about 500
jobs per year over the period 1978-81.
Financing Community activities
Budget
General budget
Preliminary draft of the first supplementary
and amending budget lor 1979
2.3.81. The Commission adopted the pre-
liminary draft of the first supplementary and
amending budget lor 7979 on 15 February
and sent it to the Budgetary Authority on
21 February.
The immediate aim is to set up the budgetary
framework and to enter the appropriations
made necess ary by the decision of the Euro-
pean Council of 4 and 5 December 1978 to
create a European Monetary System (EMS)
and to grant financial assistance to the less
prosperous Member States taking part in the
iystem. The proposed transactions will be
Iimited to 5 000 million EUA for loans quali-
fying for interest relief and 1000 million
EUA for interest relief grants divided into
annual tranches of. 200 million EUA. The
proposed interest relief grants would repre-
sent an annual rarc of 3o/",
In view of the similarity between the inten-
tions of the European Council and those of
Parliament with regard to the special efforts
which should be made to reduce economic
disparities within the Community, the Com-
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mission feels that it is desirable to bring
together the resources envisaged by the Euro-
pein Council and the appropriations for reg'
ional policy, and to take account of both
when ivaluating the total financial outlay in
this area. The Commission therefore prop-
oses to enter appropriations of 200 million
EUA annually in the new Chapter 57, within
Title 5 (Social and Regional Funds), and to
balance this partially by reducing the quota
section appropriations for commitment of the
Regional Fund by 100 million EUA (the pre-
sent allocation of 1000 million EUA has
therefore been reduced to 900 million EUA
and at the same time the appropriations for
payment have been reduced from 518 to 483
million EUA). Similarly, the appropriations
for commitment allocated to the non-quota
section of the Regional Fund have been
reduced by 55 million EUA as the amend-
ments to the Regulation governing the Fund,
adopted by the Council on 6 February 7979,
provide for a ceiling on the non-quota section
oL 5"/, of the Fund's resources. Hence, the
present allocation of 100 million EUA has
been reduced to 45 million and the appropri-
ations for payment have at the same time
been reduced from 35 to 16 million EUA.
Pursuant to the Council's decisions in princi-
ple, it is proposed that the United Kingdom
-which is not participating effectively andfully in the EMS but nevertheless contributes
to the financing of overall budget expendirure
for 7979-will receive financial compensa-
tion amounting to 45.4 million EUA (entered
in the budget as expenditure) to cancel out its
contribution to interest relief grants.
Secondly, the Commission feels it necessary
to reinstate a limited number of requests for
appropriations which were not granted in the
t9il-budget but have special priority.-The
Commission has therefore incorporated the
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amendments made by Parliament's Commit-
tee on Budgets but not adopted at the plenary
session of 14 December 1978,' in so far as
they restore appropriations which were in the
Commission's preliminary draft. They relate
chiefly to measures in the field of energy pol-
icy, research and social policy and, in particu-
lar, the following measures:
(i) employment of young people (Social
Fund): 38 million EUA in appropriations for
commitment plus 5 million EUA in appropri-
ations for payment, i.e. reinstatement of the
Commission proposals (110 million EUA in
appropriations for commitment and 30 mil-
lion EUA in appropriations for payment), to
take account of the Council's decisions on 27
November 7978);'z
(ii) prospecting for uranium resources: 5
million EUA in appropriations for commit-
ment plus 1 million EUA in appropriations
for payment; studies in the energy sector
(400 000 EUA);(iii) secondary raw materials (150 200
EUA); climatology (87100 EUA); assessment
and utilization of research findings (270 000
EUA); transport infrastructure studies (1 mil-
Iion EUA).
Lastly, the Commission has once again pre-
sented its proposal to create an 'overall oper-
ational reserye' which it regards as even more
essential as the areas the reserve was intended
to cover have expanded vastly. It is proposed
to allocate 100 million EUA in appropria-
tions for commitment and 30 million EUA in
appropriations for payment, particularly for
the following areas: energy policy, industrialpolicy-in particular reorganizarion and
development (appropriations for these rwo
sectors were particularly drastically cut in the
course of the budgetary procedure); the Com-
munify's expenditure in connection with cer-
tain financial obligations arising out of agree-
ments on fishing rights in the waters of cer-
tt2
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tain African countriesl new expenditure in
connection with enlargement.
Taken together, these amendments increase
rhe 1979 budget by 238149800 EUA in
appropriations for commitment and
233 649 800 EUA in appropriations for pay-
ment, which affects the VAT rate, raising it
Irom 0.7196 in the 1979 budget to 0.7458 in
the preliminary dralt of the amending budget.
GNP-based financial contributions (still paid
by Germany, Ireland and Luxembourg) are
also changed. The increase in revenue breaks
down as follows:
(i) Own resources accru-
ing from VAT 756 974 841 EUA
(ii) Financial contributions
76 166 959 EUA
(iii) Deductions from
staff remunerations aris-
ing out of proposals for
new posts and accruing to
the Commission 508 000 EUA
Total 233 649 800 EUA
Payment of own resources
by the Member States
2.3.82. In accordance with Article 10(3) of
the Council Regulation of 19 December 1977
on own resources,3 the Member States were
required to make over to the Community on
1 January 1979 an amount corresponding to
one-twelfth of the sums provided for in the
' Bull. EC 12-1978,point2.3.76.
' Bull. EC l1-1978, point2.l.42.
' OJ L 336 of 27.12.1977 .
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Table 1 
- 
First supplementary and dmending budget for 1979
Summary by sector
Financing Community activities
(EUA)
1979 budger Frrst supplementary and
amendrng budgct for 1979 New amount
Total approps Ior
commitments
Total approps for
Payments
Total approps for
commltments
Total approps for
payments
Total approps for
commitments
Total approps for
payments
I 2 3 4 5(1+3) 6(2+4)
COMMISSION
Int eru enti on ap pr opr iations
Agriculture
Social
Regional
Research, energy, industry and trans-
port
Development cooperation
Miscellaneous
A dm ini str atiue app rop ildtions
Staff
Administration
Information
Aids and subsidies
Reserue
Chapter 1.00
Chapter 101
Chapter 102
Chapter 103
Repayments to Member States
Total, Commission
OTHER INSTITUTIONS
Grand total
to 225 139 000
804 062 000
1 100 000 000
269 273 37s
647 435 900
token entry
70.L5
5.52
7.55
1.85
4.44
10 063 129 000
556 877 000
553 000 000
293 048 330
497 535 900
token entry
74.57
4.13
4.LO
2.'t7
3.69
+ 38 000 000
+ 45 000 000
+ 6 907 300
+ 5 000 000
+ 145 000 000
+ 2 907 300
+ 1 500 000
10 225 139 000
842 062 000
1 145 000 000
276 780 675
647 435 900
token entry
69.O2
5.58
7.73
1.86
4.37
10 063 129 000
56t 877 000
699 000 000
295 9ss 630
499 035 900
token entry
73.30
4.O9
5.09
2.16
3.54
13 045 9rO 275
409 563 400
118 955 540
9 960 500
46 128 000
89.50
2.81,
0.82
o.o7
o.32
Lt 963 590 230
409 563 400
118 955 540
9 960 500
46 t28 000
88.56
3.O4
0.88
o.o7
o.34
+ 89 907 300
+ 2 869 500
+ 155 407 300
+ 2 869 500
13 L35 877 575
472 432 900
118 955 540
9 950 500
46 128 000
88.67
2.78
0.80
o.o7
0.31
t2 178 997 530
412 432 900
118 955 540
9 960 500
46 128 000
88.28
3.00
o.87
o.o7
o.34
584 607 440
5 000 000
token entry
591 850 000
4.Ot
0.03
4.75
584 607 440
5 000 000
token entry
691 850 000
4.33
0.04
5.13
2 869 500
+ 100 000 000
+ 45 373 000
+ 2 869 500
+ 30 000 000
+ 45 373 000
587 476 940
5 000 000
token entry
100 000 000
737 223 000
3.97
0.03
o.67
4.98
587 476 940
5 000 000
token entry
30 000 000
737 223 000
4.28
o.o4
i,,
5.37
t4 327 367 7t5
249 306 205
98.29
1.77
1,3 245 047 670
249 306 205
98.15
1.85
+ 238 749 800 + 233 649 800 t4 565 517 515
249 306 205
98.32
1.68
13 478 697 470
249 306 205
98.1 8
r.82
14 576 673 920 100.00 t3 494 353 875 00.00 + 238 749 800 + 233 649 800 t4 814 823 720 100.00 t3 728 003 675 00.00
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draft budget as VAT resources or as GNP-
based financial contributions. An equivalent
amount, calculated this time from the budget
approved by Parliament on 14 December
1978, plus an additional amount to adjust
the January payment to the basis of the
budget adopted by Parliament was to be
made available to the Commission on 1 Feb-
ruary. By then two-twelfths of VAT own
resources or GNP-based contributions calcu-
lated on the 1979 budget should therefore
have been paid by the nine Member States.
Because of the difference between the Council
and Parliament on the interpretation of the
budgetary procedure applied by Parliament,
three Member States-Denmark, France and
the United Kingdom-have paid two-twelfths
calculated on the basis of the sums entered in
the draft budget and not of the budget
adopted by Parliament). The other Member
States have paid the full amount, some point-
ing out that their payments are purely provi-
sional.
The Commission accordingly sent letters to
the three above countries on 12 February
reminding them that they were required to
pay by 1 February two-twelfths based on the
1979 budget and that if the necessary adjust-
ments were not made it would have to take
legal steps to remedy the situation.
Financial operations
ECSC
Loans raised
2.3.83. The Commission raised the follow-
ing loans in February:
tt4
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(i) USD 15 million at 71.25"/" for the first
two years and at 9.25% for the following six
years;
(ii) UKL 5 million at 13tl8o/o for the first
year and l7.50Yo for the following nine
years;
(iii) SFR 123.5 million at 3o/o for eight
years;
(iv) SFR 18 million at lo/o for two years;
(v) DM 50 million at 6.750/0 for six years.
Loans granted
Loans paid
Conversion loan
2.3.84. A conversion loan under Article 55
of the ECSC Treaty was granted to the fol-
lowing firm:
Germany 
- 
Arnsberg
Ruhrkohle AG, Essen (Monopol colliery)
Low-cost housing
Loans for the construction or fitting out of
low-cost housing amounted to 3.8 million
EUA.
Loan decisions
2.3.85. The Commission also took two
decisions to grant loans under Article 54(1)
of the ECSC Treaty and obtained the Coun-
cil's asse nt for other loans under Article
s6(2).
The loans, totalling 24 million EUA, are for
the following undertakings:
Bull. EC 2-1979
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Industrial loans
Steel industry
Direct reduction plant
. Istituto di Ricerca Finsider Per la
riduzione diretta SpA, Rome (Piombino
works)
Training centres
. Klockner Werke AG, Duisburg (centres in
Bremen, Goergsmarienhiitte, Haspe, Trois-
dorf and Osnabrtick).
Conversion
France 
- 
Lorraine
. Banque Populaire de Lorraine, Metz (for
various undertakings)
. Compagnie Frangaise d'Entreprises M6tal-
Iiques CFEM, Paris (MaiziEres works)
. Soci6t6 M6canique Lorraine SML, Paris
(Hagondange works)
United Kingdom
r$(/est Glamorgan
. West Glamorgan County Council, Briton
Ferry Industrial Estate, Gwent
. Torfaen Borough Council (industrial
estates at Pontypool/Blaenavon)
Euratom
Loans raised
2.3.85. The Commission has raised a loan
of SFR 20 million at 3o/o for a term of six
years.
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First report on EAEC (Euratom) borrowing
and lending operations
2.3.87. The Commission has adopted the
first report on operations carried out pur-
suant t-o the Council Decision of 29 March
1977 empowering it to contract loans up-to a
total of - 500 million EUA on behalf of
Euratom to help finance nuclear power sta-
tions.l
Using the funds it has raised, the Community
has hllped to finance three proiects for power
stationi in France, Italy and Germany. The
Commission has also taken decisions on
loans for four other proiects (in Belgium,
France and Germany) to be granted during
the first quafter ol L979, and five further
oroiects aie currentlv under consideration.
thi lo"nt requested'and granted do not
exceed 20o/" of the total investments
involved. Up to 31 December 1978 the Com-
mission had granted loans totalling 170 mil-
Iion EUA.
To cover the loans earmarked for current
projects, the total funds raised by Euratom
wil[, in 1979, reach the 300 million EUA
mark, at which point the Council must take a
new decision concerning a second tranche. So
far the European Investment Bank has par-
ticipated in ill the loans (with either partial
finincing or guarantees). At a time when nuc-
lear programmes are being. cut back in m.ost
of the Member States first tranche has
enabled Euratom to help finance the remain-
ing projects.
Financing CommunitY activities
' OJ L 88 of 6.4.1977; Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2'l'101'
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DOCUMENTATION
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1. Units of account
European unit of account
Changeover from the unit of account to the EUA
3,1.1. On accounr of the severe disturbances in
international monetary relationships and the
replacement of the systems of fixed parities by
floating exchange rates, the Community decided to
introduce a new unit of account. Whereas the old
unit of account (u.a.) was defined by reference to a
given weight of fine gold, with fixed parities, the
new 'basket' unit of account (EUA) reflects the
day-to-day fluctuations between the various cur-
rencies on the foreign exchange markets.
A 'basket' unrr of account is made up of different
national currencies; the European unit of account
is thus defined by reference ro a sum of fixed
amounts of Member States' currencies. When the
Table 1 
- 
Values in national currencies of one European unit of account
Natronal currency
Units of account
EUA was introduced in 1975, these fixed amounts
were obviously not chosen at random but took
account, among other things, of the size of each
Member State's economy.
The value of one EUA is the sum of the values of
the following amounts: BFR 3.65, LFR 0.14, DM
0.828, HFL 0.285, UKL 0.0885, DKR 0.217, FF
1.15, LIT 109 and IRL 0.00759.
Depending on whether the rates of these different
currencies are those recorded on the market in
Brussels, Copenhagen or Paris, etc., the rate of the
European unit of account is given in Belgian
francs, Danish kroner or French francs, etc. The
effect of this definition is that the value of the EUA
in any national currency moves in line with
changes in the weighted average of exchange rates
in all the currencies in the basket; in other words,
it reflects the aggregate movement in those curren-
cies (Table 1).
28 February 1979t
Belgian franc and Luxembourg franc
German mark
Dutch guilder
Pound sterling
Danish krone
French franc
Italian lira
Irish pound
United States dollar
Swiss franc
Spanish peseta
Swedish krona
Norwegian krone
Canadian dollar
Portuguese escudo
Austrian schilling
Finnish mark
Japanese yen
39.5592
2.51379
2.71296
o.675084
5.94948
5.76947
7 132.46
o.675tol
1,.33940
2.27843
93.8479
5.88898
6.89005
t.60744
63.6512
18.3996
5.35126
27t.288
39.4901
2.50834
2.71214
o.676076
6.94997
5.78229
1 135.58
0.676008
1.35148
2.26237
93.3127
5.899t9
6.88847
1.61326
64.1275
18.3193
5.35 522
270.728
39.6531
2.50926
2.7LOOO
o.670369
7.02254
5.78622
1139.34
0.670369
1.35636
2.25834
93.6565
5.9058s
6.88487
1.61963
64.4270
18.3990
5.38474
274.364
OJ C 30 of 2.2.1979.
OJ C 43 ot 16.2.1979.
OJ C 55 ol 1.3.7979.
I Fcbruary 1979t 15 February 19792
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Units of account
The value of the EUA in the Member States'cur-
rencies is determined each day by the Commission
on the basis of the official exchange rates notified
by Member States' central banks; the value of the
EUA is also calculated in a number of other cur-
rencies. Rates for the value of the EUA in the vari-
ous national currencies are published daily.t ln
addition, anyone may contact the Commission to
obtain this information.
Scope o( application of the EUA
3.1.2. Since it was devised in 1975, the EUA has
been phased into use in various areas of Commun-
ity activiry:
1975: ACP-EEC Lom6 Convention (Council Deci-
sion of 21 April 1975);'balance sheet of the Euro-
pean Investment Bank (Decisions of the Board of
Governors dated 18 March 1975 and 10 No-
vember 1977);
1 month
3 months
6 months
12 months
7 -8
Ttlz - 8tl2
7tl2 - gtl2
7718 - g7l8
Table 2 
- 
Annual interest rates on bank deposits denominated in EUA
Units ol aocount
1976: ECSC operational budget (Commission
Decision of 18 December 1975);'
1978: General budget of the Communities (Finan-
cial Regulation of 27 December 1977);' customs
matters (Council Regulation of 23 November
1978).'
The European unit of account is now used in all
areas of Community activity aPart from the com-
mon agricultural policy and operations of the
European Monetary Cooperation Fund (EMCF).
The EUA has also been in use for some time in the
fields of banking and commerce (Table 2).
r ln the O{frcral Journal of thc European Communtttcs and tn
rhc prcss.
': OJ L 104 of 24.4.1975-\ Ol L i27 ol 19.12.1975'1 OJ L 356 ol 31.12.1977.I OJ L 333 of 30.1 1.1978.
28 February 1979
67/8 - 77 l8
7tl4 - gtl4
7tl2 - gt/2
7718 - g718
6ttlrc - 7ttlrc
7rl, - g,lo
7'1, - 8'1,
6'1, - 8'1,
15 February 1979
I (Rates obtarnrng tn Brussels).
'Green' rates
3.1.3. The old unit of account (u.a.) is still used
in connection with the common agricultural pol-
icy. However, the conversion procedures applied
have been substantially modified; conversion into
national currencies of common agricultural prices
expressed in units of account (u.a.) has long ceased
to be based on fixed parities determined by refer-
ence to a given weight of fine gold and is now
determined by 'representative rates', which are
used in the agricultural field only. Generally refer-
Bull. EC 2-1979
red to as 'green' rates, representative rates are
fixed by decision of the Council (Table 3). The dif-
ference between these rates and the rates obtaining
on the exchanges is offset by monetary comPensa-
tory amounts.
The market rates for the snake currencies
(Benelux, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany)
are taken to be their central rates, with the result
that the compensatory amounts for these countries
are not changed unless the central rates and the
representative rates are adjusted. The monetary
tt9
I
Units of a@ount
compensatory amounts for the other Member
States are normally fixed each week on the basis of
the average exchange rate of the relevant national
currency against the currencies in the snake.
Table 3 
- 
Conuersion rates into national
currencies fo, the unit of
dccount used in connection with
the common agricultural policy
Natronal currency February 1979
2. Additional
references in the
Official Journal
3.2.1. This section lists the titles of legal instru-
ments and notices of Community institutions or
organs which have appeared in the Official Jour-
nal since the last Bulletin was published but relat-
ing to items appearing in earlier issues of the Bulle-
tin; the references were not available when the
Bulletin went to press.
The number of the Bulletin and the point to which
this additional information refers is followed by
the title shown on the cover of the Official Jour-
nal, the number of the issue and the date of publi-
cation.
Bull. EC 12-1978
Point 1.1.11
Council Decision of 21 December 1978 amending
Decision 771143/EEC setting up machinery for
medium-term financial assistance.
OJ L379 of 30.L2.7978.
Points 2.1.1 and 1.1.4
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3l8O/78 of 18
December 1978 changing the value of the unit of
account used by the European Monetary Coopera-
tion Fund.
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3l8ll78 of 18
December 1978 relating to the European monetary
system.
OJ L379 of 30.72.1978.
Point 2.1.7
Commission Directive of 14 December 1978
amending Directive 77l535lEEC on the approxi-
mation of the laws of the Member States relating
to methods of sampling and analysis for fertilizers.
OJ L 39 of 14.2.1979.
Belgian franc/
Luxembourg franc
Danish krone
German mark
French franc
Irish pound
Italian lira
Dutch guilder
Pound sterling
For prgmeat.
For rhe other products.
49.3486
8.56656
3.40238
I e.+szet| 6.22s14'
o.786912
1.154.00
3.40270
0.634204
120 Bull. EC 2-1.979
3. lnfringement
procedures
Additional relerences to the Official Journal
Point 2.1.137
Draft Council recommendation on the ratification
of the International Convention for safe containers(csc).
OJ C 44 of t7.2.t979.
Bull. EC l-1979
Point 2.1.19
Amendment to the proposal for a Council Direc-
tive to coordinate the laws of the Member States
relating to (self-employed) commercial agents.
OJ C 56 of 2.3.1979.
Reasoned opinions
i.3.1. In February the Commission issued
reasoned opinions in the following rwo cases:
Infringement of Article 95 of the EEC Treaty con-
sisting-of the application of a system of differential
taxation to potable spirits (Italy)'
Infringement of Communiry regulations concern-
ing ciirus fruits by the introduction of special mea-
suies in favour oi citrus fruit producers in Sicily in
addition to the scheme of aids already provided by
those regulations.
Proceedings before the Court of Justice
3,3.2. In February the Commission brought
before the Court in accordance with Anicle 159 of
the EEC Treaty a case against Italy (Case 21179)'
and against the United Kingdom (Case 32/79)''
Judgments in favour o( the Commission were deli-i...i it Cases 128178 (United Kingdom)i and
763/78 (Italy).'
Point 2.3.34.
Point 2.3.44.
Point 2.3.55.
Pornt 2.3.61.
Point 2.1.48
Resolution of the European Coal and Steel Com-
munity Committee on ECSC conversion policy.
OJ C 40 of L3.2.1979.
Point 2.1.71
Proposal for a Council Decision on financial con-
tribution from the Community to Spain for the
eradication of African swine fever.
OJ C 44 of t7 .2.1979.
Point 2.1.91
Proposal for a Council Decision adopting a Euro-
p""n E.onornic Communiry research and develop-
-errt p.ogra-me in the agricultural sector consist-
ing of four multiannual concerted projects.
Ol C66 of tO.3.t979.
Bull. EC 2-1979 t2t
Grants for research into
European integration 1 979/80
In order to encourage university research in the field of European integration, the Commission of
the European Communities will award in July 1979 15 resiarch grants of a maximum of BFR
180 000.
CONDITIONS
1. The awards will be given to young universiry teachers at the starr of their career who, indi-
vidually or as a team, are doing research work on European integration.
2. Applications should be submitted in duplicate and contain:
- 
a 5 to 10-page ryped description of the research project,
- 
an estimate of costs,
- 
a completed application form,,
- 
a curriculum uitae,
- 
a certificate from the institution, confirming the position currently held by the applicant.
These papers are not returned ro applicants.
Applicants should be under 40 years of age.
Awards are not renewable.
The maximum award is BFR 180 000, paid as follows:
1st half-at the commencement of the research;
2nd half-on receipt of the typed text referred to in paragraph 8.
Award holders who do not complete their research must reimburse the amount they have
received.
7' Employees of the institutions of the European Communities as well as their spouses and chil-
dren are not eligible to apply.
8. The work must be drawn up in one of the official languages of the European Communities.
The final text must be typed in duplicate and submitted *ithin f Z months of the making of
the award.
9. The Commission of the European Communities may assist with the costs of publishing the
work up to a maximum of BFR 30 000.
10. The awards will be made by 15 July 7979 at the latest.
11. Applications musr be submitted by 31 March 1979 to:
Commission of the European Communities,
University Informarion,
200 rue de la Loi,
1049 Brussels (Belgium).
Tel. 735 00 40 or 735 80 40.
I Appltcatron forms can be obtatned from the above address or from the Press and Informatron Offices of the EuropeanCommunrties hstcd below:
3.
4.
5.
6.
Bonn: ZrtelmannstraBe, 22, D-5300 Bonn
Brussels: 73, rue Archrmide, B-1049 Bruxelles
Copcnhagen: Gammel Torv,6, Postbox 144, DK-lOO4
Ksbenhavn-K
Dublrn: 29, Me rrron Square, IRL-Dublin 2
The Hague: Lange Voorhout, 29, NL-Den Haag
London: 20, Kensrngton Palace Gardens, GB-London
w84QQ
Luxcmbourg: Bitrment Jean Monnct, rue Alcrdc de Gas-pen, Luxembourg-Kirchberg
Parts: rue des Bellcs Feurlles, 61, F-75782 Pars Ccdcx 16
Rome: Vra Polr, 29, l-0O187 Roma
Ankara: 13, Bogaz Sokak, Kavaklidere, TR-Ankara
Athens:2, Vassrlissrs Sofias, GR-Arhcns 134
Caracas: Qurnta Brenvenrda Vallc Ariba, Callc Cohbrr,
Drstnto Sucrc, Caracas
Gencva: ruc dc Vcrmont, 37-39, CH-7211 Gcnivc 20
Ottawa: Inn 6f 1[6 p1qy6n665-Offrce Tower (Surre 'l'l l0),
Sparks Street, Orawa Ont. KIR 7S8
T<>kyo: Kowa 25, 8-7 Sanban-Cho, Chryoda-Ku, Tokyo lO2
Washrngton: 2100 M Street N.W. (Surte No 707) USAlVashrngton D.C.2OO37
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De europaiske Fallesskabers publikationer
Verciffentlichungen der Europdischen Gemeinschaften
Publications of the European Communities
Publications des Co mmunaut6s europ6ennes
Pubblicazioni delle ComunitC europee
Publikaties van de Europese Gemeenschappen
Fortegnelse - Liste - List - Liste - Elenco - Lijst 2-1979
Henvisning - Hinweis - Note - Avertissement - Awertenza - Voorbericht
Denne oversigt omfatter s6vel officielle som ikke-
officielle publikationer (monografier, serier, tids-
skrifter, oplysningspjecer), der er udkommet i den
omhandlede periode og offentliggjort af Europa-
Parlamentet, R6det, Kommisdonen, Domstol€n,
Det gkonomiske og sociale Udvalg, Den euro-
paiske lnvesteringsbank og De europeiske Falles-
skabers Revisionsret. Disse publikationer kan fis ved
henvendelse til de nedenfor nevnte adresser.
Anmodningerne skal indeholde nojagtig angivelse
af referencenumre forud for titlernc.
Dieses Verzeichnis enth6lt die im Berichtszeitraum
erschie nenen amtlichen und n icfitamtlichen Veriiffu nt-
lichungen (Monographien, Reihen, Zeitschriften und
lnfomationsdienste) des Europdischen Parlaments,
des Rates, der Kommission. des Gerichtshofes, des
Wirtschaft s- und Sozia lausschusses, der Europdischen
lnvestitionsbank und des Rechnungshofes der Euro-
pdischen Gemeinschaften. Diese Ver<iffentlichungen
sind bei den nachstehend aufgef0hrten Stellen
erhdltlich.
Bei Anfragen sind die den Titeln vorangestellten
Refaenzen vollst6ndig anzugeben.
This list includes both official and unofficial publi-
cations (such as monographs, series, periodicals,
newsletters) which were published in the given period
by the European Parliament, the Council, the Com-
mission, the Court of Justice, th6 Economic and Sociel
Committee, the European lnvestment Bank and the
Court of Auditors of the European Communitios.
These publications can be obtained from the addresses
mentioned hereinafter.
It is imperativo that orders give tho comploto
rcference which preccdes each titla.
Cette liste comprend les publications, officielles ou
non (monographies, s6ries, p6riodiques, notes d'infor-
mation), parues durant le p6riode de r6f6rence et
publi6es par le Parlement europ6en, le Conseil, la
Commission, la Cour de justice, le Comit6 6cono-
mique et social, la Bangue europ6enne d'inv€stisse-
ment 6t la Cour des comptes des Communaut6s euro-
p6ennes. Ces publications peuvent 6tre obtenues aux
adresses 6num6r6es ci-aprds.
Les demandes doivent mentionne dc fagon com-
flab bs iff6r€nc€r pr6c6dam lcc titres.
ll presente elenco comprende le pubblicazioni, uffi-
ciali o meno (monografie, serie, per'odici, note d'in-
formazione), edite nel periodo di riferimento dal Parla-
mento ouropeo, dal Consiglio, dalla Commissione,
dalla Corte di giustizia, dal Comitato economico e
sociale, dalla Banca europ€a per gli investimenti e
della Corte dei conti delle Comunitl europee. Tali
pubblicazioni possono sssore ottonute presso gli indi-
rizzi qui di seguito elencati.[o richieste dovrqnno comporta]o i riierimcnti
completi chc precedono ititoli.
Deze lijst omvat de al dan niet officiSle publikaties
(monografiedn, series, tijdschriften, nieuwsmededelin-
gen) welke in de loop van het vermeHe tijdvak ver-
schenen zijn en door het Europese Parlement, de
Baad, de Commissie, het Hof van Justitie, het Eco-
nomisch en Sociaal Comit6, de Europese lnveste-
ringsbank en de Rekenkamor van de Europese Ge-
meenschappen werden uitgegeven. Deze publikaties
ziln bil de hierna vermelde adressen verkrijgbaar.
De aan de titols voorafgaandc gag€vrns dienen bij
aanwaag volledig to wordcn opgegwen.
Pttblikadoner til salg - Zum Verkauf bestammte Vertiffentlichungen - Publications for sale - Publications en
vento - Rrbblicazioni in vendita - Tegen betaling verkrijgbare publikatiee
Publikationer med prisangivelse kan fCs ved henvendelse til salgskontoreme, som angivet pd den gule fortegnelses
sidste side - Veriiffentlichungen mit Preisangabe sind bei den auf der letzten Seite der gelben Liste aufgefhhften
Venriebsbiiros erhdltlich - Publications with mention of price are obtainable from the sales offices listed on the last page
of the yellow list - Les publications comportant un prix de vente peuvent 6te obtenues auprCs des bureaux de vente figu-
rant e la derniCre page de la liste jaune - Le pubblicazioni messe in commercio si possono aequistare presso gli uffici di
vendita indicati all'uhima pagina del presente elenco - Publikaties met prijsvermelding zijn verkrijgbaar bij de verkoop-
kantoren, vermeld op de laatste bladzijde van de gele lijst.
Gratic publikationer - Kostenlose Vertiffentlichungon - Publications free of charge - Publications gratuites -
Pubblicazioni gratuite - Gratis verkrijgbare publikaties
Publikationer uden salgspris kan fds ved henvendelse til de udgivende institutioner - Veriiffentlichungen ohne Preisangabe
kiinnen bei den Herausgebern angefoidert werden - For publications with no sales price, requests shoutd be addressed
to the institutions that published them - Pour les publications qui ne comportent pas de prix de vente, il y a lieu de
s'adresser aux institutions qui les 6ditent - Le pubblicazioni non disponibili in commercio possono essere richieste
alle istituzioni che le pubblicano - Voor publikaties zonder prijsaanduiding zich wenden tot de instellingen waardoor
ze uitgegeven worden:
EUROPA.PARI.AMENTET - EUROPAISCHES PARLAMENT -
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT - PARLEMENT EUROPEEN -
PARLAMENTO EUROPEO - EUROPEES PARLEMENT
Secr6tariat g6n6ral du Parlement europ6en
Direction g6n6rale du greffe et des services g6n6raux
Bolte postale 1601, Luxembourg
T6l.: 4 30 Ol
RADET FOR DE EURoPAISKE FELLESSKABER - RAT
DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN - COUNCIL OF
THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - CONSEIL DES COM.
MUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - CONSIGLIO DELLE COMU-
N|TA EUROPEE - RAAD VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEEN-
SCHAPPEN
Secr6tariat g6n6ral du Conseil
Direction << lnfonnation et documentation D
Rue de la toi 170, 1048 Bruxelles
T6l.: 736 79 OO
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FALLESSKABER .
KOMMISSION DER EUROPASCHEN GEMEINSCHAF-
TEN - COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES -
COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES -
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMIS-
SIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN
Division lX-D-1
Rue de la Loi 2OO, 1049 Bruxelles
T6l.: 735OO4O
735 80 40
7358030
DOMSTOLEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE F,lELLESSKABER _
GERICHTSHOF DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN -
COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES -
COUR DE JUSTICE DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES -
CORTE DI GIUSTIZIA DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - HOF
VAN JUSTITIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN
Service int6rieur
Plateau du Kirchberg
Boite postale 1406, Luxembourg
fd.:47621
DET OKONOMISKE OG SOCIALE UDVALG . WIRT-
SCHAFTS. UND SOZIALAUSSCHUSS - ECONOMIC AND
SOCIAL COMMITTEE - COMITE ECOTTOUIOUC ET SOCIAL.
COMITATO ECONOMICO E SOCIALE . ECONOMISCH
EN SOCIAAL COMITE
Division rPresse, information et publicationsn
Rue Ravenstein 2, 10OO Bruxelles
T6l. : 51 2 39 20
DEN EUROPAISKE INVESTERINGSBANK - EUROPAISCHE
INVESTITIONSBANK - EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK -
BANOUE EUROPEENNE D'INVESTISSEMENT - BANCA
EUROPEA PER GLI INVESTIMENTI - EUROPESE INVESTE-
RINGSBANK
Service information
2, place de Meu, Luxembourg
T6l.: 43 5O 1 1
DE EUROPAISKE FELLESSKABER REVISIONSRETTEN -
RECHNUNGSHOF DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN.
COURT OF AUDITORS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES -
COUR DES COMPTES DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES.
CORTE DEI CONTI DELLE COMUNIA EUROPEE - DE
REKENKAMER VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN
29, rue Aldringen
Boite postale 43, Luxembourg
Tbl.: 4773-1
Ahn indelig bema rkning :
De publiiationer, der ikke er merket med pris, og
hvis udsendelse betegnes som rbegransetq, er i
pilnclppet forbeholdt medlemsstatemes myndigheder,
'Fdllesskabernes tjenestegrene og i givet fatd de
berrrto myndigheder.
For generelle oplysninger om De europeiske Felles-
skaber henvises venligst til publikationern€ naevnt
under pkt. 18.
Allgemeine Bemerkung:
Vei6ffentlichungen ohne Preisangabe, die den Ver-
merk ,,beschrdnkt verfiigbar" enthalten, sind grund-
sEtzlich nur fur die Verwaltungen der Mitgliedstaaten,
die Dienststellen der Gemeinschaften und gegebe-
nenfalls fOr die betreffenden Verwaltungen bestimmt'
F0r eine allgemeine Dokumentation 0ber di6 Europdischen
Gemeinschaften wird auf die untor nachstehender
Alter 1 I auf gef fihrten periodischen Ve riiffentlich ungen
verwiesen.
General rema*:
Publications not bearing a sales price whose circula-
tion is given as 'limited' are generally only for the
attention of administrations of the Member States,
Community departments and, where relevant, the
authoriti6s concerned.
For general documentation on the European Communities
pleaie refer to the periodicals hereinafter montion€d
under item 18.
Remarque gAndrale:
Les pu6lications ne oomportant pas d€ prix de vente et
dont la diffuslon est indlqu6e comme 6tant trestreinter
Bont en prlncipe r6serv6es aux administrations des
Etats membres, aux services communautaires et. le cas
6ch6ant, aux administrations concern6es.
Pour une information plus g6n6rale sur les Communaut6s
europ6ennes, priOre de se r6f6rer aux p6riodiques men-
tionn6s au point 18 ci-aPrds'
Osservazione generale:
Le pubblicazioni prive dell'indicazione del prezzo di ven-
dita e la cui diffusione 6 definita (limitataD sono riservato
in linea di massima alle amministrazioni degli Stati mem-
bri, ai servizi comunitari e, eventualmente, alle amminie-
trazioni interessate.
Per infomazioni d'indole generale sulle Comuniti
europee vogliate consultare l'elenco dei periodici al
punto 1 8.
Algemene opnerking:
Ptibtikaties waarop geen verkooppdis staat vsrmeld en
die voozien ziin van de vermelding ,,beperkte versprei-
ding". zijn in beginsel alloen bestemd voor de overheids-
diensten van de Lid-Statsn, de communautaire diensten,
en, in voorkomend geval, de betrokken instanties'
Voor informatie van algemene aard betreffende de Euro'
pese Gemeenschappen gelieve men het hierna vermelde
punt 18 van de liist van tiidschriften te raadplegon'
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Anvendte forkortelser - Abkurzungen - Conventional symbols 
Signes conventionnels - Segni convenzionali - Gebruikte afkortingen 
DA 
Dansk 
DE 
Deutsch 
EN 
English 
FA 
Francais 
IT 
Italiano 
NL 
Nederlands 
ES 
Espagnol 
( DA.DE.EN.FA.IT.NL) 
Et bind for hvert sprog 
Ein Band je Sprache 
One volume for each language 
Un volume par langue 
Un volume per lingua 
Een deel per taal 
( DA/0 E/EN/FA/IT /N L) 
Et enkelt bind med den samme tekst 
pA to eller flere sprog 
Ein einziger Band mit dem gleichen 
Text in zwei oder mehreren Sprachen 
A single volume with the same text 
in two or more languages 
Un seul volume comportant le 
m8me texte en deux ou plusieurs 
langues 
Un solo volume con lo stesso testo 
in due o piu lingue 
Een afzonderlijk deel met dezelfde 
tekst in twee of meer talen 
Mult. 
Et enkelt bind med forskellige tek-
ster pA flere sprog 
Ein einziger Band mit verschiedenen 
Texten in mehreren Sprachen 
A single volume with different texts 
in several languages 
Un seul volume comportant des tex-
tes diff6rents en plusieurs langues 
Un solo voluiT)e con testi diversi in 
piu lingua 
Een afzonderlijk deel met verschil-
lende teksten in meerdere talen 
BFA 
Belgische frank/franc beige 
DKA 
Dansk krone 
OM 
Deutsche Mark 
FF 
Franc francais 
LIT 
Lira italians 
HFL 
Nederlandse gulden 
UKL 
Pound Sterling 
USD 
US dollar 
p. 
Side 
Seite 
Page 
Page 
Pagina 
Bladzijde 
De med • forsynede publikationer 
kan bastilles i 11/Jbende ordre. 
Die mit einem • gekennzeichneten 
VerOffentlichungen konnen iiber 
Dauerauftrag bezogen warden 
Publications marked with an • may 
be obtained by standing order. 
Les publications marqu6es d'un • 
peuvent faire I' objet d'un ordre per-
manent. 
Le pubblicazioni contrassegnate con 
un • saranno oggetto di un ordine 
permanente. 
De publlkaties die met een • ge-
merkt zijn kunnen het voorwerp zijn 
van een bestendige opdracht. 
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ALLE INSTITUTIONER . ALLE INSTITUTIONEN
ALL INSTITUTIONS - TOUTES INSTITUTIONS
TUTTI LE ISTITUZIONI . ALLE INSTELLINGEN
FX-23-77-962-DA-C rsBN 92€23{O0-5
92-824-0006-9
92-825-0374-7
92-8294006-1
92-830{006-4
Traktater om oprerttelse af De Europaiske Falles-
skaber.Traktater om andring af disse traktater. Doku-
menter verdrorende tiltredelsen. 1 978.
FX-23-77-962-DE-C rsBN 92-8234001-3
92-824-OOO7-7
92-825-0375-5
92-829-0007-X
92-830-0007-2
1979. 1316 p.
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL.GA)
BFR 7OO DKR 122
LtT 19000 HFL 48
KOMMISSIONEN - KOMMISSION - COMMISSION
coMMrssroN - coMMrssroNE - coMMrsstE
cB-2 5-78-526-FR-C
Europe 1979.
tsBN 92-825-0785€
cB-25-78-526-NL-C |SBN 92-825-07874
Europa 1979.
1979. 24O p., 131 ill. (FR.NL)
BFR 200 DKR 35 0M 12,70 FF 28,20
LrT 5400 HFL 13,80 UKL 3.30 USD 5.50
cB-2 5-7 8-5 74-DA-C rsBN 92-825-0798-X
Tolvte Almindelage Beretning om De europeiske Fal-
lesskabers Virksomhed. 1978. Februar 1979.
1979. 382 p.
cB-2 5-78-574-DE-C rsBN 92-8254799€
Zw6lfter Gesamtbericht 0ber die Tatigkeit der Euro-
pEischen Gemeinschaften. 1978. Februar 1979.
1979. 404 p,
cB-25-78-574-EN-C rsBN 92€25-08@-5
Twelfth Genera! Report on the Activities of tfie Euro-
pean Communitaes. 1978. February 1979.
1979. 376 pp.
cB-25-78-574-FR-C tsBN 92-825-0801-3
Douzidme Rapport g6n6ral sur I'activit6 dee Commu-
naut6s europ6ennes. 1978. F6vrier 1979.
1979. 384 p.
cB-25-7 8-57 4-tr-C rsBN 92-825-0802-1
Dodicesima Relazione generale sull'attivitl delle
Comuniti ouropee. 1978. Febbraio 1979.
1979. 392 p.
cB-25-78-574-NL-C rsBN 92-825-0803-X
Twaalfde Algemeen Verslag over de werkzaam-
heden van de Europese Gemeenschappen. 1978.
Februari 1979.
1979. 386 p.
(DA,DE.EN,FR,IT.NLI
BFR 2OO DKR 35 DM 13
LIT 5 7OO HFL 14 UKL 3
cB-25-78-663-DA-C rsBN 92-825-0872-2
Kommissionens program for 1979. Februar 1979.
1979. 48 p.
DM 44 FF 99
UKL 12 USD 23
Vertrego zur Griindun_g der Europdiechen Gemein-
schaften. Vertrdge zur Anderung dieser Vertr6ge. Doku-
mente betreffend den Beitrin. 1978.
FX-23-7 7-962-EN-C tsBN 92-823-0002-1
92-824-0008-5
92-825-O376-3
92-8294008-8
92-830-OOO8-0
Treaties establishing tho Europoan Gommunitiee .
Treaties amending these Treaties. Documents concern-
ing the Accession. 1978.
FX-23-7 7-9 62- F R-C tsBN 92-823-OOO3-X
92-824-0009-3
92-825-0377-1
92-829-O009-6
92-830-OOO9-9
Trait6s instituant les Communaut6s europ6ennes,
Traitds portant r6vision de ces trait6s. Actes relatifu d
l'adh6sion. 1978.
FX-23-7 7 -962-tT-C rsBN 92-823-OOO4-8
92-824-0010-7
92-825{378-X
92-829-0010-X
92-830-0010-2
Trattati che istitrriscono le Comunitil europee. Trattati
che modificano tali trattati. Atti relativi all'adesione.
1 978.
FX-23-7 7-962-NL-C tsBN 92-823-0005-6
92-82+OO11-5
92-825-0379-8
92-829-001 1-8
92-830-0011-O
Verdragen tot oprichting van de Europese Gemeen-
schappen. Verdragen tot wijziging van deze Verdragen.
Documenten betreffende de Toetreding. 1978.
FF 29
USD 7
7
-
cB-25-78€63-DE-C tSBN 92-825-0873{
Programm der Kommission fiir 1979. Februar 1979.
1979. 54 p.
cB-25-78-663-EN-C tsBN 92-825-0874-9
Programme of the Commiscion for 1979. February
1 979.
1979. 50 pp.
CB-25-78-663-FB-C |SBN 92-825-0875-7
Programme de la Commission pour !'ann6e 1979.
F6vrier 1979.
1979. 50 p.
cB-25-78663-tT-C tsBN 92-825-0876-5
Programma della Commissione pel al 1979. Febbraio
1 979.
1979. 54 p.
cB-25-78663-NL-C rsBN 92-825-0877-3
Programma der werkzaamheden van de Commissie
voor 1979. Febbruari 1979.
1979. 52 p.
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL)
BFR 35 DKR 6,20 OM 2,2O
LIT 1 OOO HFL 2,4O UKL 0.60
DE EUROPAISKE F4LLESSKABERS REVISIONSRET
RECHNUNGSHOF DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN
COURT OF AUDITORS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
COUR OES COMPTES DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES
CORTE DEI COT'ITI DELLE COMUNIA EUROPEE
DE REKENKAMER VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN
MX-25-78-534-DA-C
De eurcpaiske Fellesskaberc Reviaionoret.
Luxembourg 1978. Gratis
MX-25-78-534-DE-C
Rechnungshof der EuropEischen Gemeinschaften.
Luxemburg 1978. Gratis
MX-25-78-534-EN-C
Gourt of Auditorc of the European Communitios.
Luxembourg 1978. Gratis
MX-25-78634-FR-C
Cour des oomptes des Communaut6s europ6ennes.
Luxembourg 1978. Gratuit
MX-25-78-534-1T-C
Cortc dei conti dellc Comunitl ouropee.
Lussemburgo 1978. Gratuito
MX-25-78-534-NL-C
De Rekenkamer van de Europeee Gemeenschappen.
Luxemburg 1978.
1979. 16 p.
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL)
EUFOPA.PARLAM ENTET . EUROPASCHES PARI.AM ENT
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT - PARLEMENT EUROPEEN
PARLAMENTO EUROPEO - EUROPEES PARLEMENT
PE 54.524
Nationale valglove om direkte valg. Lovtekster
vedtaget af Danmarks, Frankrigs og lrlands Parta-
mentor. August 1978.
1979. 70 p. Gratis
Nationale Wahlgeselze fiir die Direktwahlen. Von den
Parlamenten Ddnemarks, Frankreicha und lrlande
verabschiedete Gesetzostoxte. August 1 978.
'1979. 122 p. Gratis
National Electoral laws on Direct Elections, Texts of
laws adopted by the Perliaments of Denmark, France
and lreland. August 1978.
1979.77 pp.
Gratis
Gratis
lois 6lectorales nationales relatives aux 6lections
directes. Textos des lois adopt6es par les Parlements
du Danemark, de la France et de l'lrlande, Ao0t 1978.
1979. 127 9. Gratuit
l.oggi elettorali nazionali per !e elezioni di]ette. Testi
delle leggi approvate dai Parlamenti della Danimarca,
della Francia e dell'lrlanda. Agosto 1978.
1979. 100 p. Gratuito
Nationale kieswetton voor de rechtstreekse verkiezin-
gen. Wetstekaton aangenomen voor de Parlementen
van Denemarken, Frankrijk en lerland.
Augustus 1978.
1979. 108 p.
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL)
Medlemsfortegnelse. 12. februar 1979.
Mitgliederliete. 12. Februar 1979.
List of Members. 12 February 1979.
Liste des membres. 12 f6vrier 1979.
Elenco dei membri, 12 febbraio 1979.
Ledenlijst. 12 februari 1979.
Bulletin 1978-1 979.
1979. 37 p.
(DA/DVEN/FR/ITINL}
KOMMISSIONEN - KOMMISSION - COMMISSION
COMMISSION - COMMISSIONE - COMMISSIE
.) cB-NF-78-OOg-DA-C rsBN 92-82s-O817-X
Udtalelce vodrrrondo Spaniens ansogning om tiltrE-
delse.
Supplement 9nB 
- 
Bulletin for EF.
1979. 118 p., 17 ill.
.) cB-NF-78-OO9-DE-C tsBN 92-82 5-O8 1 8-8
Stellungnahmo zum BoitritBantrag Spaniens.
Beilage 9/78 
- 
Bull. EG.
1979. 118 p., 17 ill.
2
Gratis
FF 5,10
USD 1.20
Gratis
.l cB-NF,78-009-EN-C tsBN 92€25-O819-6
Oplnlon on Spaln'o applioetion for memberuhip.
Suppl. 9/78. 
- 
Bull. EC.
1979. 116 pp., 17 ill.
.) cB-NF-78{09-FR-C rsBN 92€25{820-X
Avie rur la dcrnande d'adMsion de l'Erpagne.
Bull. CE, suppl. 9/78.
1979. 1l8 p., 17 ill.
.l cB-NF-78-OO9-lr-C rsBN 92-825{821-8
Prrere aulla dornenda d'adesione dclla Spagna.
Supflemento 9ng 
- 
Bull. CE.
1979. 118 p., 17 ill.
.) CB-NF-78{O9-NL-C lsBN 92€25-0822-6
Advies inzake hst verzoek om toctreding van Spanie.
Suppl. 928 
- 
Bull. van de EG.
1979. 118 p., 17 ill.
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL)
BFR 1@ DKR 16
LIT 2 4OO HFL 7
.l cB-NF679-001-DA-C
Den europoiC<o Union. Arsrapporter for 1978.
Supplement 1/79 
- 
Bull. for EF.
.l cB-NF-79-OO1-DE-C rsBN 92-825-0824-2
EuropEische Unlon. Jehresberichte f0r 1978.
Beilage 1/79 
- 
Bull. EG.
.) CB-NF-79-001-lT-C rsBN 92-825-0827-7
Unione euiopca. Relazioni annuali 1978'
Supplemento 1ng 
- 
Bull. CE.
.) CB-NF-79-OO1-NL-C lsBN92-825-0828-5
Europese unie, Jaarverslagen over 1978.
Suppl. 1/79 
- 
Bull. van de EG.
1979. 14 p.
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL}
BFR 30 DKR 5,30 DM 1,90 FF 4.4O
LIT 850 HFL 2,05 UKL O.5O USD 1
xoMMrssloNEN - KoMMlssloN - coMMlssloN
coMMrssloN - coMMlsgloNE - coMMlsslE
.) CB-AK-78-01s-EN-C
Bibliography on Compqny !.aw.
Documentation bulletin No B/1 5,
January 1979.
.) CB-AK-78-01s-FR-C
rssN 03784428
rssN 03784428
Aaeoziation zwischen dcr Europ6lechen Wirtschefts-
genreincchaft und der T0rkei.
1 3. JChrlicher Tutlgkoit$ericlrt dcr Asroziatiomrates
an den parlamentarirchen AseoriationslugschuB.
(1. Januar 
- 
31. Dezember 19771. Br0ssel
vier 1979.
1979. 14 p. (EN.FB)
BFR 40 DKR 6,50 DM 2,50 FF 5,50
LIT 950 HFL 2,75 UKL 0.65 USD 1.15
') CB-NV-78-002-FR.C ISBN 92-825-0327-5[e droit d'auteur dans la Communaut6 europ5cnne.
Etudes: S6rle secteur culturel no 2. Juillet 1976.
1979. 2a2 p. (FRl
BFR 7OO DKB 122 DM 44
LIT 19OOO HFL 48 UKL 12
RADET- RAT- COUNCIL - CONSEIL - CONSIGLIO - RAAD
Associeringen mellern Dct europaigke lkonomleke
Fallesskab og Tyrkict.
1 3, Arsberatning om Aesocleringcrtdets vlttlomhcd
til Det parlamentariske Associcringoudvalg.
(1. ianuar 
- 
31, december 19771. Bruxellee
1979.151 p. begranset oplag
1979.151 p. beschr6nkt vefiigbar
Ascociation bcttryoen the European Economic Com-
munity and Turtry.
l3th Annual Repct of the Aceociation Council to the
Parliamcntary Committcc of the Aecociation.(1 January 
- 
31 December 19771. Brussels
limited distribution
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL)
Sem arbeJdcrldot E O F-Tuncsien.
Forretningsorden. Bruxelles
1979. 8 p.
FF 99
USD 23
DM 6,80 FF 14
UKL 1.60 USD 2.80
rsBN 92-825-0823-4
rl CB-NF-79-001-EN-C tsBN 92-825-0825-0
European Union. Annual reports for 1978'
Suppl. 1i79 
- 
Bull. EC.
.l CB-NF-79401FR-C ISBN 92€28-0826-9 1979. 151 pP.
Union europ6enno. Rapports annuels 1978'
Bull. des CE, suppl. U79. Aacociation entre la Communeut5 6conomique euro-
p€enne et la Tuquic.
13' Rapport annuet d'actMt6 du Conreil d'arsocia-
tion a la Commiraion partenrentairc d'a.tociation.(1r. ianvier 
- 
31 d6cembre 19771. Bruxelles
1979. 1 51 p. diffusion restr€ints
Associazione tra la Comunitl econoTnica curopea e la
Turchia,
13o Relazione annuale d'attlviti dcl Conciglio di asso-
ciazione alla Cortmiralone porlamcntare di atsocis-
zione.
(1o gennaio 
- 
31 dicembre 19771. Bruxelles
1979. 151 p. diffusione limitata
Associatio tussch de Europece Economiechs Ge-
meenrchep cn TUrkije.
13de Jaawerelag; over dg werkzaamhcdcn van dc
Associatieraad aan de partemcntaire Commicde van
dc Agsociatie.
(1 ianuari 
- 
31 december 1977l,. Brussel
1979. 1 51 p. beperkte verspreiding
Blbliographie gur le Droit des 3oci6t6s.
Bulletin de renseignement documontaire no B/1 5. Jan- begrensst oplag
4
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Kooperatiomrat EWG -Tunesien.
Geschdft sordnun g. Brtissel.
I 979. 8 p. beschrdnkt verfogbar
EEGTunisia Cooperation Council.
Rules of procedure. Brussels.
1979. 8 pp. limited distriburion
Conseil de coop6ration CEE-Tunisie.
Rdglement int6rieur. Bruxelles.
1979. 8 p. diffusion restreinre
Consiglio di cooperazione CEE-Tunisia.
Regolamento interno. Bruxelles.
1979. 8 p. diffusione timitata
Samenwerkingsraad EEG-Tunesi6.
Reglement van orde. Brussel
Studies: Serie handel en distributie nr. 3. September
1977.
1979. 164 p.
{DE.EN.FR.IT.N L}
BFR 2OO DKR 34,50 DM 12,80 FF 28
LIT 5250 HFL 13,80 UKL 3,40 USD 6
*) cB-NK-78-OO6-DE-C tSBN 92-825-0539-1
Vorstudio tiber den Wettbewerb im Handel lEntradck-
lung, Probleme, MaBnahmen!.
Studien: Reihe Handel und Vertrieb Nr. 6. Mai 1978.
1979.22 p.
*) cB-NK-78{06-EN-C rsBN 92-825-O540-5
Preliminary study on compotition in tho retail trade(developments, problems, measuresl.
Studies: Commerce and Distribution Series. No 6. May
1 978.
1979. 16 pp.
*) CB-NK-78-OO6-FR-C |SBN 92-825-0541-3
Etude pr6liminaire sur la concurronco dans le com-
mqrce (d6veloppement, probldmes, mesures).
Etudes: S6rie commerce et distribution no 6. Mai 1978.
1979. 18 p.
1 979. I p.
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT. NL}
5
KOMMISSIONEN - KOMMISSION . COMMISSION
COMMISSION . COMMISSIONE . COMMISSIE
beperkte verspreiding
') cB-NK-78-OO3-DE-C
Synoptische Ubersichten iiber die besonderen MaG.
nahmen der Matglaedstaaten der EuropEischen G+
meinschaften im Bereich des Handels.
Studien: Reihe Handel und Vertrieb Nr. 3. September
1977.
1979. 156 p.
*) cB-NK-78{01-EN-C tsBN 92-825-O475-1
tember 1977.
1979. 160 pp.
*) CB-NK-78{03-FR-C rsBN 92-825-0481-6
1977.
1979. 164 p.
*) cB-NK-78-OO1-tT-C rsBN 92-82s-O407-7
Tavole sinottiche dci prowedimenti specifici adottati
dagli Stati membri delle Comunite europeo nel sot-
tore del commercio.
Studi: Serie commercio e distribuzione n. 3. Settembre
1977.
1979. 162 p.
.) cB-NK-78-OO3-NL-C
Tableaux synoptiques des mesures sp6cifiques prises
par les Etats membres des Communaut6s europ6en-
nes qui concement lo commerce.
Rudes: S6rie commerce et distribution no 3. Septembre
tsBN 92-825-0406-9 *) c8-NK-78-OO6-lr-C
rsBN 92-825-0408-5
rsBN 92-825{619-3
Studio preliminare sulla concorenza nel commercio(Evoluzione, problemi, prowedimenti).
Studi: Serie commercio e distribuzione n. 6. Maggio
1 978.
1979. 22 p.
*) CB-NK-78-OO6-NL-C rsBN 92-825-0620-7
Voorafgaande studie over de mededinging in de han-
del (Ontrruikkeling, problematiek, maatregelent.
Studies: Serie handel en distributie nr. 6. Mei 1978.
'I 979. 26 p.
(DE.EN.FR.IT.N L)
BFR 105 DKR 18
LIT 2 8OO HFL 7
*) cB-NU-78-017-EN-C
A study of tho svolution of coneent.ation in the
Danish cement industry. By the lnstitute for Futures
Studies.
Studies: Evolution of concentration and competition
series No 17. July 1978.
1979. 100 pp. (EN)
BFR 18O DKR 31,50 DM 11,50 FF 25,50
LrT 4 800 HFL 12,40 UKL 2.95 USD 5.80
*) cB-NU-78-018-EN-C rsBN 92-825-0632-0
A study of the evolution of concentration and prices
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Auigabe auf Planfilm: Lieferung leweits im Abstand von drei Monaten nach Erscheinen der gedruckten Auagabe.
Microficha edition: delivery about thre€ months after the paraHel printed paper edition.
Edltion microfichee: livraison avec un d6calage de 3 mois sur l'6dition imprim6e.
Edlzione su microschede: consogne con un ritardo dl tro mesl lisp€tto all'edizione stampats.
Uitgave microkaarten: levering drie maanden na de op papier gedrukte uftgave'
Trykt udsivelse eller udgivelse p6 mikrofilmkort / Gedruckte Ausgabe oder Ausgabe auf Planfilm / Prlnt€d paper edltlon
or'1ni.Jf'"tr"..Oiiionl-Eaition sur papier ou 6dition microfichei/Edizione stimpata o edizione su mlcroachede/Op
papier gedrukte uitgave of uitgave microkaarten
BFR 1 2OO DKR 197 DM 76 FF 161
LrT 28600 HFL 81,50 UKL 19.20 USD 33
Me dedokumenter fra Europa-Parlamentet 1978-1 979
Sitzungedokumente dea Europ6ischen Parlaments 1 978-1 979
Working documonts of tho Europoan Parllament 1978-1 979
Documents ds s6ance du Parlsnent europ6en 1978-1979
Documenti di eeduta del Padamento ouropro 1 978-1 979
Zittingsdocumonten van het Europee Parlernent 1978-1979
(DA.DE,EN.FR.TT.NL)
iuregelmassig/unregelmdBig/irregular/irr6gulier/irregolare/onregelmatlg)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 1 OOO DKR 175 DM 63,50 FF 140
LIT268OO HFL69 UKL 16 USD 32.50
Bulletin for De europaiske Falleeskaber
Bulletin der Europ6iechen Gemeinachaften
Bultetin of the 
.European Communhier
Bu lletin des Oom munaut6s eurcp6ennee
Bollettino delle Comunitd ouropeo
&rlletin van de Europere Gemeenachappen
Bolctin de las Comunidadeo europeas
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL.ES}
(minedlig / monatlich / monthly / mensuel / mensile / maandelijks / mensual)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 1 OOO DKR 164 DM 63 FF 140
LIT 26 8OO H FL 68 UKL 1 6 USD 27.50
tssN 0378€715
tssN 0378-3707
rssN 0378-3693
rssN 0377-9181
rssN 0378-3685
rssN 0378-374X
rssN 0378€677
2
lntet offontlaggiort / Keine
Pas de parution / Nessuna
Verii,ffemlichung / No
pubblicazione / Niete
publlcationr /
venchcnen
Samling af Domstolens Afg6relser
Sammlung der Bechtsprechung des Gerichtehofes
Roports of Coees bslore the Court
Recueil de la iufisprudence de la Cour
Raccoha della giuileprudenza delle Corte '
Jurisprudentie van het Hof van Justitie
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL}
(rregelmassig/unregelmaBig/irregular/irr6gulier/irregolare/onregelmatigl
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamonto
BFR 1 8OO DKR 315 DM 1 14 FF254
11T48100 HFL124 UK129.50 USD 58
rssN 0378-7605
rssN 0378-7613
tssN 0378-7591
rssN 0378-7583
rssN 0378-7575
rssN 0378-7567
3
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Nationale afgrrelser vedrorende fallesskabsretten. Ufuldstandig
fortegnelse over offentliggjorte afgereleer
Einzelstaatliche Entscheidungen iiber Gemeinschaftsrecht.
Unvollstendiges Fundstalleruerzeichnis ver6ffentlichter Ent-
scheidungen
National Decisions concerning Community [aw. Selective list of
refurences to published cases
D6cisions nationalos relativeo au Droit communautaire. Liste s6
lective de r6f6rences aux dll,cisions publi6cs
Decisioni nazionali riguardami il Diritto comunitario. Elenco indi-
cativo di riferimenti alle decisioni pubblicate
Nationale beslissingen bn aamaen yan Gemeenschapsrecht,
Niet volledige lijst van referenties betreffende gepubliceerde
beslissingen
(DA.DE.EN. FR.IT.N L}(halvArlig/halbjiihrlich/half-yearly/semestriel /semestrale/halfjaarlijks)
Mlnedlig bullstin over udenrigshandelen
Monatsbulldin der AuBenhandelsstatistik
Monthly 
€xternal trade bullotin
Bulletin mensuel du commerce oxt6rieul
Bollettino mensile del commercio esterc
Maandbulletin van de buitenlandse handel
( DA/DElEN/FR/ITlN L}
(mAnedlig / monatlich / monthly / mensuel / mensile / maandelilks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 1 5OO DKR 262,50 DM 95 FF2lO
LrT40100 HFL 103,s0 UKL24 USD 48.50
EC Trade with the: ACP States 
-South Mediterranean States
l.es 6changes de la CE avec: Les Etats ACP 
-Les Etats de la M6diterran6e cud(ENI/FB)
(quarterly / trimestriel)
Subscription / Abonnement
BFR 15O DKR 26,50 DM 9,50 FF 21,50
LrT 4000 HFL 10,50 UKL 2.50 USD 4.90
rssN 0378-3723
rssN 0379-3486
5
lntot offentliggiotl /
Pas de parution /
6
Kei ne Veriiffentlichung
Nessuna pubblicazione
/ No publications // NieG verschenen
Europaisk Okonomi (3 numre 6rligt)
Europdische Wirtschaft (3 Hefte pro Jahr)
European Economy (3 issues per year)
Economie europ6enne (3 num6ros par an)
Economia europea (3 numeri l'anno)
Europese economie (3 nummers per jaad
(DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL)
175 DM 63 FF 14069 UKL 16 USD 32.50
rssN 0379-1 009
tssN 0379-1033
rssN 0379{991
rssN 0379-0983
rssN 0379-1017
rssN 0379-1 025
BFR 1 OOO DKR
LIT 26 8OO HFL
4
23
Iillag / Beihefte / Supplements/ Suppl6ments / Supplementi / Supplementen
Rakte A 
- 
Den okonomiske udvikling (11 numre 0rligt)
Seric A 
- 
Konjunkturtendenzen (1 1 Hefte pro Jahr)
Series A 
- 
Recent economic trends (1 1 issues per yearl
S6ric A 
- 
Tendances conjoncturelles (1 1 ntam6ros par an)
Serie A 
- 
Tendenze congiunturali (1 1 numeri l'anno)
Serie A 
- 
Economische ontwikkelingen (1 1 nummers per jaar)
BFR 5OO DKR 87,50 DM 32 FF 70
LIT 134OO HFL 34,50 UKL 8 USD 16.25
Rekke B 
- 
Okonomiske udsigter 
- 
resultaterne af konjunkturundersogelseme hos virkomheds-
ledere i Fallesskabet (1 1 numre 6rligtl \
Serie B 
- 
Konjunkturaussichten 
- 
Ergebnisse der Umfrage bei den Unternehmern (1 1 Hefte pro Jahr)
Series B 
- 
Economic prospects 
- 
Business survey results (11 issues per year)
S6rie B 
- 
Perspectives 6conomiques 
- 
r6sultats des enqu6tes auprds des chefu d'entreprise (1 1
num6ros par an)
Berie B 
- 
Prospettive congiunturali 
- 
Risultati delle inchieste nell'industria (11 numeri l'anno)
pede B 
- 
Vooruiuichten voor de economische ontwikkeling 
- 
resultaten van de enqu6te bij het
pedrijfsleven (11 nummerc per jaar)
IBFR 5OO DKR 87,50 DM 32 FF 70
lLrr rs4oo HFL 34.so UKL 8 usD 16.2s
I
I
I
ln*kk" C - Okonomiske udsigter - resultatern€ af konjunkturundersogelserne blandt de europaiske
lforbrugere (3 numre irligt)
lSerie C - Konjunkturaussichten - Ergebnisse der Verbraucherumfrage (3 Hefte pro Jahr)
Series C 
- 
Economic Prospects 
- 
Consumer survey results (3 issues per yearl
ls6rio C 
- 
Perspectives 6conomiques 
- 
r6sultats des enqu€tes auprds des consommatours (3
num6ros par an)
Serie C 
- 
Prospettive congiunturali 
- 
Risultati delle inchieste presso i consumatori (3 numeri fanno)
Serie C 
- 
Vooruitzichten voor de economische ontwikkeling 
- 
resultaten van de enqutte bij de
verbruikers (3 nummers per jaar)
BFR 2OO DKR 35 DM 13 FF 28
LIT 5450 HFL 14 UKL 3 USD 6.50
Alle tre tillag / Alle drei Beihefte /All three supplements /Abonnement aux trois suppl6ments / I soli
tre supplementi /Alle drie supplementen te zamen
BFR l OOO DKR 175 DM 63 FF 1/IO
Ltr 26800 HFL 69 UKL 16 USD 32.50
Samlet abonnoment 
- 
nEuropaisk 0lkonornie og Tillag/Kombinierte Bestellung ,,Europdische
Wirtschdft" und Beihefte/Combined subscription 
- 
'European Economy' and Supplements/Abon-
nement rEconomie europ6enneD et aux suppl6ments/Sottoscrizione combinata aEconomia euro-
pear e i supplementi/Gecombineerd abonnement ,,Europese Economie" en de drie supplementon
BFR 15OO DKR 262,50DM 95 FF 210
LtT 40100 HFL 103,50 UKL 24 USD 48.50
Reeultaterne af konjunkturundoergelsen hos virksomhedsledere i
Falleaskabet
Ergebnisae der Konjunlcturbelragung bei den Unternehmern in der
Gemeincchaft
Results of the busineEs survey carried out among managements in
the Community
B6sultatn de l'enquote de conjoncture aupr0s des ch€fs d'emreprise
de la Communaut6
Risultati dell'inchiesta congiunturale effettuata presso g li imprendi-
tori della Comunitl
Rosultaton van de conjunctuurenquCte bij het bedrffilanen in de
Gemeenschap
(DA/DE/EN/FR/ITAL)
(minedlig / monatlich / monthly / mensuel / mensile / maandeliiks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 3 3OO DKR 577 DM 209 FF465
LIT 88 200 HFL227 UKL 54 
-USD 
106.50
rssN 03784479
24
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BFR 450
LrT 12 000
Timelenninger 
- 
Arbejdstid
Stundenwrdienste 
- 
Arboitszoit
Hourly earnings 
- 
Hours of work
Gains horaires 
- 
Dur6o du travail
Rctribuzioni orarie 
- 
Durata del hvoro
Uurverdiencten 
- 
Arteidsduur
(DA/DE/EN/FR/ITINU
(halvdrlig / halbjanrtich /half/yearly / semestriel / semestrale / halfiaarlijks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 600 DKR 105 DM 38 FF 85
1tT16000 HFL41 UKL 9.80 USD 19.40
Erhvervsuddannelee
Berulobildung
Vocationa! training
Formation profeesionnelle
Fomazione professionale
Bercepsopleiding
(OADE.EN.FR.IT.NU
(kvartalsvis/vierteljEhrlich/quarterly/trimestriel /trimestrale/driemaandelijks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
DKF 78,50 DM 28,50 FF 63,50
usD 14.50HFL 31 UKL 7.40
Gewerkschaftsinf ormati onen
I nlormations syndicales
Vakbondevoorlichting
(DE.FR.NL)
(zweimal im Monat / bimensuel / halfrnaandelijks)
Gratis / Gratuit
Ekspresinformation 
- 
Social sikring.
Schnellbericht 
- 
Sozialschuts.
Rapid information 
- 
Social Protoction.
Note rapide 
- 
Protection sociale.
Nota rapida 
- 
Protezione sociale.
Spoedbericht 
- 
Sociale bescherming.
(DE/ENXFR/IT)
(unregelmassig/unregelmdBig/irregular/irr6gulier/irregolare/onregelmatig)
Gratis / Gratuit / Gratuito
Rliern og stll 
- 
Basispriser og jern- og stilproducenter
Roheieen und Stahlezeugnicae 
- 
Grundpreise und Stahlunternehmen
Pig lron and Steel 
- 
Basic Prices and lron and'Steel Undertakings
Fontes et aciera 
- 
Prix de base et entreprises sid6rurgiques
Ghise ed acciai 
- 
Prezzi base e imprcee siderurgiche
Ruwijze en staalprodukton 
- 
Basisprijzen en ijzer- en staalondernemingen(DA/DVEN/FR/TAU
(m6nedlig / monatlich / monthly / mensuel / mensile / maandelijks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonameno
BFR 6 OOO DKR 1 049 DM 381 FF 846
1rT160500 HF1413,50 UKL98 USD 193.50
rssN 0378-3596
rssN 0378-5084
rssN o378-5106i
tssN 0378-50681
tssN 0378-5092
rssN 0378-5076
rssN 03784959
rssN 03784460
8
25
Viertcliahrecheft Eiren und Stahl
OuancrlY lron and rteel bulletin
Bulletln trimcgtriel sid6rurgie
Bollettino trimectrale siderurgia
(DE/Et\YFR/lTl
i[ri.trir"iJlviertellBtrrlich/quarterly/trimestriel /trlmestrale/drlemaandelilks)
Abonnement / Subscrlption / Abbonamento
BFR 1 OOO DKR 175 DM 63 FF 140
LIT 26800 HFL 69 UKL 16 USD 32'50
Mlnedrbulletin lem og stll
Monatsbericht Eiren und Stahl
MonthlY bulletln iron and rteel
Bullotin menguel lld5rurgie
Bollsttino menlilo aidcrurgla
Maandeliike bullerdn iizer en rtaal
(DVEN/FR/IT)
ira*afig / monatlich / monthly / mensuel / menslle / maandel'riks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 450 DKR 78,50 DM 28,50 FF 63,50
LtT 12ooo HFL 31 UKL 7.40 USD 14.50
lnduatrlena koniunkturindikatorer
Koniunkturindikatoren fiir die lndustie
lnductrial rhort-tem tronds
lndicateura conioncturels de l'induetie
tndicstori congiunturali dell'indudria
Coniunctuurindicatoren van de inductde
(DE.EN.FR}
ira""aiig / monatlich / monthty / mensuel / mensi6 / maandeliiks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 5OO DKR 87,50 DM 32 FF 70
LIT 13400 HFL 34,50 UKL 8 USD 16.25
tssN 0378-7672
rssN 0378-7559
rssN 0378-8@8
rssN 0378-7877
lssN 0378-7427
M0nedrbulletin 
- 
ltu!
Monatlbullotin 
- 
Kohle
MonthlY bulletin 
- 
Coal
Bullotin meneuel 
- 
Gharbon
Bollgttino mcneile 
- 
Carbone
Maandelliks bulletin 
- 
Kolen
(DE/EN/FR}
i.a*irig i monatlich / monthly / mensuel / mensile / maandelijks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonsmento
BFR 3OO DKR 52,50 DM 19 FF 42,50
Lrr Sooo HFL 20,50 UKL 4.90 UsD 9.70
Minedabullstin 
- 
lfu lbrinter
Monatsbullotin 
- 
KohlenwassoEtoffe
Monthly bulletin 
- 
HYdrocarbone
Bulletin menguel 
- 
Hydrccarburoc
Bollettino mensile 
- 
ldrocarburi
Maandeliiks buttetin 
- 
Koolwaterstoffen
(DE/EN/FR)
iia*irig / monatlich / monthly / mensuel / mensile / maandeliiks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 600 DKR 105 DM 38 FF 85
Lrr 16000 HFL 41 UKL 9'80 usD 19'40
rssN 0378-357X
rssN 0378-3731
r;\tl
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M0nedsbulletln 
- 
Elektricitet
Monatcbulletin 
- 
Elektrizitet
Monthly bulletin 
- 
Electrical energy
Bulletin mensuel 
- 
E;rga Ltectrique C ISSN 0378-3561
Bollettino meneile 
- 
Energia elettrica
Maandelijko bulletin 
- 
Eloktriciteit
(DVEN/FR}
(mdnedlig / monatlich / monthly / mensuel / mensile / maandelijks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 3OO DKR 52,50 DM 19 FF 42,50
LrT 8000 HFL 20,50 UKL 4.90 USD 9.70
BFR 1 1OO DKR 192,50 DM 70 FF 155 ILtr 29400 HFL 76 UKL 18 usD 3s.50 | A + B + c
10
Mlnedsoversigt ovor transport
Monatoiiberaichten dee Verkehrs
Monthly tables of transport
Tableaux mensuels des transports ISSN 0378-3502
Tabelle mensili dei traeporti
Maandgegevens van het vorvoer
(DA/DVEN/FR/TAL}
(mdnedlig / monatlich / monthly / mensuel / mensile / maandelilks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 14OO DKR 245 DM 89 FF 197,50
LrT 37500 HFL 96,50 UKL 22.90 USD 45
11
Vegetabilsk produktion
Pflanzliche Erzeugung
Crop producdon
Production v6g6tale
Produzione vegstalo
Plantaardige produktie
(DA/DE/EN/FR/ITlNU
(minedlig / monatlich / monthly / mensuel / mensile / maandelijks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
8FR 2 500 DKR 437 DM 1 59 FF 353
LtT 66900 HFL 172,50 UKL 41 USD 80.50
A tssN 0378-3588
Manedlig stati8tik for kod
Monatliche Statistak von Fleisch
Monthly statistics of meat
Statistiques mensuellea de la viande B ISSN 0378-3553
Statistiche mensili della came
Maandelijkse statistioken van vlees
(DA/DVEN/FR/ITINL}
(mlnedlig / monatlich / monthly / mensuel / mensile / maandelijks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFB 2 5OO DKR 437 DM 1 59 FF 353
LIT 66900 HFL 172,50 UKL 41 USD 80.50
_l
27
Manedlig statiltik for malk
Monatlictre Statictik von Milch
MonthlY statistics of milk
Statistiquos mensuellee du lait
Statistiche mensili del latte
Maandeliikse statastiekon van melk
(DA/DVEN/FR/ITINL}
(mdnedlig / monatlich / monthly / mensuel / mensile / maandelijks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 14OO DKR 245 DM 89 FF 197,50
LtT 37500 HFL 96,50 UKL 22.90 USD 45
Minedlig statistlk for ag
Monatliche Statistik von Eiern
Monthly etatistica of eggs
Statistaques mensuelleg deg eufs
Statistiche mensili delle uova
Maandeliikae statistiekon van oieren
(DT/DgEN/FR/ITINL)
(minedlig / monatlich / monthly / mensuel / mensile / maandeliiks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 1 5OO DKR 262,50 DM 95 FF 210
Lrr 40100 HFL 103,50 UKL 24 USD 48'50
Salgsprieer for animalske produkter
Verkaufspreiso taorischor Produkte
Selling Pricec of animal Products
Prix de vento de Produits animaux I
Prezzi di vendita dei prodotti animali
Verkooppriizen van dierliike produkten
(DE/EN/FR/IT)
iiomaneatig /zweimonatlich / bimonthly / bimestriel / bimestrale / tweemaandeliiks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 1 350 DKR 236 DM 86 FF 190,50
Llr 36100 HFL 93 UKL 22.10 USD 43.50
Salgspriser for vegetabilake produkter
Verkaufspreioe pflamlicher Produkte
Selling prices of vegetable producta
Prix de vonte de produits v6g6taux lt
Pt@ri di vendita dei prodottl vogstali
Ve*ooppriizen ven plantaardige produkten
(DE/EN/FMTI
ft"rar"arig /zweimonatlich / bimonthly / bimostriel / bimestrale / tweemaandeliiks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 1 350 DKR 236 DM 86 FF 190,50
LtT 3610O HFL 93 UKL 22.10 USD 43'50
BFR 27OO DKR 472 OM 172 FF 381 ]. 
- 
,,
Ltr 722@ HFL 186 UKL 44.20 USD 87 J "
lndkobrPrieer for driftsmidler
Einkaufspreise der Bstriobsnittel
Purchese prices of the moans of produstion
Prix d'achat des moyem de production
Prezzi d'acquisto dei mezzi di produzione
Aankooppriizen van de produktiemiddelen
(DVEN/FR/IT)
ik .rt.t.ri. / vierteliahrlich / quarterly / trimestriol / trimestrale / driemaandeliiks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 7OO DKR 122,50 DM 44,50 FF 99
LtT 18700 HFL 48,50 UKL 11.50 UsD 22.50
rGrrntr abonnement - ,,Gr0nes" Abonnement - 'Green' subscription
Abonnement ( vert , - Abbonamento <verdel - ,,Groen" abonnementA+B+C+D+E+E'+F
BFR 12OOO DKR 2098 DM 762
Lrr 321000 HFL 827 UKL 196
rssN 0378-3545
rssN 0 378-3537
rssN 0378-6722
rssN 0378{714
rssN 0378€692
FF 1 692
USD 387
28
landbrugsmarkeder - Seriepriser : Animalske produkter
Agrarm6rkte - Serie Preise: Tierische produkte
Agricultural Marksts - Series prices: Livestock products
Mirchds agricoles - S6rie prix: produits animaux A
Mercati agricoli - Selie prezzi : prodotti animali
Landbouwmarkten - Serie prijzen : Dierlijke produkten
(DA/DVEN/FR/ITA L}(uregelmessig/unregelmdBig/irregular/irrdgulier/irregolare/onregelmatig)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 1 lOO DKR 192,50 DM 70 FF 155
LIT 29400 HFL 76 UKL 18 USD 35.50
Landbrugsmarkeder - Seriepriser : Vegetabilske produkter
Agrarm6*te - Serie Preise : pflanzliche produkte
Agricultural Markets - Series prices: Vegetable products
MarcMs agricoles - S6rie prix: produits v6g6taux
Mercati agricoli - Serie prezzi : prodotti vegetali
landbouwmarkten - Serie prijzen : plantaardigo produkten
(DA/DEIEN/FR/ITlN U(uregelmassig/ unregelmdBig / irregular /in1gulier / irregolare /onregelmatig)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 1 lOO DKR 192,50 DM 70 FF 155
LIT 29400 HFL 76 UKL 18 USD 35.50
BFR 18OO DKR 315
LtT 48 100 HFL 124
Kva rtalsvis fi skeri bulletin
Vierteljdhrliches Fischerei bu ltetin
Ouarterly bulletin of fisheries
Bulletin trimestriel de la p6che
Bollettino trimestralo della pesca
Driemaandeliiks visserijbulletin
(DA/DElEN/FR/ITlN L)(kvartalsvis/vierteljdhrlich/quarterly/trimestriel /trimestrale/driemaandelijks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 600 DKR 105 DM 38 FF 85
LrT 16000 HFL 41 UKL 9.80 USD 19.40
Menedsstatastik : Sukker
Monatsstatistik : Zucker
Monthly Statistics: Sugar
Statistiquos mensuelles: Sucre
Statistica mensile: Zucchero
Maandstatistiek: Suiker
(DA/D VEN/FR/T/N L)(mdnedlig / monatlich / monthly / mensuel / mensile / maandelijks)
Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 1 125 DKR 197 DM 71,50 FF 159
LtT 30 100 HFL 77,50 UKL 18.40 USD 36.50
DM114 FF2s4 )n*aUKL 29.50 USD 58
rssN 0378-4444
rssN 0378-4436
rssN 0379-0029
EG- lndex der Erzeugerpreise landwirtschaftlicher produkte
EC-index of producer prices of agricultural products
lndice CE des prix d la production des produits agricotes
lndice CE dei prezi alla produzione dei prodotti agricoli(DE/EN/FR/IT)
(tom6nedlig / zweimonatlich./ bimonthly / bimestriel / bimestrale / tweemaandetijks)Abonnement / Subscription / Abbonamento
BFR 3OO DKR 52,50 DM 19 FF 42,50
LrT 8000 HFL 20,50 UKL 4.90 usD 9.70
rssN 0378-6706
29
Meddelelser om den felles landbrugspolitik
Mitteilungen zur gemeinsamen Agrarpolitik
Newsletter on tre common agricultural policy
Nourolle de la politique agricole commune
Notizie sulia politica agricola comuno
Landbouwbullstin
(DADE.EN.FR.IT.NL}
(mAnedlig / monatlich / monthly / mensuel / mensile / maandelijks)
Gratis / Gratuit / Gratuito
Ekspresinformation 
- 
Vegetabilsk produktion
Schnellbericht 
- 
Pflanzliche Ezeugung
Rapid information 
- 
Crop production
Note rapide 
- 
Production v6g6tale
Nota rapida 
- 
Produzione vogotale
Spoedbeicht 
- 
Plantaardige produktie
(DElEN/FR)
(uregelmassig/unregelmiiBig/irregular/irr6gulier/irregolare/onregelmatig)
Gratis / Gratuit / Gratuito
Ekspresinformation 
- 
Landbrugspriser
Schnellbericlrt 
- 
AgrarPreise
Rapid information 
- 
Agricultural prices
Note raPide 
- 
Prix agricoles
Nota rapida 
- 
Prczzi agricoli
SPoedbericht 
- 
LandbouwPriizen
(DVEN/FR/IT)
(uregelmassig / unregelmdBig / irregular / irr6gulier /irregolare / onregelmatig)
Gratis / Gratuit / Gratuito
lntet offentliggjort / Keine
Pas de parution / Nesauna
Vertiffentlichung / No publications /
pubblicazione / Niets verschenen
13
EC Trade with tho: ACP States 
-South Mediterranean Stateg
Les 6changes de la CE avec: Les Etats lGp 
-
Les Etats de la M6diterran6e sud
(EN/FR}
(quarterly / trimestriel)
Subscription / Abonnement
BFR 15O DKR 26,50 DM 9,50 FF 21,50
LtT 4000 HFL 10,50 UKL 2.50 USD 4.90
(EN.FR)
(bi-monthly 
- bimestriel) Gratis / Gratuit
The Courier - European Community - Africa-Caribbean-Pacific
Le Courrier - Communaut6 europ6enne - Afrique-Caraibes-Pacifique
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Veniffentlichung Nr. BX-24-78-5 1 6-DE-C rsBN 92-824-0013-1
rU ru FUN DZWANZI GSTE tJ EENSICHT I.i BER
DtE TATIGKEIT DES RATES
l.Januar- 31. Dezember 1977
Der Ministerrat der Europdischen Gemeinschaften. der aus den Vertretern der neun
Mitgliedstaaten besteht, ist das Organ, dem es obliegt, die wichtigsten
Enticheidungen fiir die Ausweitung der TEitigkeiten der Gemeinschaft zu treffen: es
ist der Ministerrat, der normalerweise die Funktion des Gesetzgebers der
Gemeinschaft ausflbt..ln den letzten Jahren hat er jdhrlich 60 bis 80 Tagungen
abgehalten, und er erlflBt jedes Jahr mehrere hundert Rechtsakte (Verordnungen,
Richtlinien, Entscheidungen usw.).
Das Amtsblatt der Europ6ischen Gemeinschaften ver6ffentlicht die meisten dieser
Texte in vollem Wortlaut. Aber abgesehen von dieser amtlichen Bekanntmachung
gibt das Generalsekretariat des Rates jedes Jahr, zusammengefaRt in einem Band.
eine m6glichst vollstdndige Ubersicht heraus 0ber alle Tiitigkeiten des Rates auf den
verschiedenen Gebieten, die Gegenstand der gemeinschaftlichen Arbeit sind: Es
handelt sich hierbei um den ,,UUerOtick iiber die Tatigkeit des Rates", dessen 25.
Band, der sich Uber den Zeitraum vom 1. Januar bis zum 31. Dezember 1977
€rstreckt, soeben erschienen ist.
lnternationale Organistionen, Forschungsinstitute, Berufsverb6nde und sonstige
lnteressenten finden in diesem Band nicht nur eine Zusammenfassung der zahl-
reichen Rechtsakte und Beratungen des Rates sowie der Vorarbeiten dazu. sondern
auch Angaben dariiber, wie sich diese Arbeiten in den politischen und wirtschaft-
lichen Rahmen einf0gen oder iiber deren Tragweite ftir das Funktionieren der
Europdischen Gemeinschaften.
310 Seiten. DA.DE.EN.FR.IT.NL
Verkauf pro Nummer: BFR 2OO,-
LrT 5 300
34,80 DM 12,70 FF 27,60
13,80 UKL 3,30 USD 6,20
DKR
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Publication no BX-24-78-516-FR-C rsBN 92-824-0015-8
vrNGT-CTNOU r EME ApERgU DES ACTTVTTES
DU CONSEIL
ltr janvier- 31 ddcembre 1 977
Le Conseil des Communaut6s europ6ennes qui se compose des repr6sentants des
neuf Etats membres est l'institution d laquelle il revient de'prendre les principales
d6cisions pour le d6veloppement des activit6s de la Communaut6; c'est lui qui fait
normalement fonction de l6gislateur de la Communaut6. ll a tenu ces dernidres
ann6es entre 60 et 80 sessions par an et prend chaque ann6e plusieurs centaines
d'actes (rdglements, directives, d6cisions, etc.).
Le Journal officiel des Communaut6s europ6ennes publie la plupart de ces textes
int6gralement. Mais d c6t6 de cette publication officielle, le Secr6tariat g6n6ral du
Conseil entreprend chaque ann6e de donner en un seul volume une vue aussi com-
pldte que possible de l'ensemble des activit6s que le Conseil d6ploie dans les
diff6rents domaines qui font l'obiet de travaux communautaires: il s'agit de l'a Apergu
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